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We consider variables, numbers, terms and values as follows:
x ∈ Var
n ∈ N
t ∈ Ter = x | t t | λx . t | n | S
v ∈ Val = λx . t | n | S
A term is pure if it doesn’t contain numbers or the successor operator S. The reduction
relation → ⊆ Ter2 is defined as follows:
Beta
(λx . t)v → t[x := v]
S
n′ = n+ 1
Sn→ n′
DAL
t1 → t
′
1
t1t2 → t
′
1t2
DAR
t → t′
vt → vt′
A procedure is a closed term of the form λx . t. Boolean values, pairs and the natural
numbers can be represented as pure values as follows:
true
def
= λxy . x
false
def
= λxy . y
(t1, t2)
def
= (λxyf . fxy)t1 t2
c0
def
= λfs . s
cn
def
= λfs . cn−1f(fs) (n ≥ 1)
Exercise 1.1: Numbers We say that a term t represents a number n if t is pure and
the term tS0 evalutes to n. Find a pure procedure
(a) add that given values representing m and n yields a value representing m+n.
(b) mul that given values representing m and n yields a value representing m ·n.
(c) exp that given values representing m and n yields a value representing mn.
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Abstract
In this thesis we present two new type systems for verifying the security of cryptographic
protocol models expressed in a spi-calculus and, respectively, of protocol implementations
expressed in a concurrent lambda calculus. The two type systems combine prior work
on refinement types with union and intersection types and with the novel ability to
reason statically about the disjointness of types. The increased expressivity enables the
analysis of important protocol classes that were previously out of scope for the type-
based analyses of cryptographic protocols. In particular, our type systems can statically
analyze protocols that are based on zero-knowledge proofs, even in scenarios when certain
protocol participants are compromised. The analysis is scalable and provides security
proofs for an unbounded number of protocol executions. The two type systems come
with mechanized proofs of correctness and efficient implementations.
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Kurzzusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit werden zwei neue Typsysteme vorgestellt, mit denen die Sicherheit
kryptographischer Protokolle, modelliert in einem spi-Kalku¨l, und Protokollimplemen-
tierungen, beschrieben in einem nebenla¨ufigen Lambdakalku¨l, verifiziert werden kann.
Die beiden Typsysteme verbinden vorausgehende Arbeiten zu Verfeinerungstypen mit
disjunktiven und konjunktiven Typen, und ermo¨glichen außerdem, statisch zu folgern,
dass zwei Typen disjunkt sind. Die Ausdruckssta¨rke der Systeme erlaubt die Analyse
wichtiger Klassen von Protokollen, die bisher nicht durch typbasierte Protokollanalysen
behandelt werden konnten. Insbesondere ist mit den vorgestellten Typsystemen auch
die statische Analyse von Protokollen mo¨glich, die auf Zero-Knowledge-Beweisen basie-
ren, selbst unter der Annahme, dass einige Protokollteilnehmer korrumpiert sind. Die
Analysetechnik skaliert und erlaubt Sicherheitsbeweise fu¨r eine unbeschra¨nkte Anzahl
von Protokollausfu¨hrungen. Die beiden Typsysteme sind formal korrekt bewiesen und
effizient implementiert.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many of today’s applications rely on complex cryptographic protocols for communicat-
ing over the insecure Internet (e.g., online banking, electronic commerce, social net-
works, mobile applications, etc.). Protocol designers struggle to keep pace with the
variety of possible security vulnerabilities, which have affected early authentication pro-
tocols like Needham-Schroeder [DS81, Low96], carefully designed de facto standards
like SSL and PKCS [WS96, Ble98], and even widely deployed products like Microsoft
Passport [Fis03], Kerberos [BCJ+06,CJS+08], and the SAML-based Single Sign-On for
Google Apps [ACC+08]. Manual security analyses of cryptographic protocols, and even
more so protocol implementations, are extremely difficult and error-prone. Therefore, it
is important to formalize the intended security properties and devise automated anal-
ysis techniques for security protocols and, more challengingly, for the source code of
distributed applications.
Logic-based authorization policies constitute a well-established and expressive framework
for describing a wide range of security properties of cryptographic protocols, varying from
authenticity [WL94,GJ03] to access control policies [Aba03]. Furthermore, type systems
constitute particularly salient tools to statically and automatically enforce authorization
policies on abstract protocol specifications [FGM07b,FGM07a] and on concrete protocol
implementations [BBF+08,BFG10]. Type systems require little human effort and provide
security proofs for an unbounded number of protocol executions. Furthermore, the
analysis is efficient, scalable, and has a predictable termination behavior.
As with all static analysis techniques, the expressiveness of the analysis is very important,
since, in order to be useful in practice, a type system for security protocols has to be able
to express and reason about many different sound idioms employed by actual protocols.
In this thesis we increase the expressiveness of the existing type-based analyses for secu-
rity protocol models and implementations using union and intersection types and syntac-
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tic reasoning about type disjointness. This increased expressivity enables the analysis
of important protocol classes that were previously out of scope for type systems. In
particular, we show that the increased expressivity allows us
1. to handle more complex cryptographic primitives, and in this work we will focus
mostly on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs;
2. to statically express the invariants of protocols where participants can be compro-
mised;
3. to provide solutions that work both for abstract protocol models and for concrete
protocol implementations.
We discuss each of these three points in the following three sections.
1.1. Type-checking Protocols Based on Zero-knowledge Proofs
An important challenge in analyzing protocols is the ability to statically characterize
the security properties guaranteed by complex cryptographic operations. For instance,
current analysis techniques support traditional cryptographic primitives such as encryp-
tion and digital signatures, but until recently [BMU08] they could not cope with zero-
knowledge proofs [Gol01]. A zero-knowledge proof combines two seemingly contradictory
properties. First, it is a proof of a statement that cannot be forged, i.e., it is impossible,
or at least computationally infeasible, to produce a wrong zero-knowledge proof that
can pass verification. Second, a zero-knowledge proof does not reveal any information
besides the bare fact that the statement is valid.
Early general-purpose zero-knowledge proofs were primarily designed for showing the
existence of such proofs for very large classes of statements [GMW91]. These proofs
were very inefficient and consequently of only limited use in practical applications. The
recent advent of efficient zero-knowledge proofs for special classes of statements [CDS94,
CL02, GS08, AFG+10] is changing this scenario. The unique security features offered
by zero-knowledge proofs, combined with the possibility to efficiently implement some
of these proofs non-interactively [BFM88, BR93, GS08] have paved the way for their
deployment in real applications.
For instance, zero-knowledge proofs can guarantee the verifiability of electronic elec-
tions yet guarantee the privacy of the votes, as in the Civitas electronic voting sys-
tem [CCM08]; they can allow for remote attestation of a trusted platform while preserv-
ing the anonymity of the users, as in the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) proto-
col [BCC04]; and they can allow a user to prove to a third party that she holds a govern-
ment issued electronic ID card and she is over 18, without revealing her identity and her
age, as in the IBM idemix [IBM] and Microsoft U-Prove [UPr11] anonymous credential
systems. Other than electronic voting [DGS03,Gro05,CCM08,Adi08,HRT10] anonymous
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authentication [BCC04, CHK+06], anonymous credentials and digital identity manage-
ment [CH02,CL04,BCKL08,Hig08,BCC+09,BCGS09, IBM,UPr11] the proposed appli-
cations of zero-knowledge proofs include: e-cash [CHL06, CLM07, BCKL09], electronic
auctions [LAN02, PRST08], anonymous trust and reputation [BSS10, BLMP10], dis-
tributed social networks [TSGW09, BMP11], risk assurance for hedge funds [Szy05],
anonymous electronic ticketing for public transportation [HBCDF06], biometric authen-
tication [BSSM+07, KNON10], privacy-friendly smart metering [RD10], and others. In
these applications zero-knowledge proofs provide security properties that go beyond the
traditional and well-understood secrecy and authenticity properties, allowing the design
of protocols that fulfill seemingly conflicting requirements.
Statically analyzing protocols that use zero-knowledge proofs is conceptually and techni-
cally challenging. While the existing techniques for type-checking cryptographic proto-
cols typically rely on the type of keys for typing cryptographic messages, these techniques
do not directly apply to zero-knowledge proofs, since zero-knowledge proofs do not nec-
essarily depend on a key infrastructure.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we introduce the first type system for statically analyzing
the security of protocols based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. We model
protocols in a variant of the spi-calculus [AG99, AB05], and show how the safety prop-
erties guaranteed by zero-knowledge proofs can be formulated in terms of authorization
policies and statically enforced by a type system. Our type system combines prior work
on dependent and refinement types for cryptographic protocols [FGM07a], with union
types, intersection types, and the novel ability to reason statically about the disjointness
of types.
Zero-knowledge proofs are given dependent types where the witnesses kept secret by the
proof are existentially quantified in the authorization logic. We express zero-knowledge
statements as specific positive Boolean formulas in the authorization logic and we define
the type of zero-knowledge proofs using these formulas. The user has the possibility to
extend such types with additional logical formulas describing protocol-dependent security
properties. Our type-checker ensures that honest protocol participants only construct
proofs for which these formulas hold. However, the zero-knowledge proofs received from
the untrusted network can also be created by malicious attackers, which are untyped and
therefore do not play by the rules of the type system. Justifying the formulas conveyed by
a zero-knowledge proof in the common case in which the proof comes from the untrusted
network is a challenging task, which we solve as follows.
We start from the statement being proved and from the type of those public compo-
nents of the proof which the verifier has obtained from a reliable source, and use inter-
section, union, and refinement types to infer very precise type information about the
other arguments of the zero-knowledge proof. For certain protocols the types inferred
this way are already strong enough to justify the formulas in the zero-knowledge proof
type [BGHM09,BLMP10]. In other protocols [BCC04,LHH+07] an additional insight is
needed: if the verifier can somehow deduce that the proof was necessarily constructed
by an honest (and thus type-checked) prover, then the verifier knows that the formulas
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conveyed by the proof were already checked on the prover’s side, so they must be valid.
The verifier knows that a zero-knowledge proof must be constructed by a honest prover
when the type he infers for one of the secret witnesses of the proof is disjoint from the
type of messages possibly known to the attacker.
We devise a novel technique for syntactically reasoning about the disjointness of types
efficiently and with sufficient precision. The technique is general and should be of inde-
pendent interest, beyond type-checking security protocols.
1.2. Security Despite Compromise
Another important challenge when designing and analyzing cryptographic protocols is
the enforcement of security properties in the presence of compromised participants. In
the setting of logic-based authorization policies, the notion of “security despite com-
promise” [FGM07a] captures the intuition that an invalid authorization decision by an
uncompromised participant should only arise if participants on which the decision logi-
cally depends are compromised. The impact of participant compromise should be thus
apparent from the authorization policy, without having to study the details of the pro-
tocol.
One of the advantages of analyzing security despite compromise using a type system is
that type-checking the protocol once can prove the security of the protocol for a large
number of compromise scenarios. With a flexible enough type system we should be able
to cover all these scenarios with only one set of typing annotations, which decreases
the burden on the user of the type system, who needs to write and maintain these
typing annotations. Union types can be very useful for achieving this. If we track which
participants are compromised by a Compromised predicate, and we want to annotate a
name with type T if participant A is honest and with the (usually weaker) type U if A
is compromised, then this can be precisely captured as a union between two refinement
types: {x : T | ¬Compromised(A)}∨{x : U | Compromised(A)}. Such types are in general
not expressible in the original type system by Fournet et al. [FGM07a].
Fournet et al. [FGM07a] also observe that in order to fix a protocol that is not secure
despite compromise one can either weaken the authorization policy to document all de-
pendencies between participants or correct the specification of the protocol in order to
avoid such dependencies. In another work [Gro09,BGHM09], on which we briefly report
in §2.6, we provide support for achieving the latter: we devise a general technique for
strengthening cryptographic protocols in order to satisfy authorization policies despite
participant compromise. We automatically transform the original cryptographic proto-
cols by adding non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, so that each participant proves
that the messages sent to the other participants are generated in accordance to the
protocol. The zero-knowledge proofs are forwarded to ensure the correct behavior of
all participants involved in the protocol, without revealing any secret data. Moreover,
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the transformation automatically derives type annotations for the strengthened protocol
from the type annotations of the original protocol.
Using our type-checker for zero-knowledge to validate the protocols produced by this
transformation raises, however, additional technical challenges. As explained in §1.1,
our technique for type-checking zero-knowledge crucially relies on honest provers being
type-checked, and on honest verifiers being able to infer that a proof comes from an
honest prover by deducing that one of the witnesses of the proof has a type whose values
are not known to the attacker. In the setting of security despite compromise though, all
this reasoning has to be conditioned by certain participants being indeed honest.
In order to address this challenge our type system has no unconditionally secure types.
Instead, we give a precise characterization of when a type is compromised in the form of
a formula in the authorization logic. We use refinement types that contain such logical
formulas together with union types to express type information that is conditioned by
a participant not being compromised. Such conditional types are inferred automatically
when processing the zero-knowledge statement.
1.3. Type-checking Protocol Implementations
Abstract protocol models usually disregard many implementation details. So, even if
one proves that a model of a protocol is secure, there is usually no guarantee that an
implementation of the same protocol in a mainstream programming language has no se-
curity flaws. On top of that, protocol models are often not executable [Bla01], so it is not
always easy when writing an abstract model to ensure not only that the model is secure,
but also that the model is functional1. On the other hand, a reference implementation in
a mainstream programming language can be written, compiled, executed and debugged
using standard tools, and it can be tested for interoperability against other implementa-
tions of the same protocol specification. One can thus convincingly argue that the best
“model” for a security protocol comes in the form of an executable program. And since
the manual security analysis of executable programs is hardly possible, it is useful to
devise automated analysis techniques that can provide security guarantees for protocol
implementations and, more generally, for the source code of distributed applications.
Adapting the techniques for analyzing protocol models to checking executable code poses
in general some important challenges. While abstract protocol models are usually com-
pact, protocol implementations can be very large, so the efficiency and scalability of
the analysis is even more important. Additionally, code in mainstream programming
languages normally makes use of loops, recursion, state, unbounded data structures,
higher-order functions, concurrency etc., and many of these programming language fea-
tures pose significant problems to state-of-the art protocol verifiers like ProVerif [Bla01]
1If one is only interested in (robust) safety properties, then a completely dysfunctional model is the
most secure.
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when used as a back end for analyzing protocol implementations [BFGT08]. The type
systems for programming languages, on the other hand, were designed with these fea-
tures in mind, and the analysis they provide is inherently modular. Consequently, type
systems are more efficient and scale better than the state-of-the-art protocol verifiers for
the analysis of source code [BFG10].
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we show that our technique for type-checking protocol models
can be adapted to the setting of protocol implementations. We add union, intersection
and polymorphic types as well as the ability to reason about type disjointness to the
refinement type system proposed by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08,BBF+11]. The increased
expressivity allows us to statically characterize: (i) more usages of asymmetric cryp-
tography, such as signatures of private data and encryptions of authenticated data; (ii)
authenticity and integrity properties achieved by showing knowledge of secret data; (iii)
applications based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.
Protocols are implemented in RCF∀∧∨, a concurrent lambda-calculus that is expres-
sive enough to encode a considerable fragment of an ML-like programming language
[BBF+08]. As in the spi-calculus [AG99], cryptographic operations are considered fully
reliable building blocks via a symbolic abstraction of cryptography. As opposed to the
spi-calculus, the cryptographic operations are not primitive in RCF∀∧∨, but are instead
encoded using a dynamic sealing mechanism [Mor73, SP07, BBF+08], which is in turn
based on standard functional programming language constructs. The resulting symbolic
cryptographic library is thus type-checked using regular typing rules for functional lan-
guages; in particular these typing rules are not specific to cryptography. We use union
and intersection types to give stronger and more natural types to the operations for
asymmetric cryptography than in the original sealing-based symbolic cryptographic li-
brary of Bengtson et al. [BBF+08]. At the same time, we do preserve the main advantage
of the sealing-based library: adding a new cryptographic operation to the library does
not involve changes to the calculus or manual proofs, one has just to find a well-typed
encoding of the desired cryptographic operation.
In addition to hashes, symmetric cryptography, public-key encryption, and digital sig-
natures, our approach supports non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs out of the box.
Since the realization of zero-knowledge proofs changes according to the statement to be
proven, we provide a tool that, given a statement, automatically generates a sealing-
based symbolic implementation of the corresponding zero-knowledge primitive. This
symbolic implementation is type-checked using standard typing rules, which are not tai-
lored in any way to zero-knowledge proofs. In achieving this we crucially rely on union
and intersection types, as well as on pruning typing derivation branches based on static
information about the disjointness of types.
Finally, we show that our type system can easily reason about authenticity and in-
tegrity properties achieved by showing the knowledge of secret data, as in the Needham-
Schroeder-Lowe public-key protocol [Low96] that relies on the exchange of secret nonces
to authenticate the participants or as in most authentication protocols based on zero-
knowledge proofs (e.g., Direct Anonymous Attestation [BCC04] and Civitas [CCM08]).
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This common cryptographic pattern could not be handled by the original type system
proposed by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08,BBF+11].
1.4. Soundness Proofs and Implementations
We have formalized the two calculi and their operational semantics, our two type systems,
and all the important parts of the soundness proofs in the Coq proof assistant2. We
believe these mechanized formalizations are important, since the powerful combination
of union, intersection, and refinement types and reasoning about type disjointness makes
the soundness proofs non-trivial, tedious, and potentially error-prone. Indeed, this work
has allowed us to discover several relatively small problems in the soundness proofs of
prior type systems with refinement types [FGM07a,BBF+08], as well as our own previous
manual proofs [BHM08c, BGHM09], and to propose and evaluate fixes for the affected
definitions and proofs. Finally, we remark that although our formal proofs are still
partial (the proofs of some helper lemmas are not assert-free), they are done in greater
detail than similar published paper proofs [BBF+08,BBF+11,BHM08c].
We have also implemented efficient type-checkers for the two type systems presented in
this thesis. They rely on first-order logic automated theorem provers or SMT solvers to
discharge proof obligations. Both type-checkers performed very well in our experiments.
The spi-calculus type-checker can verify the authenticity properties of a model of the
Direct Anonymous Attestation protocol (DAA) [BCC04] in less than three seconds, on
a normal laptop. The type-checker for RCF∀∧∨ can verify our symbolic cryptographic
library and sample code totaling more than 1500LOC in around 12 seconds. These
promising results indicate that our analysis technique has the potential to scale up to
very large protocol models and implementations.3
1.5. Previous Publications
The results presented in this thesis have previously appeared in a series of conference
publications that I have coauthored:
• Type-checking Zero-knowledge. In 15th ACM Conference on Computer and Com-
munications Security (CCS 2008), pages 357-370, ACM Press, October 2008. Joint
work with Michael Backes and Matteo Maffei.
2 Full disclosure: On 21st of December 2011 we have discovered a flaw affecting the weakening property
of the spi-calculus type system presented in this thesis. We hope to fix this problem in future work.
3 The soundness proofs and implementations of our two type systems are publicly available at
http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/zk-typechecker/, and respectively at
http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/F5/.
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• Achieving Security Despite Compromise Using Zero-knowledge. In 22th IEEE Sym-
posium on Computer Security Foundations (CSF 2009), pages 308-323, IEEE Com-
puter Society Press, July 2009. Joint work with Michael Backes, Martin Grochulla,
and Matteo Maffei.
• Union and Intersection Types for Secure Protocol Implementations. To appear
in Theory of Security and Applications (TOSCA’11), Invited Paper, April 2011.
Joint work with Michael Backes and Matteo Maffei.
Preliminary results were also presented at several workshops:
• Type-checking Zero-knowledge. Joint Workshop on Foundations of Computer Secu-
rity, Automated Reasoning for Security Protocol Analysis and Issues in the Theory
of Security (FCS-ARSPA-WITS’08), June 2008. Joint work with Michael Backes
and Matteo Maffei.
• Achieving Security Despite Compromise Using Zero-knowledge. Joint Workshop
on Automated Reasoning for Security Protocol Analysis and Issues in the Theory
of Security (ARSPA-WITS’09), March 2009. Joint work with Michael Backes,
Martin Grochulla, and Matteo Maffei.
• Type-checking Implementations of Protocols Based on Zero-knowledge Proofs -
Work in Progress. Workshop on Foundations of Computer Security (FCS 2009),
August 2009. Joint work with Michael Backes, Matteo Maffei, and Thorsten Tar-
rach.
For the present thesis, I have extended and streamlined the presentation of our results.
Additionally, for this thesis I have mechanized our proofs in the Coq proof assistant.
1.6. Outline
The remainder of the thesis is structured into three chapters. Chapter 2 presents our
type system for analyzing abstract models of protocols based on zero-knowledge proofs.
Chapter 3 presents our type system for analyzing implementations of security protocols.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are reasonably self-contained and can in principle be read in
any order. Chapter 4 concludes and discusses several directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Analyzing Protocol Models
In this chapter, we introduce the first type system for statically analyzing the security
of protocols based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. We model protocols in
a variant of the spi-calculus, and show how the safety properties guaranteed by zero-
knowledge proofs can be formulated in terms of authorization policies and statically
enforced by our type system. Our type system combines prior work on dependent and
refinement types for cryptographic protocols [FGM07a], with union types, intersection
types, and the novel ability to reason statically about the disjointness of types.
Zero-knowledge proofs are given dependent types where the witnesses kept secret by the
proof are existentially quantified in the authorization logic. We express zero-knowledge
statements as specific positive Boolean formulas in the authorization logic and we define
the type of zero-knowledge proofs using these formulas. The user has the possibility
to extend such types with additional logical formulas describing protocol-dependent se-
curity properties. Justifying the formulas conveyed by a zero-knowledge proof when
the verified proof comes from the untrusted network is the main challenge when type-
checking protocols based on zero-knowledge. We use union and intersection types, as
well as syntactic reasoning about type disjointness to address this challenge.
We have formalized our type system and all the important parts of the soundness proof
in the Coq proof assistant. This has allowed us to discover several relatively small
problems in our previous manual proofs [BHM08c,BGHM09], to properly fix the affected
definitions and proofs, and, in the end, to obtain a high degree of confidence in the
soundness of the type system.
We use two bigger case studies to illustrate the applicability of our type system to
real-world protocols. First, we use our type system to verify the security despite com-
promise of protocols that were automatically strengthened in this respect by adding
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non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs [Gro09,BGHM09]. Second, we verify the authen-
ticity properties of the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) protocol [BCC04].
We have implemented a new type-checker that automates the analysis. It relies on first-
order logic automated theorem provers [WDF+09,Sch02,RV99] or SMT solvers [dMB08]
to discharge proof obligations. The type-checker is very efficient: it can verify the
authenticity properties of the DAA protocol [BCC04] in less than three seconds, on a
normal laptop.
Outline §2.1 discusses related work. §2.2 illustrates our approach on a simple anony-
mous authentication protocol inspired by DAA-signing. §2.3 introduces the process cal-
culus we use to model security protocols that use zero-knowledge proofs. §2.4 presents
our type system for zero-knowledge. §2.5 discusses the soundness of our type system
and the machine-checked formalization in Coq. In §2.6 we use our type system to verify
the security despite compromise of protocols automatically strengthened using zero-
knowledge proofs. In §2.7 we apply our type system to analyze a model of the complete
DAA protocol. §2.8 discusses the implementation of our type-checker. §2.9 gives a sum-
mary of the chapter. Appendix A lists the rules for typing blind signatures, used by the
DAA protocol from §2.7.
2.1. Related Work
Dating back to the seminal work by Abadi on secrecy by typing [Aba99, AB03],
type systems were successfully employed to analyze a wide range of security prop-
erties of cryptographic protocols, ranging from authenticity properties [GJ04, HJ05,
HJ06, BFM07, BCFM07], to security despite compromised participants [GJ05, BFM07,
FGM07a, BCD+09a], to authorization policies [FGM07b, FGM07a, BBF+08, BCEM11].
Type-checking is efficient, scalable, and has a predictable termination behavior. None
of the existing type systems for cryptographic protocols is, however, capable of dealing
with zero-knowledge proofs.
Until recently, ProVerif [Bla01, BAF08] has been the only automatic tool that has
been applied to the analysis of protocols that use non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs
[BMU08,BHM08a,DRS08]. ProVerif is based on Horn-clause resolution and can analyze
trace-based security properties as well as selected observational equivalences [BAF08].
The analysis with ProVerif is, however, not compositional and often has unpredictable
termination behavior, with seemingly harmless code changes leading to divergence. In
terms of expressivity, several type systems for security [Aba99,AB03] can deal with strong
secrecy, which is defined as an observational equivalence, while ProVerif can check a
slightly more general notion of observational equivalence based on bi-processes [BAF08].
This allows ProVerif to express certain behavioral properties that are out of scope for
current type systems, such as vote privacy and coercion-resistance in electronic-voting
protocols [DKR09,BHM08a]. ProVerif is, however, restricted to cryptographic primitives
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that can be expressed as convergent or linear equational theories. Our type-based anal-
ysis does not pose any constraint on the semantics of cryptographic primitives and, as
opposed to ProVerif, can deal with authorization policies using arbitrary logical structure
(e.g., arbitrarily nested quantifiers).
More recently, Camenisch et al. [CMS10] propose another way to model non-interractive
zero-knowledge proofs symbolically and use this to model-check the Identity Mixer
anonymous credential system developed at IBM [CL01] using the AVISPA tool [ABB+05].
The symbolic, Dolev-Yao style [DY83], abstraction of non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs we use in this chapter was first proposed by Backes et al. [BMU08]. Backes
and Unruh [BU08] later studied the conditions a cryptographic zero-knowledge proof
system needs to satisfy beyond the standard ones in order to serve as a computationally
sound implementation of this symbolic abstraction. Backes and Mohammadi [Moh09,
BM11] have recently shown that non-standard conditions such as non-malleability and
extractability can be relaxed if the symbolic abstraction is changed accordingly.
Backes et al. [BMM10] propose a computationally sound abstraction of secure multi-
party computation. They use this abstraction together with the type system from this
chapter to automatically verify the security of protocols that use secure multi-party
computations as a building block. They use our type-checker “out of the box” together
with the Vampire theorem prover [RV99] to automatically verify the global security
properties of the SIMAP sugar-beet double auction protocol [BCD+09b].
In another work [Gro09,BGHM09], we devise a general technique for strengthening cryp-
tographic protocols in order to satisfy authorization policies despite participant compro-
mise [FGM07a]. We automatically transform the original cryptographic protocols by
adding non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, so that each participant proves that the
messages sent to the other participants are generated in accordance to the protocol. The
zero-knowledge proofs are forwarded to ensure the correct behavior of all participants
involved in the protocol, without revealing any secret data. Moreover, the transforma-
tion automatically derives type annotations for the strengthened protocol from the type
annotations of the original protocol. We use our type checker to validate that the proto-
cols generated by this transformation are secure despite compromise. Type-checking the
generated protocols raised technical challenges that have motivated some of the design
choices for our type system; this is further discussed in §2.6.
Tarrach [Tar08] devised a translation from the spi-calculus into a concurrent lambda
calculus (RCF) and proved that the translation preserves security typing. The considered
security type systems use refinement types [BBF+08], but are much weaker than the ones
presented in this thesis. The type system for the spi-calculus is less precise even than
the one by Fournet et al. [FGM07a], and doesn’t support nested cryptographic types.
Barthe et al. [BHB+10] devise Coq formalizations for a specific class of efficient cryp-
tographic zero-knowledge proof systems called sigma-protocols [CDS94]. Almeida et
al. [ABB+10] construct a certifying compiler for sigma-protocols, which given a spec-
ification of a sigma-protocol generates an efficient C implementation together with a
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soundness proof for the generated protocol in Isabelle/HOL. Both these formalization
results are complementary to ours: while Barthe et al. and Almeida et al. focus on the
soundness of the cryptographic primitives for zero-knowledge proofs in a very precise
computational model, our work focuses on verifying that these primitives are used cor-
rectly when constructing larger cryptographic protocols. Our work uses a more abstract
model of cryptography in which cryptographic operations are abstracted as symbolic
terms. Computational soundness results can show that under certain assumptions such
symbolic abstractions are computationally justified, as done for zero-knowledge proofs by
Backes et al. [BMU08,BM11]. Formalizing such results in a theorem prover is, however,
a challenging task on its own [SB08b].
2.2. Illustrative Example: Simplified DAA-signing
This section highlights the fundamental ideas of our type system, which will be elab-
orated in more detail in the following sections. As a running example, we consider a
much simplified version of the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) protocol [BCC04]
(the complete DAA protocol is analyzed in §2.7). DAA is a cryptographic protocol that
enables the remote authentication of a hardware device called Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) [TCG11], while preserving the anonymity of the user of the device. Such TPMs
are included in many personal computers and servers. More precisely, the goal of the
DAA protocol is to enable the TPM to send an arbitrary message to a verifier in a way
that the verifier is convinced that a valid TPM authenticated the message, but neither
the verifier nor any other party learn precisely which TPM was involved in the proto-
col. The DAA protocol heavily relies on zero-knowledge proofs to achieve this form of
anonymous authentication.
The DAA protocol is composed of two sub-protocols: the join protocol and the DAA-
signing protocol. The join protocol allows a TPM to obtain a certificate xcert from an
entity called the issuer. This certificate is just a signature made by the issuer on the
TPM’s secret identifier f , and we represent this symbolically as the spi-calculus term
xcert = sign(f, ki). For the sake of simplicity, in our example we assume that the TPM
has already completed the join protocol and received the certificate xcert from the issuer.
Instead we will focus only on the DAA-signing protocol, which enables the TPM to
authenticate a message m by proving to the verifier the knowledge of a valid certificate.
The TPM sends to the verifier a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof, which shows that
the TPM knows a secret TPM identifier f and a valid certificate xcert for f signed by
the issuer, but without revealing f or xcert to the verifier.
Following Backes et al. [BMU08], we represent this zero-knowledge proof by the term
zkSsdaa (f, xcert ; yvki ,m). The arguments f and xcert are kept secret by the proof, while
the verification key of the issuer yvki and the message m are revealed to the verifier and
to any other party receiving the proof. We express this by marking the variables xf and
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xcert as secret witnesses, and by marking yvki and ym as public messages in the definition
of the statement Ssdaa :
Ssdaa = witness xf , xcert public yvki , ym in Bsdaa
The logical formula of the statement can use these placeholder variables to refer to the
actual arguments. In our case this formula is very simple
Bsdaa = check(xcert , yvki) ; xf ,
and states that checking the certificate xcert using the verification key of the issuer yvki
succeeds and yields the TPM identifier xf . Note that, although the payload message ym
does not occur in the formula, the zero-knowledge proof guarantees non-malleability – the
attacker cannot use an existing proof zkSsdaa (f, xcert ; yvki ,m) to produce another proof
zkSsdaa (f, xcert ; yvki ,m
′) without knowing all the arguments, including f and xcert .
A zero-knowledge proof is valid if after substituting the placeholder variables with the ac-
tual terms passed as arguments we obtain a valid formula. In our case the zero-knowledge
proof zkSsdaa (f, sign(f, ki); vk(ki),m) is valid, since after substituting xf by f , xcert by
sign(f, ki), and yvki by vk(ki) in Bsdaa , we obtain the formula check(sign(f, ki), vk(ki)) ;
f , which is valid, since in the semantics of our calculus checking a correct signature for
the given verification key yields indeed the message that was originally signed.
In order to express the security property expected from our simplified DAA-signing
protocol as an authorization policy, we decorate the protocol with security-related events
as follows:
TPM Verifier
assume Send(f,m)
zkSsdaa (f,xcert ; yvki ,m)
//
assert Authenticate(m)
Before sending the zero-knowledge proof, the TPM assumes Send(f,m). If the veri-
fication of the received proof succeeds then the verifier asserts Authenticate(m). The
authorization policy we consider for the protocol is:
Policysdaa = assume ∀xf , xcert , ym.Send(xf , ym) ∧OkTPM (xf )⇒ Authenticate(ym)
where the predicate OkTPM (f) is assumed by the issuer before signing f . Since this
is the only assumption where the Authenticate predicate occurs, the verifier is allowed
to authenticate a message m, only if m was sent by a TPM whose f -value is trusted
by the issuer. Everything that is not explicitly allowed by the authorization policy is
prohibited.
We are now ready to write a model of our protocol as a spi-calculus process, by adding
the missing details to the informal arrow notation above.
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Spi-calculus model of our simplified DAA-sign protocol
TPM =
(* abstract away the join protocol *)
(new f : Private)
assume OkTPM (f) |
let xcert = sign(f, ki) in
(* simplified DAA-sign protocol *)
(new m : Un)
(assume Send(f,m)) |
out(c, zkSsdaa (f, xcert ; yvki ,m))
SimplifiedDAA =
(new ki : SigKey(Tki))
let yvki = vk(ki) in
(TPM | Verifier | Policysdaa)
Verifier =
!in(c, xz).
if verSsdaa (xz, yvki) ⇓ ym then
assert Authenticate(ym)
The process SimplifiedDAA sets up the protocol. It first creates the signing key of the
issuer ki, and it obtains the corresponding verification key yvki by applying the vk con-
structor to ki. It then runs the TPM and Verifier processes in parallel, and assumes the
authorization policy Policysdaa . Since we consider that the TPM has already completed
the join protocol, and obtained a valid certificate for its f value, the TPM process starts
by setting up a variable xcert in which it stores this certificate. It proceeds by creating a
message m, marking the point when it is about to send m by assuming the Send(f,m)
predicate, and finally sending the zero-knowledge proof zkSsdaa (f, xcert ; yvki ,m) to the
Verifier over the public channel c. The Verifier receives the proof from c in variable
xz and spawns a new process to handle the request (the “!” in front of the in process
ensures that the Verifier can handle multiple incoming requests). The ver condition of
the if-then process checks whether xz is a valid proof for statement Ssdaa . Additionally,
the ver checks whether the verification key of the issuer yvki , which the Verifier is as-
sumed to have from a trusted source, matches the first public argument of the proof. If
both these checks succeed, then the payload message is returned in variable ym and the
assert Authenticate(ym) on the then branch is activated.
Intuitively, the assert succeeds if the asserted formula is logically entailed by the previ-
ously activated assumes. In our simple example it is easy to see that the assert succeeds
when the proof comes indeed from the TPM . In this case the Authenticate(ym) predicate
follows from the authorization policy, because the TPM assumed Send(f,m) as well as
OkTPM (f) (on behalf of the issuer), before sending the message, and the semantics of
the verification ensures that ym = m. The property we want for our protocols is, how-
ever, much stronger than this. We want that in all executions all asserts succeed even
in the presence of an arbitrary Dolev-Yao attacker; following Gordon and Jeffrey [GJ03]
we call this stronger properly robust safety. The attacker has complete control over the
public channels: it can read, block, forward messages, and it can inject new messages
constructed from the terms it has already obtained. In particular the attacker can create
zero-knowledge proofs from terms it already knows and send them to the Verifier with-
out assuming any predicate. If an attacker existed that was able to construct a new proof
that could pass verification, our simple protocol would not be robustly safe. Because
manually reasoning about the security of protocols under this strong attacker model is
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very difficult even for simple protocols like ours, we propose a new type system that can
automatically verify if a protocol using zero-knowledge proofs is robustly safe.
Our type system requires that all freshly generated names carry type annotations. For
instance, the payload message m generated by the TPM has type Un, the type of mes-
sages possibly known to the attacker. The attacker can in fact extract m from the
zero-knowledge proof sent over the public channel. On the other hand, the TPM identi-
fier is given type Private, the type of messages unknown to the attacker. Because of the
first assert in the TPM ’s code, we can in fact give f an even stronger type: the refine-
ment type Tki = {xf : Private | OkTPM (xf )}, which states not only that f is not known
to the attacker, but also that the predicate OkTPM (f) holds. We use this refinement
type to annotate the signing key of the issuer: we give ki type SigKey(Tki). Our type
system ensures that the key ki can only be used to sign private messages for which the
OkTPM predicate holds. The type system has to make sure not only that the code of
the protocol respects this restriction, but also that ki is never leaked to the attacker. By
enforcing these restrictions on the usage of the signing key ki, the type system can infer
that in case checking a signature with the corresponding verification key vk(ki) succeeds,
the signed message has to be of type Tki , and therefore the predicate OkTPM has to
hold for it. So, had the TPM sent the certificate to the Verifier in clear and had the
verifier checked the signature directly, the type of the key ki would have allowed us to
“transfer” the predicate OkTPM from the TPM to the Verifier .
In the DAA protocol, however, the TPM does not send the certificate to the Verifier ,
the TPM only proves that it knows a certificate. So the verifier cannot use the key
to directly check a certificate it never receives. In general zero-knowledge proofs do not
have to rely on keys – protocols based on zero-knowledge proofs exist that do not use any
key whatsoever, such as the PseudoTrust protocol proposed by Lu et al. in [LHH+07].
Our solution is to require the user to provide a type for each statement proved by zero-
knowledge in the protocol. In our example the statement Ssdaa is associated the type
ZKProofSsdaa (yvki : VerKey(Tki), ym : Un; ∃xf , xcert .Send(xf , ym) ∧OkTPM (xf ))
This dependent type lists the types of the public arguments yvki and ym, and contains
an authorization logic formula that is conveyed by the proof, where the witnesses kept
secret by the proof xf and xcert are existentially quantified. In our example the proof
is declared to convey the predicates Send(xf , ym) and OkTPM (xf ). Our type system
ensures that the code of the protocol only constructs zero-knowledge proofs for which
these two predicates hold. When type-checking the code of the TPM that creates the
zero-knowledge proof zkSsdaa (f, xcert ; yvki ,m) it is very easy to check that these predicates
hold, since they are both assumed before in the TPM ’s code.
Justifying these predicates on the Verifier ’s side is, however, much more challenging.
The Verifier receives the zero-knowledge proof it verifies from an untrusted channel,
which we assume to be under the control of the attacker. So the verified proof could
indeed come from the TPM , in which case the predicates are very easy to justify, since
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they were already checked on the TPM ’s side. But the proof could also come from the
attacker, who does not play by the rules of our type system, and does not need to assume
any predicates before creating valid zero-knowledge proofs.
The type system enforces that only messages of type Un are given to the attacker, so
if the proof was constructed by the attacker, then all its arguments (xf , xcert , yvki , and
ym) would have type Un. On the other hand, the Verifier has obtained the signature
verification key of the issuer vk(ki) from a trusted source, so vk(ki) has type VerKey(Tki).
If the verification of the zero-knowledge proof succeeds then the operational semantics
guarantees that yvki = vk(ki), so we additionally know that yvki has type VerKey(Tki).
We use an intersection type to express the fact that yvki has at the same time type Un
and type VerKey(Tki), i.e., yvki has type Un ∧ VerKey(Tki). So if the proof comes from
the attacker, the type system initially has the following type information:
xf : Un, xcert : Un, yvki : (Un ∧ VerKey(Tki)), ym : Un.
Additionally, if the zero-knowledge verification succeeds then the operational semantics
guarantees that the formula of the proved statement Bsdaa = check(xcert , yvki) ; xf
holds, no matter what the provenance of the proof is. Our type system uses the formula
Bsdaa , together with the initial type information above to infer more precise type infor-
mation for the arguments of the proof. In our simple example, knowing that yvki has
type VerKey(Tki) and that check(xcert , yvki) ; xf holds is enough to infer that xf has
type Tki = {xf : Private | OkTPM (xf )}. This is enough to ensure that the OkTPM (xf )
predicate holds, but it does not help us directly in deriving the Send(xf , ym) predicate.
For this we use the following insight: since xf has type Tki and since Tki is a subtype
of type Private we also have that xf has type Private. But, we already know that xf
also has type Un, and the types Private, the type of messages not known to the attacker,
and Un, the type of messages possibly known to the attacker, are disjoint. Since there
exists no closed term for xf that satisfies these typing constraints, the proof cannot come
from the attacker, so the proof must come from the TPM , and the two predicates were
already checked on the TPM ’s side, so they can indeed also be justified on the Verifier ’s
side.
Our type-checker performs this reasoning in an automatic and completely rigorous way
(see §2.4.9). It can verify that this simple protocol is robustly safe in less than half a
second on a normal laptop.
2.3. Spi-calculus with Zero-knowledge Proofs
We consider a variant of the spi-calculus [AG99] with constructors and destructors similar
to the one implemented by ProVerif [AB05], and we extend it with zero-knowledge proofs.
Following Fournet et al. [FGM07a,BBF+08], the calculus also includes special operators
to assume and assert authorization logic formulas. This section presents the syntax and
operational semantics of the calculus.
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In the following we identify any phrase φ of syntax up to consistent renaming of bound
names and variables. We say that φ is closed if it does not have any free variables. We
write φ{φ′/x} for the outcome of the capture-avoiding substitution of φ′ for each free
occurrence of x in φ. Our Coq formalization described in §2.5 is much more precise about
binders, but for the sake of readability in the rest of this chapter we use the familiar
named representation of binders.
2.3.1. Terms and Destructors
In our spi-calculus variant, cryptographic operations are either represented as symbolic
terms (constructors) [DY83], or they operate on such terms (destructors).
Terms
K,L,M,N ::= terms
a, b, c, k names
x, y, z, v variables
(M,N) pair
unit unit
ek(K) encryption key corresponding to decryption key K
enc(M,K) encrypt M with public key K
vk(K) verification key corresponding to signing key K
sign(M,K) signature on M with key K
hash(M) hash of message M
senc(M,K) encryption of M with symmetric key K
zkS (N˜ ; M˜) zero-knowledge proof
Notation: We write M˜ for the sequence M1, . . . ,Mn when n is clear from the context.
We write 〈M˜〉 for the encoded tuple (M1, (M2, . . . , (Mn, unit) . . .)).
Terms are built from variables and names by applying constructors (i.e., function sym-
bols). The constructors we consider in this thesis include pairing, public-key encryption,
digital signatures, symmetric encryption and hashing.1
Destructors
D ::= destructors
id(M) identity
eq(M,N) equality on terms
dec(M,K) decrypt M using private key K
check(M,K) check signature M using verification key K
sdec(M,K) decrypt M using symmetric key K
1 The complete DAA protocol in §2.7 additionally makes use of blind signatures. Our type-checker
supports arbitrary constructors and destructors in a generic way (see §2.8).
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publicS (M) obtain the public arguments of zero-knowledge proof M
Destructors are cryptographic operations that processes can apply to terms, such as de-
crypting or checking signatures. We also represent equality between terms as a destructor
eq.
Reduction of destructors: D ⇓M
id(M) ⇓M
eq(M,M) ⇓M
dec(enc(M, ek(K)),K) ⇓M
check(sign(M,K), vk(K)) ⇓M
sdec(senc(M,K),K) ⇓M
publicS (zkS (N˜ ; M˜)) ⇓ 〈M˜〉
Notation: We write D6⇓ if there exists no M so that D ⇓M , i.e., the destructor fails.
The semantics of destructors is specified by the destructor reduction relation ⇓: a de-
structor D can either succeed and produce a term M as result (which we denote as
D ⇓ M) or it can fail if none of the reduction rules apply (denoted as D6⇓). The dec
destructor decrypts an encrypted message given the correct decryption key. The check
destructor checks the validity of a signature using a verification key, and if this check
succeeds the message without the signature is returned.
2.3.2. Representing Zero-knowledge Proofs
As first proposed by Backes et al. [BMU08], a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof
of a statement S is represented as a term of the form zkS (N1, . . . , Nn; M1, . . . ,Mm),
where N1, . . . , Nn and M1, . . . ,Mm are two lists of terms. The proof keeps the witnesses
N1, . . . , Nn secret, while the terms M1, . . . ,Mm are revealed (e.g., using the publicS
destructor).
The statement S conveyed by a zero-knowledge proof zkS (N1, . . . , Nn; M1, . . . ,Mm)
has the form witness x1, . . . , xn public y1, . . . , ym in B. The statement S contains a
basic formula B and additionally declares (i.e., binds) the variables used in this for-
mula: x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn. The variables x1, . . . , xn are placeholders for the se-
cret witnesses N1, . . . , Nn, while y1, . . . , ym are placeholders for the public arguments
M1, . . . ,Mm. In order for S to be well-formed we require that its basic formula B uses
no other variables than the declared ones, and contains no free names.
Zero-knowledge statements
S ::= statement
witness x˜ public y˜ in B scope of x˜ and y˜ is B and x˜, y˜ pairwise distinct
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B ::= basic formula
D ;M destructor reduction
B1 ∧ B2 conjunction
B1 ∨ B2 disjunction
Notation: We encode the equality basic formula using the equality destructor
M = N , eq(M,N) ;M , and the Boolean constants using equality: true , unit = unit,
false , unit = (unit, unit).
Basic formulas are positive Boolean formulas formed using a special binary predicate;, capturing the destructor reduction relation, as well as conjunctions and disjunctions
of other basic formulas. This representation of statements allows us to express a wide
class of zero-knowledge proofs, comprising for instance proof of signature verifications,
decryptions, equalities, as well as Boolean combinations [Cra96].
For instance the zero-knowledge statement Spk = witness xk public ya, ypk in Bpk where
Bpk = dec(enc(ya, ypk ), xk) ; ya proves the knowledge of the secret decryption key xk
corresponding to the public encryption key ypk . Intuitively, the statement reads: “There
exists a secret key xk such that the decryption of the ciphertext enc(ya, ypk ) with xk yields
ya”. The values of ya and ypk are revealed by the proof while xk is kept secret. One valid
zero-knowledge proof for this statement can be constructed as zkSpk(k; a, ek(k)) for two
names a and k.
Another interesting application is zero-knowledge proofs about certificate
chains [BLMP10,MP11]. For instance, the statement
Schain2 = witness xvk , xcert1 , xcert2 public yvk , ym in Bchain2, where
Bchain2 = check(xcert1 , yvk ) ; xvk ∧ check(xcert2 , xvk ) ; ym
proves the knowledge of a valid certificate xcert2 for message ym that can be verified with
a hidden key xvk , for which the prover possesses another valid certificate xcert1 signed
by a trusted party having verification key yvk . The only information revealed by the
proof is the payload message ym and the (public) verification key of the trusted party
yvk . The two certificates xcert1 and xcert2 and the verification key of the prover xvk are
hidden by the proof, which guarantees the anonymity of the prover.
A zero-knowledge proof is valid if after substituting the placeholder variables with the
actual terms in its basic formula we obtain a valid basic formula. Validity of basic
formulas is straightforward to define based on the reduction relation for destructors and
the usual interpretation of conjunction and disjunction.
Semantics of basic formulas: B valid
(Sem Red)
D ⇓M
D ;M valid
(Sem And)
B1 valid B2 valid
B1 ∧ B2 valid
(Sem Or 1)
B1 valid
B1 ∨ B2 valid
(Sem Or 2)
B2 valid
B1 ∨ B2 valid
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In the simple example above, in order to check whether zkSpk(k; a, ek(k)) is a valid proof
we substitute BSpk{k/xk}{a/ya}{ek(k)/ypk} and obtain dec(enc(a, ek(k)), k) ; a, which
is a valid basic formula by (Sem Red) and the destructor reduction rule for dec. We can
check in a similar way that zkSchain2(vk(kx), sign(vk(kx), ky), sign(m, kx); vk(ky),m) is a
valid proof for Schain2 from the certificate chain example above. For this we substitute
Bchain2{vk(kx)/xvk}{sign(vk(kx), ky)/xcert1}{sign(m, kx)/xcert2}{vk(ky)/yvk}{m/ym}
and obtain the following valid formula:
check(sign(vk(kx), ky), vk(ky)) ; vk(kx) ∧ check(sign(m, kx), vk(kx)) ; m.
2.3.3. Processes
The syntax of processes is mostly standard [AB05,FGM07a]. Replication can only appear
before an input (!in(M,x). P ), which makes the calculus easier to implement [Bus11,
BBH11]. Additional to the processes of Fournet et al. [FGM07a], we have an elimination
construct for union types (case x = M in P ) [Pie91], and a process to verify the validity
of zero-knowledge proofs (verS (N, M˜) ⇓ x then P1 else P2). We model the verification
of zero-knowledge proofs as a process, and not as a destructor, since this simplifies the
semantics of destructors by explicitly forbidding zero-knowledge statements that talk
about the validity of other zero-knowledge proofs.
Syntax of processes
P,Q,R ::= processes
out(N,M). P output M over channel N then continue as P
in(N, x). P input x from channel N (scope of x is P )
!in(N, x). P replicated input (scope of x is P )
(new a : T )P restriction, name a of type T (scope of a is P )
P | Q parallel composition
0 null process, does nothing
if D ⇓ x then P1 else P2 destructor evaluation (scope of x is P1)
verS (N, M˜) ⇓ x then P1 else P2 zero-knowledge verification (scope of x is P1)
let (x, y) = M in P split pair M (scope of x,y is P and x 6= y)
case x = M in P elimination of union types (scope of x is P )
assume C add formula C to active assumes
assert C expect formula C to follow from active assumes
Notation: let x = M in P , if id(M) ⇓ x then P else 0
if M = N then P1 else P2 , if eq(M,N) ⇓ x then P1 else P2, where x is fresh
let 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 = M in P ,
let (x1, y1) = M in . . . let (xn, yn) = yn−1 in if yn = unit then P else 0, for fresh y˜
(new a˜ : T˜ )P , (new a1 : T1) . . . (new an : Tn)P
Convention: We usually omit 0 continuation processes.
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As proposed by Fournet et al. [FGM07a], the processes assume C and assert C, where
C is a formula in the authorization logic, are used to express authorization policies, and
do not have any computational significance. Assumptions are used to mark security-
related events in processes (such as assume Send(f,m) in §2.2), and also to express
global policies (such as Policysdaa in §2.2). The scope of assumptions is global, i.e., once
an assumption becomes active it affects all processes that run in parallel.
Assertions specify logical formulas that are expected to be entailed at run-time by the
currently active assumptions (such as assert Authenticate(ym) in §2.2). Our type system
guarantees statically that in any execution of any well-typed protocol all asserts succeed
(i.e., are entailed by the currently active assumptions) even in the presence of an arbitrary
attacker (see §2.3.6 and §2.5).
2.3.4. Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of the calculus is defined by a structural equivalence relation
(P ≡ Q) and an internal reduction relation (P → Q). Structural equivalence captures
rearrangements of parallel compositions and restrictions and is completely standard.
Structural equivalence: P ≡ Q
(Eq Refl)
P ≡ P
(Eq Zero Id)
P | 0 ≡ P
(Eq Assoc)
(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)
(Eq Comm)
P | Q ≡ Q | P
(Eq Symm)
Q ≡ P
P ≡ Q
(Eq Trans)
P ≡ Q Q ≡ R
P ≡ R
(Eq Scope)
a /∈ fn(P1)
P1 | ((new a : T )P2) ≡ (new a : T ) (P1 | P2)
(Eq Ctxt Par)
P ≡ Q
P | R ≡ Q | R
(Eq Ctxt New)
P ≡ Q
(new a : T )P ≡ (new a : T )Q
Internal reduction defines the semantics of message passing communication, destructors,
pair splits, cases, and, most interestingly, the verification of zero-knowledge proofs.
Internal reduction: P → Q
(Red I/O) (out(a,M). P ) | (in(a, x). Q)→ P | Q{M/x}
(Red !I/O) (out(a,M). P ) | (!in(a, x). Q)→ P | Q{M/x} | !in(a, x). Q
(Red Dtor Then)
D ⇓M
if D ⇓ x then P1 else P2 → P1{M/x}
(Red Dtor Else)
D6⇓
if D ⇓ x then P1 else P2 → P2
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(Red Ver Then)
S = witness x˜ public y˜ in B B{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜} valid P ′1 = P1{〈Ml+1, ..,Mm〉/z}
verS (zkS (N˜ ; M1, ..,Ml, ..,Mm),M1, ..,Ml) ⇓ z then P1 else P2 → P ′1
(Red Ver Else No ZK)
N is not of the form zkS (N˜ ; M˜)
verS (N,L1, .., Ll) ⇓ z then P1 else P2 → P2
(Red Ver Else No Match)
∃i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Mi 6= Li
verS (zkS (N˜ ; M1, ..,Ml, ..,Mm), L1, .., Ll) ⇓ z then P1 else P2 → P2
(Red Ver Else Invalid)
S = witness x˜ public y˜ in B B{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜} not valid
verS (zkS (N˜ ; M1, ..,Ml, ..,Mm),M1, ..,Ml) ⇓ z then P1 else P2 → P2
(Red Split)
let (x1, x2) = (M1,M2) in P → P{M1/x1}{M2/x2}
(Red Case)
case x = M in P → P{M/x}
(Red Ctxt Par)
P → Q
P | R→ Q | R
(Red Ctxt New)
P → Q
(new a : T )P → (new a : T )Q
(Red Eq)
P ≡ P ′ P ′ → Q′ Q′ ≡ Q
P → Q
In order for a zero-knowledge verification verS (N,L1, . . . , Ll) to succeed for some S =
witness x1, . . . , xn public y1, . . . , ym in B the following three conditions have to hold:
(i) N has to be a zero-knowledge proof for the verified statement S , i.e., N =
zkS (N1, .., Nn; M1, ..,Mm);
(ii) the remaining arguments of the verification L1, . . . , Ll have to match the first l
public arguments of the proof, i.e., M1 = L1, M2 = L2, . . . , Ml = Ll;
(iii) the basic formula obtained by substituting the placeholders in B with their actual
values has to be valid, i.e., B{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜} valid.
If these three conditions hold then verification succeeds and returns the other m−l public
arguments of the proof as a tuple: rule (Red Ver Then). Otherwise, verification fails and
the else branch is executed: rules (Red Ver Else No ZK), (Red Ver Else No Match), and
(Red Ver Else Invalid). Condition (ii) was not present in previous work [BMU08], but,
as already illustrated by the simplified DAA-signing example from §2.2, in most cases it
is the strong type of the matched terms L1, . . . , Ll that allow us to give a strong type to
the result of a zero-knowledge verification.
In previous work, Backes et al. [BMU08] define the operational semantics of zero-
knowledge proof verification by an infinite equational theory, which needs to be compiled
into a convergent rewriting system in order to be suitable for ProVerif [Bla01]. The se-
mantics we give to the verification of zero-knowledge proofs is more direct since we use
a type system to analyze the security protocols instead of ProVerif.
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2.3.5. Authorization Logic
The formulas of the authorization logic are similar to the ones used by Bengtson et
al. [BBF+08]. The atomic formulas in our logic are either unary uninterpreted predi-
cate symbols applied to their argument (p(M)), or instances of an interpreted binary
predicate representing the destructor reduction relation (D ; M). On top of these
atomic formulas we have the standard logical operations of first-order logic, with sep-
arate quantification over spi-calculus terms (∀x.C and ∃x.C; variables range over spi-
calculus terms) and spi-calculus names (∀a.C and ∃a.C). We remark that the basic
formulas of zero-knowledge proofs can be easily embedded in the authorization logic,
so the positive Boolean logic of basic formulas can be seen as a fragment of the autho-
rization logic. Finally, for technical reasons, we also have universal quantification over
predicates (∀p. C) [FGM07a]. Such second-order quantifiers are only used for obtaining
a logical characterization of kinding that enjoys completeness (§2.4.5); they appear nei-
ther in authorization policies, nor in the first-order logic proof obligations discharged by
our type-checker. Second-order universal quantifiers are only introduced by the logical
characterization of kinding and only appear in positive positions, so in practice they
can always be “extruded” after proper alpha-renaming, and removed once they reach the
top-level since free predicates are implicitly universally quantified.
Authorization logic
C ::= logical formula
p(M) predicate symbol (unary)
D ;M destructor reduction (interpreted binary predicate)
C1 ∧ C2 conjunction
C1 ∨ C2 disjunction
¬C negation
∀x.C universal quantification over terms (x bound in C)
∃x.C existential quantification over terms (x bound in C)
∀a.C universal quantification over names (a bound in C)
∃a.C existential quantification over names (a bound in C)
∀p. C universal quantification over predicates (p bound in C)
Notations: We write M = N for eq(M,N) ;M , also true , unit = unit, false , ¬true,
M 6= N , ¬(M = N), C1 ⇒ C2 , ¬C1 ∨ C2, and C1 ⇔ C2 , C1 ⇒ C2 ∧ C2 ⇒ C1.
We encode n-ary predicates using tuples: p(M˜) , p(〈M˜〉)
The entailment relation of the authorization logic A |= C, where A is a list of formulas,
is not completely fixed. The soundness of our type system relies on a set of properties
that must be satisfied by the entailment relation. Most of the properties we require
are completely standard, such as monotonicity, closure under substitution, cut, and
introduction and elimination rules for the logical operations. Additionally, we have
two requirements that are specific to our setting: (Red) and (Not Red) require that the
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destructor reduction relation is faithfully reflected in the logic. Since equality in the logic
is encoded using the equality destructor, these two requirements also fix the standard
interpretation of equality. Also, by fixing the interpretation of the ; relation to match
the destructor reduction relation we ensure that the semantics of the authorization logic
agrees with the simple Boolean logic from §2.3.2 – i.e., we can prove as a lemma that
if B valid then ∅ |= B. The implication in the other direction is not necessary in our
proofs, but it does hold under the additional assumption that the authorization logic
is consistent2. Finally, for proving the completeness of our logical characterization of
kinding (§2.4.5) we require that the semantics of disjunction in the authorization logic
matches the semantics of disjunction in the meta-logic (in our case Coq).
Requirements on the entailment relation of the authorization logic: A |= C
(Multiset) if A1, A2 |= C then A2, A1 |= C
(Axiom) C |= C
(Mon) if A |= C then A,C ′ |= C
(Subst) if A |= C then A{M/x} |= C{M/x}
(Subst Name) if A |= C then A{b/a} |= C{b/a}
(Subst Pred) if A |= C then A{q/p} |= C{q/p}
(Cut) if A |= C and A,C |= C ′ then A |= C ′
(And Intro) if A |= C1 and A |= C2 then A |= C1 ∧ C2
(And Elim) if A |= C1 ∧ C2 then A |= C1 and A |= C2
(Or Intro) if A |= C1 or A |= C2 then A |= C1 ∨ C2
(Or Elim) if A |= C1 ∨ C2 and A,C1 |= C and A,C2 |= C then A |= C
(Or Elim Closed) if A |= C1 ∨ C2 and free(C1, C2) = ∅ then A |= C1 or A |= C2
(Impl Intro) if A,C1 |= C2 then A |= C1 ⇒ C2
(Impl Elim) if A |= C1 ⇒ C2 and A |= C1 then A |= C2
(Forall Intro) if A |= C and x /∈ fv(A) then A |= ∀x.C
(Forall Elim) if A |= ∀x.C then A |= C{M/x}
(Forall Name Intro) if A |= C and a /∈ fn(A) then A |= ∀a.C
(Forall Name Elim) if A |= ∀a.C then A |= C{b/a}
(Forall Pred Intro) if A |= C and p /∈ fp(A) then A |= ∀p. C
(Forall Pred Elim) if A |= ∀p. C then A |= C{q/p}
(Exists Intro) if A |= C{x/M} then A |= ∃x.C
(Exists Elim) if A |= ∃x.C and A,C |= C ′ and x /∈ fv(A,C ′) then A |= C ′
(Exists Name Intro) if A |= C{a/b} then A |= ∃a.C
(Exists Name Elim) if A |= ∃a.C and A,C |= C ′ and a /∈ fn(A,C ′) then A |= C ′
(False Intro) if A |= ¬C and A |= C then A |= false
(False Elim) if A |= false then A |= C
(Red) if D ⇓M then ∅ |= D ;M
(Not Red) if not D ⇓M and fv(D,M) = ∅ then ∅ |= ¬(D ;M)
Note: The logics fulfilling these requirements can be classical or constructive.
2 For proving the soundness of our type system we do not require that the authorization logic is
consistent, a property one would surely expect for any practical purpose.
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Note: This is not an inductive definition, but a set of minimal requirements on the
authorization logic.
In our implementation we consider classical first-order logic with equality as the autho-
rization logic and we use various automated theorem provers [WDF+09, Sch02, RV99]
or SMT solvers [dMB08] to discharge the proof obligations generated by our type sys-
tem. For the SMT solvers terms and destructors are represented as datatypes, while for
the automated theorem provers they are encoded using explicit injectivity and distinct-
ness axioms. The destructor reduction relation is encoded using axioms of the form:
∀e.∀k. ∀m. dec(e, k) ; m ⇔ e = enc(m, ek(k)). Please note that the trivial encoding
∀m.∀k. dec(enc(m, ek(k)), k) ; m, would not satisfy requirement (Not Red), since the
trivial interpretation for ; that relates all destructors to all terms would fulfill such
“positive” axioms, while invalidating (Not Red).
2.3.6. Safety and Robust Safety
Intuitively, a process is safe if in all executions all active assertions are entailed by the
active assumptions. For this we define a recursive function Q that, given a process Q,
extracts the assumptions currently active in Q as a formula. For restrictions this function
uses existential quantification over names in the authorization logic.
Assumption extraction: Q
assume C = C A | B = A ∧B
(new a : T )A = ∃a. A P = true, otherwise
We use assumption extraction to give the formal definition of safety.
Definition 2.1 (Safety). A closed process P is safe iff whenever P →∗ P ′ and P ′ ≡
(new a˜ : T˜ ) (assert C | Q) we have that |= ∃a˜. Q⇒ C.
Intuitively, a process is robustly safe if it is safe when run in parallel with an arbitrary
opponent [GJ03].
Definition 2.2 (Opponent). A closed process is an opponent iff it does not contain
any assert, all restrictions occurring therein are annotated with Un3, and the cardinali-
ties of the created zero-knowledge proofs match the ones declared in the corresponding
statements.
3 Fournet et al. [FGM07a] call such a mono-typed process Un-typed. Following their and other previous
work [GJ03, GJ04] we will set up the type system so that there is no difference between Un-typed
and untyped opponents.
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These three conditions on opponents are very mild, since the type annotations and
asserts do not affect the behavior of processes4. Moreover, asserts are meant to be used
for marking the expectations of the protocol designer, and if opponents were allowed
to contain asserts then no protocol would be considered secure because the process
assert false would also be an opponent. The third condition ensures that the attacker only
creates well-formed terms, in which the cardinality constraints on the zero-knowledge
constructors are respected.
Definition 2.3 (Robust Safety). A closed process P is robustly safe iff P | O is safe for
every opponent O.
As we will later see, our type system guarantees that if a process is well-typed, then it is
robustly safe. Please note that robust safety does not require opponents to be well-typed
a priori, but instead the type system will be designed so that we can prove as a property
of the type system that all opponents are indeed well-typed.
2.4. Type System for Zero-knowledge
This section presents our type system for analyzing protocols based on non-interactive
zero-knowledge proofs. The type system builds upon previous work on authentication
by typing [GJ03,GJ04], on statically enforcing authorization policies on distributed sys-
tems [FGM07a], and on refinement types for security [BBF+08]. The main technical
novelties of the type system include: the usage of union and intersection types in a
security context, the static reasoning about type disjointness, the sound and complete
logical characterization of when a type is compromised, the very precise subtyping rules
for asymmetric cryptography, the typing rule for the equality destructor that uses in-
tersection types and type disjointness, the subtyping rule that makes trivially empty
types subtypes of all the other types, and the very simple typing rule for destructor
evaluations. We believe that these technical improvements over the existing type-based
analyses for security protocols are useful in general, not only for analyzing protocols
based on zero-knowledge proofs.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: §2.4.1 presents the types in our
system; §2.4.2 introduces typing environments and gives an overview of the judgments
of our type system; §2.4.3 defines the formula entailment judgment; §2.4.4 discusses sub-
typing and kinding; §2.4.5 introduces our novel logical characterization of kinding; §2.4.6
presents our encoding of type Private, a type that is disjoint from Un, and then intro-
duces our general technique for statically reasoning about type disjointness; §2.4.7 de-
fines the term and destructor typing relation; §2.4.8 presents the typing relation for pro-
cesses; finally §2.4.9 presents our solution for typing processes that verify zero-knowledge
proofs.
4For any well-formed process we can obtain an observationally equivalent opponent simply by removing
all asserts and changing the typing annotations to Un.
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2.4.1. Types
The top type > is the supertype of all the other types, any well-typed term also has
type > by subtyping. The intersection type T ∧ U is the type of all terms that have
both type T and type U [Pie97]. Conversely, the union type T ∨ U is the type of all
terms that have type T or type U , maybe both, and we do not necessarily know which
one of them it is [Pie91]. We use union and intersection types as well as the top type
for inferring very precise type information about the arguments of zero-knowledge proofs
(see §2.4.9). These types are, however, also useful on their own. For instance a symmetric
key that is used to sign terms of type T as well as terms of type U can be given type
SymKey(T ∨ U).
Types
T,U, V ::= types
> any well-typed term
T ∧ U term that has both type T and type U
T ∨ U term that has type T or type U
{x : T | C} term of type T that fulfills C (scope of x is C)
Un term that is possibly known to the attacker
Ch(T ) channel conveying messages of type T
Pair(x:T,U) dependent pair type (scope of x is U)
SigKey(T ) signing key that only signs terms of type T
VerKey(T ) verification key for a signing key of type SigKey(T )
Signed(T ) signature done using a key of type SigKey(T )
PubEnc(T ) public-key encryption of term of type T
DecKey(T ) key that only decrypts terms of type PubEnc(T )
EncKey(T ) encryption key for decryption key of type DecKey(T )
Hash(T ) hash of term of type T
SymKey(T ) symmetric key that only encrypts terms of type T
ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) zero-knowledge proof for statement S
(scope of x˜ and y˜ is C and x˜, y˜ pairwise distinct)
Notation:
We call a type T generative iff T ∈ {Un,Ch(U), SigKey(U),DecKey(U),SymKey(U)}
Let x˜ : T˜ denote x1 : T1, . . . , xn : Tn, and ∃x˜. C denote ∃x1. . . .∃xn. C, for some n.
As proposed by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08] we use refinement types to associate logical
formulas to terms: the refinement type {x : T | C} can be given to a term M if M has
type T and if additionally the formula C{M/x} is entailed by the typing environment.
For instance the type {xf : Private | OkTPM (xf )} from §2.2 contains all terms of type
Private for which the predicate OkTPM holds. Pairs are given dependent types of the
form Pair(x:T,U), where the type U of the second component of the pair can depend
on the term x in the first component; for non-dependent pair types we omit the unused
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variable and write Pair(T,U). Dependent pair types are used together with refinement
types to more easily associate formulas to tuples encoded as nested pairs [FGM07a].
Channels carrying terms of type T are given type Ch(T ). More precisely, our type
system enforces that only messages of type T are sent over the channel, and it can
therefore guarantee that the received messages are also of type T .
The untrusted type Un contains all terms possibly known to the attacker, i.e., our type
system enforces that opponents only have access to data of type Un. By a property called
opponent typability [GJ04] (Lemma 2.33 in §2.5.8), any process that does not include
asserts and whose names are all annotated with Un (i.e., any opponent as defined in
§2.3.6) is well-typed in our system. This is possible because the subtyping relation
(see §2.4.4) equates types like Pair(Un,Un), Ch(Un), etc. to Un. The main benefit of
opponent typability is that robust safety, the main property enforced by the type system
and defined in §2.3.6, does not depend in any way on the rules of the type system itself.
Additionally, we consider types for the different cryptographic primitives. For digital
signatures, SigKey(T ) denotes the type of signing keys that can only be used to sign
terms of type T (i.e., our type system enforces this restriction), VerKey(T ) is the type
of verification keys corresponding to signing keys of type SigKey(T ), while Signed(T )
is the type of signatures done with keys of type SigKey(T ). For public-key encryption,
PubEnc(T ) is the type of encryptions of terms of type T , DecKey(T ) is the type of
keys that can only be used to decrypt terms of type PubEnc(T ), and EncKey(T ) is the
type of public encryption keys corresponding to decryption keys of type DecKey(T ).
Finally, the type SymKey(T ) is the type of symmetric keys that can only be used to
encrypt terms of type T , while Hash(T ) is the type of hashes of terms of type T . In
the types above T is often a refinement type conveying a logical formula. For instance,
SigKey({x : Private | OkTPM (x)}) is the type of keys that can only be used to sign
private terms for which we know that the OkTPM predicate holds.
The zero-knowledge proof type ZKProofS (y1 : T1, . . . , ym : Tm; ∃x1, . . . , xn. C) contains
terms of the form zkS (N˜ ; M˜). This dependent type lists the types of the public argu-
ments y1, . . . , ym, and contains an authorization logic formula C that is conveyed by the
proof, where the witnesses kept secret by the proof x1, . . . , xn are existentially quantified.
The type system preserves the invariant that the public arguments M˜ can be given the
types T˜ , and that the formula C{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜} is entailed by the typing environment.
Finally, we call a type T generative if it is Un, a channel type, a signing key type, a pri-
vate decryption key type, or a symmetric key type. The type system enforces that only
generative types can annotate name restrictions; see rule (Proc New) in §2.4.8. More-
over, in our current system the closed terms of all the generative types are necessarily
names.
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2.4.2. Typing Environments and Judgments
A typing environment E is a list of name, variable and predicate bindings, and it can
also contain logical formulas. The predicate bindings are needed for ensuring the well-
formedness of authorization logic formulas involving second-order quantifiers, which are
introduced by our logical characterization of kinding (see §2.4.5).
Syntax of typing environments
µ ::= environment entry
a : T name binding
x : T variable binding
p predicate binding
{C} authorization logic formula
E ::= µ1, . . . , µn typing environment is a list of environment entries
We group the judgments of our type system into two: well-formedness judgments and
typing judgments.
Well-formedness judgments
` E ok well-formed environment
E ` C ok well-formed formula
E ` T ok well-formed type
E `M ok well-formed term
E ` D ok well-formed destructor
E ` B ok well-formed statement formula
E ` S ok well-formed statement
E ` P ok well-formed process
E ` P opp well-formed possibly-open opponent process
An environment is well-formed if no name, variable or predicate is bound more than
once, and if the types and formulas occurring in the environment entries are well-
formed in the corresponding prefix of the environment. Additionally, a well-formed
environment only associates generative types to the names. A syntactic phrase φ
(formula, type, term, destructor, statement, or process) is well-formed in environ-
ment E if all free names, variables and predicates in φ are bound in E and E is
well-formed. Additionally, a zero-knowledge proof type ZKProofS (y1 : T1, . . . , ym′ :
Tm′ ; ∃x1, . . . , xn′ . C) is well-formed, where S = witness x1, . . . , xn public y1, . . . , ym in B,
only if n = n′ and m = m′. Similar cardinality conditions are required for zero-
knowledge terms: the term zkS (N1, . . . , Nm′ ; M1, . . . ,Mn′) is well-formed, where S =
witness x1, . . . , xn public y1, . . . , ym in B, only if n = n
′ and m = m′.5
5In previous presentations of this work these cardinality conditions were left implicit. Proving things
formally required us to make them explicit, by adding them to the well-formedness judgments.
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Finally, we generalize the notion of opponent to open processes, by defining an inductive
judgment E ` P opp. The original definition from §2.3.6 is equivalent to ∅ ` P opp. The
more general judgment E ` P opp is useful for proving properties such as Lemma 2.33
(Opponent Typability) by rule induction.
The typing judgments of our type system are listed below and explained in the following
sections.
Typing judgments
E ` C environment E entails formula C
E ` T :: k kinding, k ∈ {pub, tnt}
E ` T <: U subtyping
E ` T ## U ; C non-disjointness, if T and U intersect in E then E ` C
E `M : T term typing
E ` D : T destructor typing
E ` P process typing
2.4.3. Formula Entailment Judgment
The formula entailment judgment E ` C enforces that C is well-formed in the environ-
ment E and additionally that the formulas extracted from E entail C in the authorization
logic. Intuitively, our type system ensures that whenever E ` C holds the formula C
is entailed at execution time from the the active assumes. This entailment judgment
is used for instance when type-checking the process assert C using rule (Proc Assert):
type-checking succeeds only if E ` C holds, which ensures that the assert will succeed
at execution time, as needed for safety.
Entailed formula: E ` C
(Entailed)
E ` C ok forms(E) |= C
E ` C
Definition:
formsx({y : T | C}) = formsx(T ), C{x/y}
formsx(T1 ∧ T2) = formsx(T1), formsx(T2)
formsx(T1 ∨ T2) = [C1 ∨ C2 | C1 ∈ formsx(T1), C2 ∈ formsx(T2)]
formsx(ZKProofS (y1:T1, .., ym:Tm; ∃x˜. C)) = ∃y1, . . . , ym. (
∧
i∈1...m formsyi(Ti) ∧ ∃x˜. C)
formsx(T ) = ∅, otherwise
forms(E, x : T ) = forms(E), formsx(T )
forms(E, {C}) = forms(E), C
forms(E,µ) = forms(E), if µ not of the form x : T or {C}
forms(∅) = ∅
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The function forms(E) inspects the entries in E and gathers the top-level formulas.
Formulas from entries of the form {C} are directly copied. Entries of the form x : T
produce formulas using the auxiliary function formsx(T ). For refinement types {y :
T | C} we recurse into the refined type T , and we additionally gather the formula C
after substituting y with the actual binding x. For intersection types T1 ∧ T2 we just
put together the formulas from T1 and T2; concatenation on the left side of a |= is
interpreted conjunctively. For union types T1 ∨ T2 we take all the pair-wise disjunctions
of the formulas extracted from T1 and from T2. Gathering formulas from intersection and
union types ensures the type system has enough precision to deal with the types that are
inferred for the arguments of zero-knowledge proofs (see §2.4.9). Finally, as a proof of
concept, we show that existentially quantified formulas can be gathered even from zero-
knowledge proof types. In practice, however, most zero-knowledge proofs are received
from untrusted channels at type Un, which allows no useful formula to be gathered.
2.4.4. Subtyping and Kinding
Our type system has a subtyping relation on types and allows a term of a subtype to be
used in all contexts that require a term of a supertype. Subtyping increases the flexibility
of the type system, since it allows more correct programs to be accepted as well-typed.
For instance, this allows one to send a message of type {x : T | C} over a channel of
type Ch(T ) and thus “forget” the constraint C, since {x : T | C} is a subtype of T .
Following Gordon and Jeffrey [GJ03], subtyping plays two additional very important
roles in our type system. First, subtyping allows us to compare types with type Un: if T
is a subtype of Un then the terms in T are allowed to flow to the opponent, and we call
type T public; on the other hand, if Un is a subtype of T then every term coming from
the opponent can be given type T , and we call type T tainted. We define a separate
kinding judgment E ` T :: k where k ∈ {pub, tnt} that captures this role and contributes
to the subtyping relation via the (Sub Pub Tnt) rule. This rule makes every public type
a subtype of every tainted type. Since by rule (Kind Un) type Un is itself both public
and tainted, we immediately obtain that E ` T :: pub implies E ` T <: Un, and that
E ` T :: tnt implies E ` Un <: T ; the reverse direction of these two implications also
holds but the proofs are more involved (see Lemma 2.16 and Lemma 2.17 in §2.5.2).
Second, subtyping equates type Un with each of the following types: Ch(Un), Pair(Un,Un),
SigKey(Un), VerKey(Un), Signed(Un), PubEnc(Un), DecKey(Un), EncKey(Un), Hash(Un),
SymKey(Un), and ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜n; ∃x˜. true). This “universal type” property of Un al-
lows us to prove that any opponent is well-typed, which is crucial for showing robust
safety by typing.
The rules of the kinding judgment are listed below. As mentioned above type Un is both
public and tainted. The top type > is tainted, since it is always safe to give any well-
typed term type >, including the terms coming from the attacker, which are well-typed
at type Un. Type > is however not public, since if that was the case any well-typed term
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could be sent to the attacker, which would allow protocol participants to leak any secret.
The rule (Kind Empty Pub) is new to our type system, and allows trivially empty types
to be considered public, since this is harmless and actually useful. For instance, this
rule makes the refinement type {x : T | false} public for any well-formed type T , and
it allows us to regard type > as public in an inconsistent environment. The latter is
important for proving an important property of our type system, which states that in
an inconsistent environment E, for which E ` false holds, all types are both public and
tainted, i.e., equivalent by subtyping to Un. This is necessary for expressing the precise
conditions under which a type is compromised as a logical formula (see §2.4.5), and it
also allows us to prove that in an inconsistent environment any well-formed term has
any well-formed type, by an argument similar to opponent typability (see Lemma 2.8 in
§2.5.1).
An intersection type T1∧T2 is public if T1 is public or T2 is public, and is tainted if both
T1 and T2 are tainted. A term has type T1 ∧ T2 if and only if it has both type T1 and
type T2. Intuitively, if we are given a term of type T1 ∧ T2 we can consider it at either
type, so it is enough if one of them allows us to send it over the untrusted network.
Conversely, if we receive a term from the untrusted network, in order to be able to give
it type T1 ∧ T2 we need to give it both type T1 and type T2, which means that both T1
and T2 need to be tainted. The kinding rules for union types are exactly the dual of the
ones for intersection types.
The refinement type {x : T | C} is public if T is public. The type {x : T | C} is a
subtype of T , so, intuitively, if it is safe to send terms of type T to the attacker, then
it is also safe to send such terms to the attacker when they additionally fulfill condition
C. For considering {x : T | C} tainted we need to be much more restrictive though: we
require that T is tainted and that E, x : T ` C holds. The attacker is not required to
assume any predicate, so if we want to give terms coming from the attacker a refinement
type {x : T | C}, then C needs to hold for every x for which formsx(T ) holds.
If we want to send a channel of type Ch(T ) to the attacker, or give type Ch(T ) to a channel
received from the attacker, then T needs to be both public and tainted, i.e., equivalent
to Un. Protocol participants can send terms of type T over this channel, and if the
attacker has access to the channel it can get these terms. Also, the code of the protocol
expects to receive only terms of type T from this channel, but if the attacker has access
to the channel it can send any term it can construct over the channel. So the channel
type Ch(T ) is public or tainted, if T is both public and tainted. In the same way,
the type of symmetric keys SymKey(T ) is public or tainted, if T is both public and
tainted. Symmetric encryption produces terms of type Un, which can be safely sent over
the untrusted network, and symmetric decryption takes terms of type Un as argument,
which can come from the untrusted network, so a shared symmetric key allows one to
establish a “private” channel over an untrusted one. It should thus be no surprise that
there is no difference in terms of kinding between “private” channels and symmetric
keys.
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The kinding rules for asymmetric cryptography are much more subtle. The rules we
consider are novel and much more precise than in previous work. For instance Fournet et
al. [FGM07a] only consider signatures, their kinding rules do not always allow verification
keys to be made public, and their kinding rules for signing keys are as restrictive as for
symmetric keys. This prevents their type system from supporting common cryptographic
patterns (e.g., for sign-then-encrypt their type system does not allow the verification key
to be made public). In our type system, first of all, asymmetric encryption keys and
verification keys can always be made public, since requiring them to be kept secret would
not increase the security of the protocols while neutralizing the advantages asymmetric
cryptography6 has over symmetric cryptography (e.g., the ability to authenticate over
an untrusted network without sharing any secret in advance).
Second, since encryption hides the payload term we allow public-key encryptions to be
sent over the untrusted network, and since it is the successful signature verification that
proves the authenticity of the payload term we allow terms that come from the untrusted
network to be verified as signatures. So the type of public-key encryptions PubEnc(T )
is always public, while the type of signatures Signed(T ) is always tainted. On the other
hand, signatures in our calculus contain the term that was signed, and verifying the
signature with the public verification key returns this message in clear. This means
that signing a term does not protect its secrecy, so a signature type Signed(T ) is public
only if type T is public. Conversely, successfully decrypting a term does not necessarily
authenticate it, since the attacker can also encrypt terms using public keys, so if the
ciphertext comes from the attacker we cannot justify giving the result an untainted
type. To prevent honest participants from decrypting messages from the network if the
result of the decryption would be untainted, the decryption constructor only works on
ciphertexts of type PubEnc(T ) and we make sure that an encryption type PubEnc(T ) is
tainted, only when T is tainted.
Third, our type system enforces that the verification keys and public encryption keys
used by the protocols are authentic (not tainted), while the signing keys and decryption
keys are both authentic and secret. However, these restrictions are necessary only when
these asymmetric keys are used to protect the security of the system, and signing can
only protect authenticity, while public-key encryption can only protect secrecy. So if a
protocol is signing terms of a tainted type T then the type of the signing key SigKey(T )
and the type of the corresponding verification key VerKey(T ) can be allowed to be both
public and tainted, and thus equivalent to Un. So intuitively, if there is no authenticity
to protect for the terms being signed with a certain signing key, we do not need to enforce
any restriction on the usage of this signing key or of the corresponding verification key.
Conversely, if a protocol is using public-key encryption on terms having a public type T ,
we do not need to enforce any restriction on the corresponding encryption and decryption
keys, so the types EncKey(T ) and DecKey(T ) are in this case both public and tainted.7
6 Asymmetric cryptography is often called public-key cryptography.
7 This last set of rules might seem unnecessarily permissive, but please note that the goal of this type
system is to reject insecure protocols, not to enforce one particular way to design protocols. These
rules could for instance be used to type-check protocols where certain information has to be kept
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Finally, a zero-knowledge proof type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) is public if and only if the
types of all public arguments of the proof T˜ are public. This is necessary, since an attacker
that obtains a zero knowledge proof can extract the public arguments using the public
destructor. Conversely, a type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) is tainted if and only if the types
of the public arguments of the proof T˜ are tainted and additionally E ` ∀x˜. ∀y˜. C. If a
zero-knowledge term zkS (N˜ ; M˜) has type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) then our type system
guarantees that the terms M˜ can be given the types T˜ and the formula C{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜}
is entailed by the current environment. So in order to allow giving a term received from
the attacker-controlled network type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) we need to ensure that the
invariant above is not violated, i.e., asking that the types T1, . . . , Tm are tainted allows
us to give any term coming from the attacker type Ti, while asking that formula C holds
for all x˜ and y˜ allows us to instantiate C for any terms the attacker might send.
Kinding: E ` T :: k for k ∈ {pub, tnt}
(Kind Un)
` E ok
E ` Un :: k
(Kind Top Tnt)
` E ok
E ` > :: tnt
(Kind Empty Pub)
E, x : T ` false
E ` T :: pub
(Kind And Pub 1)
E ` T :: pub E ` U ok
E ` T ∧ U :: pub
(Kind And Pub 2)
E ` U :: pub E ` T ok
E ` T ∧ U :: pub
(Kind And Tnt)
E ` T :: tnt E ` U :: tnt
E ` T ∧ U :: tnt
(Kind Or Pub)
E ` T :: pub E ` U :: pub
E ` T ∨ U :: pub
(Kind Or Tnt 1)
E ` T :: tnt E ` U ok
E ` T ∨ U :: tnt
(Kind Or Tnt 2)
E ` U :: tnt E ` T ok
E ` T ∨ U :: tnt
(Kind Refine Pub)
E ` T :: pub E, x : T ` C ok
E ` {x : T | C} :: pub
(Kind Refine Tnt)
E ` T :: tnt E, x : T ` C
E ` {x : T | C} :: tnt
(Kind Chan)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt
E ` Ch(T ) :: k
(Kind Pair)
E ` T :: k E, x : T ` U :: k
E ` Pair(x:T,U) :: k
(Kind SymKey)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt
E ` SymKey(T ) :: k
(Kind Signed Pub)
E ` T :: pub
E ` Signed(T ) :: pub
(Kind Signed Tnt)
E ` T ok
E ` Signed(T ) :: tnt
(Kind SigKey)
E ` T :: tnt
E ` SigKey(T ) :: k
(Kind VerKey Pub)
E ` T ok
E ` VerKey(T ) :: pub
(Kind VerKey Tnt)
E ` T :: tnt
E ` VerKey(T ) :: tnt
(Kind PubEnc Pub)
E ` T ok
E ` PubEnc(T ) :: pub
(Kind PubEnc Tnt)
E ` T :: tnt
E ` PubEnc(T ) :: tnt
(Kind EncKey Pub)
E ` T ok
E ` EncKey(T ) :: pub
secret for a period of time, but needs to be disclosed in a verifiable way after a certain declassification
event occurs. If all the information in the protocol is disclosed at the end then a very simple way to
achieve verifiability is to also publish the keys that were previously used to protect it.
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(Kind EncKey Tnt)
E ` T :: pub
E ` EncKey(T ) :: tnt
(Kind DecKey)
E ` T :: pub
E ` DecKey(T ) :: k
(Kind Hash Pub)
E ` T ok
E ` Hash(T ) :: pub
(Kind Hash Tnt)
E ` T :: tnt
E ` Hash(T ) :: tnt
(Kind ZK Pub)
E ` T˜ :: pub E, y˜ : >˜, x˜ : >˜ ` C ok
E ` ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) :: pub
(Kind ZK Tnt)
E ` T˜ :: tnt E, y˜ : >˜, x˜ : >˜ ` C
E ` ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) :: tnt
We explain the most important rules of the subtyping judgment below.
Subtyping: E ` T <: U
(Sub Pub Tnt)
E ` T :: pub E ` U :: tnt
E ` T <: U
(Sub Top)
E ` T ok
E ` T <: >
(Sub Empty)
E, x : T ` false E ` T ′ ok
E ` T <: T ′
(Sub And LB 1)
E ` T <: T ′ E ` U ok
E ` T ∧ U <: T ′
(Sub And LB 2)
E ` U <: U ′ E ` T ok
E ` T ∧ U <: U ′
(Sub And Greatest)
E ` T <: T1 E ` T <: T2
E ` T <: T1 ∧ T2
(Sub Or Least)
E ` T1 <: T E ` T2 <: T
E ` T1 ∨ T2 <: T
(Sub Or UB 1)
E ` T ′ <: T E ` U ok
E ` T ′ <: T ∨ U
(Sub Or UB 2)
E ` U ′ <: U E ` T ok
E ` U ′ <: T ∨ U
(Sub Refine Left)
E ` T <: T ′ E, x : T ` C ok
E ` {x : T | C} <: T ′
(Sub Refine Right)
E ` T <: T ′ E, x : T ` C
E ` T <: {x : T ′ | C}
(Sub Chan Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` Ch(T ) <: Ch(U)
(Sub Pair Cov)
E ` T1 <: U1 E, x : T1 ` T2 <: U2
E ` Pair(x:T1, T2) <: Pair(x:U1, U2)
(Sub SymKey Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` SymKey(T ) <: SymKey(U)
(Sub Signed Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` Signed(T ) <: Signed(U)
(Sub SigKey Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` SigKey(T ) <: SigKey(U)
(Sub VerKey Cov)
E ` T <: U
E ` VerKey(T ) <: VerKey(U)
(Sub PubEnc Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` PubEnc(T ) <: PubEnc(U)
(Sub EncKey Con)
E ` U <: T
E ` EncKey(T ) <: EncKey(U)
(Sub DecKey Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` DecKey(T ) <: DecKey(U)
(Sub Hash Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` Hash(T ) <: Hash(U)
(Sub ZK)
E ` Ti <: Ui ∀i ∈ 1 . . .m E, y˜ : >˜, x˜ : >˜, {C} ` C ′
E ` ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) <: ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜ ; ∃x˜. C ′)
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Notation: We write E ` T <:> U to denote E ` T <: U and E ` U <: T .
As indicated above, the rule (Sub Pub Tnt) connects subtyping with kinding, by making
every public type a subtype of every tainted one. The rule (Sub Top) makes type > the
supertype of all other well-formed types. Similarly to (Kind Empty Pub), the rule (Sub
Empty) allows trivially empty types to be considered a subtype of any other type. In
particular this makes any refinement type {x : T | false} a subtype of all the other types
(bottom). The rule (Sub Empty) needs however to be phrased in this more general way,
which also takes union and intersection types into account, since otherwise the subtyping
relation would not be transitive (e.g., since the intersection type ⊥ ∧ U is a subtype of
⊥ and ⊥ is a subtype of an arbitrary T , then we need to ensure that ⊥ ∧ U is also a
subtype of T ).
As far as subtyping is concerned, the intersection type T1∧T2 is a8 greatest lower bound
of the types T1 and T2. Rules (Sub And LB 1) and (Sub And LB 2) ensure that T1 ∧ T2
is a lower bound: by using reflexivity9 in the premise we obtain that T1 ∧ T2 <: T1 and
T1 ∧ T2 <: T2. Rule (Sub And Greatest) ensures that T1 ∧ T2 is greater than any other
lower bound: if T ′ is another lower bound of T1 and T2 then T ′ is a subtype of T1 ∧ T2.
The union type T1 ∨ T2 is a least upper bound of T1 and T2. The rules for subtyping
union types are exactly the dual of the ones for intersection types.
The refinement type {x : T | C} is a subtype of T ; the reason rule (Sub Refine Left)
is more general is again to “bake-in” transitivity. This rule allows us to discard logical
formulas when they are not needed, for instance, a term of type {x : Un | Ok(x)} can be
sent on a channel of type Ch(Un). Conversely, the type T is a subtype of {x : T | C} if
∀x. formsx(T )⇒ C is entailed in the current typing environment (Sub Refine Right), so
by subtyping we can only add universally valid formulas. This allows us to prove as a
property that whenever T is a subtype of U the formulas in T imply the formulas in U
(see Lemma 2.6 in §2.5.1). Using (Sub Refine Left) and (Sub Refine Right) we can derive
a rule that directly compares two refinement types [BBF+08]: the type {x : T1 | C1} is
a subtype of {x : T2 | C2} if T1 is a subtype of T2 and if the formula ∀x. formsx(T1) ⇒
C1 ⇒ C2 is entailed by the current environment.
Channel types and symmetric key types are invariant, i.e., have most restrictive sub-
typing in which Ch(T ) is a subtype of Ch(U) if T is equivalent by subtyping to U .10If
channel types were covariant, we could take a channel of type Ch(T ), change its type by
subtyping to Ch(>) and write any term on it, which would clearly be unsafe since the
receivers expect to obtain messages of type T from such channels. Conversely, if channel
types were contravariant, we could take a channel of type Ch(>), change its type by
subtyping to Ch(T ), and then give type T to all received terms, although the senders
can send anything over this channel.
8Our subtyping relation is not anti-symmetric, so least and greatest elements are not necessarily unique.
9Reflexivity and transitivity are properties of our definition of subtyping, which make it a preorder.
10 Such type constructors are sometimes called nonvariant or “rigid” [AC96,OSV10].
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By similar arguments many of the types for asymmetric cryptography need to be made
invariant. There are two exceptions though: the type of verification keys can be allowed
to be covariant while the type of public keys can be contravariant. Giving a verifica-
tion key of type VerKey(T ) also type VerKey(U) by subsumption for some U that is a
supertype of T is acceptable, since this only allows us to give type U to the result of the
check destructors that use this key, which is anyway already possible by subtyping even
if these results are first given the stronger type T . Conversely, giving a public key of type
EncKey(U) also type EncKey(T ) by subsumption for T a subtype of U is also sound, since
this allows us to encrypt terms of type T with this key, which is again already possible
by first giving the terms type U by (Term Subsum) and only then encrypting them.
Finally, a zero-knowledge type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) is a subtype of another zero-
knowledge type ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜ ; ∃x˜. C ′) if the types of the public arguments T˜ are
subtypes of U˜ , and if additionally the formula ∀x˜. ∀y˜. C ⇒ C ′ is entailed by the current
environment (Sub ZK). As for refinement types, this last condition ensures that by
subtyping we can only weaken the formula in a zero-knowledge type.
2.4.5. Logical Characterization of Kinding
We capture any instance of the kinding judgment as a formula in the authorization logic.
Such a logical characterization of kinding is helpful for reasoning about the disjointness
of types (§2.4.6), and for encoding type information that is conditioned on a type not
being compromised (§2.4.9).
Our logical characterization of kinding is fully precise (i.e., sound and complete as
shown in §2.5.3): We define a function fkind(E, T, k) that returns an authorization
logic formula that is valid if and only if type T has kind k in environment E. We
define fkind by recursion over the size of types. We can easily define fkind(E,Un, tnt)
as true, fkind(E,SigKey(T ), tnt) recursively as fkind(E, T, tnt), and fkind(E,Ch(T ), tnt)
recursively as fkind(E, T, pub)∧ fkind(E, T, tnt). Not all cases are equally simple though.
First, the kinding judgment is not fully syntax-directed because of rules such as (Kind
Empty Pub), (Kind And Pub 1), (Kind And Pub 2), etc., so fkind needs to also use
logical disjunction. Second, the rules (Kind Empty Pub), (Kind Refine Tnt), and (Kind
ZK Tnt) have premises that are instances of the formula entailment judgment. For this
we need to encode the entailment relation of the authorization logic into the authoriza-
tion logic itself. This is generally not possible in first-order logic, which motivates the
presence of the second-order quantifiers over predicates in our authorization logic.
We encode E ` C as a formula using the function fentails(E,C), which is defined as
∀dom(E).∧ forms(E) ⇒ C, where the ∀dom(E) part universally closes all binders in
E, including all the predicates. This is necessary, since otherwise different formulas
generated by fentails would interact with each other, while in the kinding judgment
all occurrences of E ` C are completely independent. In other words, while in the
entailment relation all free variables, names and predicates are implicitly universally
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quantified, the fkind function needs to make this universal quantification explicit so that
the formula it returns can be used as a part of a bigger formula containing conjunctions
and disjunctions.
We illustrate the definition of ∀dom(E). C on the environment we use to type-check the
simplified DAA example from §2.2.
∀dom(Authenticate,OkTPM ,Send , ki : SigKey(Tki),Policysdaa , xz : Un). C
= ∀Authenticate.∀OkTPM . ∀Send .∀ki.∀xz. C
Second-order quantifiers are only used for obtaining a logical characterization of kind-
ing that enjoys completeness; they appear neither in authorization policies, nor in the
first-order logic proof obligations discharged by our type-checker. The second-order
quantifiers introduced by the logical characterization of kinding only appear in positive
positions, so in practice they can always be “extruded” after proper alpha-renaming,
and removed once they reach the top-level since free predicates are implicitly universally
quantified.
Finally, the kinding rules (Kind Empty Pub), (Kind Pair), (Kind Refine Pub), and
(Kind Refine Tnt) have premises in which the environment is extended with a fresh
variable. In the definition of fkind below we generate this fresh variable explicitly, using
the pick not in function.
Logical characterization of kinding: fkind(E, T, k)
Definition:
∀dom(E, x : T ). C , ∀dom(E). ∀x. C ∀dom(E, {C ′}). C , ∀dom(E). C
∀dom(E, p). C , ∀dom(E). ∀p. C ∀dom(∅). C , C
∀dom(E, a : T ). C , ∀dom(E). ∀a. C
Definition:
fentails(E,C) , ∀dom(E).∧ forms(E)⇒ C
Definition:
fkind(E, V, pub) ,
let x = pick not in(dom(E)) in
fentails((E, x : V ), false) ∨
(match V with
| > ⇒ fentails(E, false)
| T1 ∧ T2 ⇒ fkind(E, T1, pub) ∨ fkind(E, T2, pub)
| T1 ∨ T2 ⇒ fkind(E, T1, pub) ∧ fkind(E, T2, pub)
| {x : T | C} ⇒ fkind(E, T, pub)
| Un⇒ true
| Ch(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub) ∧ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| Pair(x:T,U)⇒
let y = pick not in(dom(E)) in
fkind(E, T, pub) ∧ fkind((E, y : T ), U{y/x}, pub)
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| Signed(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub)
| SigKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| VerKey(T )⇒ true
| PubEnc(T )⇒ true
| EncKey(T )⇒ true
| DecKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub)
| Hash(T )⇒ true
| SymKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub) ∧ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C)⇒
∧
T∈T˜ fkind(E, T, pub)
end)
with fkind(E, V, tnt) ,
(match V with
| > ⇒ true
| T1 ∧ T2 ⇒ fkind(E, T1, tnt) ∧ fkind(E, T2, tnt)
| T1 ∨ T2 ⇒ fkind(E, T1, tnt) ∨ fkind(E, T2, tnt)
| {x : T | C} ⇒
let y = pick not in(dom(E)) in
fkind(E, T, tnt) ∧ fentails((E, y : T ), C{y/x})
| Un⇒ true
| Ch(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub) ∧ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| Pair(x:T,U)⇒
let y = pick not in(dom(E)) in
fkind(E, T, tnt) ∧ fkind((E, y : T ), U{y/x}, tnt)
| Signed(T )⇒ true
| SigKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| VerKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| PubEnc(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| EncKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub)
| DecKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub)
| Hash(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| SymKey(T )⇒ fkind(E, T, pub) ∧ fkind(E, T, tnt)
| ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C)⇒
∧
T∈T˜ fkind(E, T, tnt) ∧ fentails(E,∀x˜. ∀y˜. C)
end)
We illustrate the logical characterization of kinding, by deriving the formula stating that
the channel type Ch({x : Un | C}) is tainted in environment E. We calculate as follows
by applying the definition above:
fkind(E,Ch({x : Un | C}), tnt)
= fkind(E, {x : Un | C}, pub) ∧ fkind(E, {x : Un | C}, tnt)
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fkind(E, {x : Un | C}, pub)
= fentails((E, z : {x : Un | C}), false) ∨ fkind(E,Un, pub)
= (∀dom(E).∀z. ∧ forms(E, z : {x : Un | C})⇒ false) ∨ true
= (∀dom(E).∀z. ∧ forms(E) ∧ C{z/x} ⇒ false) ∨ true
fkind(E, {x : Un | C}, tnt)
= fkind(E,Un, tnt) ∧ ∀dom(E).∀z. ∧ forms(E, z : Un)⇒ C{z/x}
= true ∧ ∀dom(E).∀z. ∧ forms(E)⇒ C{z/x}
The result of fkind(E, {x : Un | C}, pub) is logically equivalent to true (by (Or Intro),
(Red), and the encoding of true), so the result of fkind(E,Ch({x : Un | C}), tnt) is
logically equivalent to the formula ∀dom(E).∧ forms(E)⇒ ∀z. C{z/x}.
2.4.6. Type Private and Non-disjointness of Types
Type Private, the type of messages not known to the attacker, is not primitive in our
type system. It could easily be added, but it can also be easily encoded, so we chose to
encode it. One thing to note, though, is that in our type system we chose not to have any
unconditionally secure type. So in an inconsistent environment, which entails false, all
types are both public and tainted, so all types are equivalent by subtyping, even Private
and Un. We therefore encode a more general type PrivateUnless(C): the terms in this
type are not known to the attacker, unless the formula C is entailed by the environment.
We then obtain type Private as PrivateUnless(false).
Encoding of OK-types and Private types
{C} , {x : Un | C} for some x /∈ fv(C)
PrivateUnless(C) , Ch({C})
Private , PrivateUnless(false)
We encode type PrivateUnless(C) as the channel type Ch({C}). Since channel types are
generative this allows us to create terms of type PrivateUnless(C) using restrictions (new).
The OK-type [FGM07a] {C} is always public, but is tainted only in an environment in
which C holds. Since the only kinding rules that apply for channel types are (Kind
Chan) and (Kind Empty Pub), we can easily derive that the channel type Ch({C}) is
public or tainted only in an environment in which C is entailed. In particular, type
Private is only public or tainted in an inconsistent environment.
Knowing that type Private is neither public (i.e., not a subtype of Un) nor tainted (i.e., not
a supertype of Un) unless the environment is inconsistent is, however, not enough for
the kind of reasoning we want to be able to do for determining with certainty that
a zero-knowledge proof cannot come from the attacker. If we can infer that one of
the arguments of a zero-knowledge proof has both type Private and type Un we want
to be able to deduce that the environment is inconsistent. Intuitively, in a consistent
environment type Private and type Un are disjoint, i.e., they do not share any closed
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term.11 More generally, type PrivateUnless(C) and type Un do not share any closed
terms, unless C is entailed by the environment.
This disjointness property is quite complicated to show, but at a very high-level the
reasoning can be summarized as follows: In a consistent environment any closed term of
type Private has to be a name a that is bound in the typing environment to a channel
type Ch(T ), for some type T that is equivalent by subtyping12 to the OK-type {false}.
Since the name a can also be given type Un then it must be the case that type Ch(T ) is
public, which means that type T is public and tainted, and therefore {false} is public and
tainted. The type {false} is however only tainted in an inconsistent environment, which
contradicts our original assumption. While we have manually done such disjointness
proofs in Coq, the proofs involve non-trivial inductive arguments and use many of the
properties we have proved about the type system, and we cannot expect an automated
type-checker to do such complicated meta-reasoning about our typing judgments.
In order to reason about type (non-)disjointness in our type system in a purely syntactic
manner, we introduce a new inductively-defined typing judgment E ` T ## U ; C
which guarantees that if the types T and U intersect in E then the formula C is entailed
by E. Defining this judgment is challenging in our setting because kinding makes many
types overlap. For instance, in our type system the types Ch(Un) and Pair(Un,Un) are
equivalent, so it is not enough to look only at the top-level type constructor to decide if
two types can overlap. Moreover, in an inconsistent environment all types overlap, since
all types are equivalent by subtyping.
Non-disjointness of types: E ` T ## U ; C
(ND Gen)
T and U are generative and have different top-level type constructors
E ` T ## U ; (fkind(E, T, pub) ∧ fkind(E,U, tnt)) ∨ (fkind(E, T, tnt) ∧ fkind(E,U, pub))
(ND True)
E ` T1 ok E ` T2 ok
E ` T1 ## T2 ; true
(ND Sym)
E ` T2 ## T1 ; C
E ` T1 ## T2 ; C
(ND Conj)
E ` T ## U ; C1 E ` T ## U ; C2
E ` T ## U ; C1 ∧ C2
(ND Entails)
E ` T1 ## T2 ; C E,C ` C ′
E ` T1 ## T2 ; C ′
(ND Forms And Type)
E ` T1 ok E ` T2 ok x 6∈ fv(T1, T2)
E ` T1 ## T2 ; ∃x. ∧ formsx(T1 ∧ T2)
(ND Sub)
E ` T ## U ; C E ` U ′ <: U
E ` T ## U ′ ; C
(ND Pair)
E ` T1 ## U1 ; C1 E ` T2 ## U2 ; C2
E ` Pair(x:T1, T2) ## Pair(y:U1, U2) ; C1 ∧ C2
11 The fact that a type T is neither public (i.e., not a subtype of Un) nor tainted (i.e., not a supertype
of Un) is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for T being disjoint from Un. For example, type
T0 = Pair(>, {x : Un | P (x)}) is neither public nor tainted in the environment {P (unit)}, still in this
environment the term (unit, unit) has both type T0 and type Un.
12 Channel types are invariant, but our subtyping relation is not anti-symmetric.
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(ND And)
E ` T1 ## U ; C1 E ` T2 ## U ; C2
E ` (T1 ∧ T2) ## U ; C1 ∧ C2
(ND Or)
E ` T1 ## U ; C1 E ` T2 ## U ; C2
E ` (T1 ∨ T2) ## U ; C1 ∨ C2
Fortunately, we can use the logical characterization of kinding to capture the effect of
kinding on type disjointness. The most important rule of the non-disjointness judgment
(ND Gen) states that if two generative types with different top-level type constructors
overlap then one of them is public and the other is tainted. This rule is very general
and can be instantiated with different generative types. For instance it allows us to
derive syntactically that Private and Un only overlap in an inconsistent environment (see
derived rule (ND Private Un) below); that if Ch(T ) or SymKey(T ) overlap with Un then
T is both public and tainted (derived rules (ND Channel Un) and (ND SymKey Un));
and that if SigKey(T ) overlaps with Un then T is tainted (derived rule (ND SigKey Un)).
Non-disjointness rules derived from (ND Gen) and (ND Entails)
(ND Private Un)
E ` C ok
E ` Private ## Un ; false
(ND PrivateUnless Un)
E ` C ok
E ` PrivateUnless(C) ## Un ; C
(ND Channel Un)
E ` T ok
E ` Ch(T ) ## Un ; fkind(E, T, tnt) ∧ fkind(E, T, pub)
(ND SymKey Un)
E ` T ok
E ` SymKey(T ) ## Un ; fkind(E, T, tnt) ∧ fkind(E, T, pub)
(ND DecKey Un)
E ` T ok
E ` DecKey(T ) ## Un ; fkind(E, T, pub)
(ND SigKey Un)
E ` T ok
E ` SigKey(T ) ## Un ; fkind(E, T, tnt)
Rule (ND True) gives the non-disjointness judgment a trivial base case which allows us to
always infer the true formula. Rule (ND Sym) allows us to swap the two type arguments,
since type disjointness is symmetric. Rule (ND Conj) allows us to take two instances of
the non-disjointness judgment and combine their results using logical conjunction. Rule
(ND Entails) allows us to weaken the formula in the non-disjointness judgment to any
other formula that is entailed by it in the current typing environment. This rule together
with (ND True) allow us to copy all formulas of the environment into the output formula,
as done by the derived rule (ND Forms Env) below. Rule (ND Forms And Type) allows
us to gather the formulas from the two types, conjoin them together, and require that
there exists a term for which they all hold. Intuitively, if there exists a term that belongs
to the intersection of the two types, that term will also satisfy the formulas gathered
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from both types. This rule allows us to derive rule (ND Forms Empty), which states
that bottom overlaps other types only in an inconsistent environment. It also allows us
to derive rule (ND Refine Exists) below, which implies that two refinement types that
have contradicting formulas are disjoint. Rule (ND Sub) allows us to replace the types
in the non-disjointness judgment by any of their subtypes. Together with rule (Sub
Refine Left) this allows us to add refinement types in derived rule (ND Refine) (to drop
refinement types if reading the rule backwards). The remaining rules ((ND Or), (ND
And), and (ND Pair)) lift the non-disjointness judgment to union and intersection types
as well as non-dependent pair types.
More derived non-disjointness rules
(ND Forms Env)
E ` T1 ok E ` T2 ok
E ` T1 ## T2 ; ∧ forms(E)
(ND Forms Empty)
E ` T1 ok E ` T2 ok E, x : T1 ` false
E ` T1 ## T2 ; false
(ND Refine)
E ` T1 ## T2 ; C
E, x : T1 ` C1 ok
E ` {x : T1 | C1} ## T2 ; C
(ND Refine Exists)
E ` T1 ## T2 ; C
E ` {x : T1 | C1} ok E ` {x : T2 | C2} ok
E ` {x : T1 | C1} ## {x : T2 | C2}; C ∧ ∃x.C1 ∧ C2
2.4.7. Typing Terms and Destructors
The rules of the term typing judgment E `M : T are listed below. The rules (Term Var)
and (Term Name) look up the type of variables and names in the typing environment.
The subsumption rule (Term Subsum) allows a term having type T to be given any
supertype of T . Rule (Term And) gives a term an intersection type T ∧ U provided
that it can be typed to both type T and type U . Rule (Term Refine) gives a term M a
refinement type {x : T | C} provided M has type T and the formula C{M/x} is entailed
in the typing environment13. Rule (Term Pair) gives pairs dependent types Pair(x:T,U),
where the type of the second component in the pair U refers to the term in the first
component via the variable x.
Typing terms: E `M : T
(Term Unit)
` E ok
E ` unit : Un
(Term Var)
` E ok (x : T ) ∈ E
E ` x : T
(Term Name)
` E ok (a : T ) ∈ E
E ` a : T
(Term Subsum)
E `M : T E ` T <: T ′
E `M : T ′
(Term And)
E `M : T E `M : U
E `M : T ∧ U
(Term Refine)
E `M : T E ` C{M/x}
E `M : {x : T | C}
(Term Pair)
E `M1 : T1 E `M2 : T2{M1/x}
E ` (M1,M2) : Pair(x:T1, T2)
13 Rule (Term Refine) cannot be encoded with (Term Subsum) and (Sub Refine Right), since this would
require proving C for all values of x, while (Term Refine) only requires proving C for the term M .
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(Term Enc Key)
E `M : DecKey(T )
E ` ek(M) : EncKey(T )
(Term Pub Enc)
E `M : T E ` K : EncKey(T )
E ` enc(M,K) : PubEnc(T )
(Term Ver Key)
E `M : SigKey(T )
E ` vk(M) : VerKey(T )
(Term Sign)
E `M : T E ` K : SigKey(T )
E ` sign(M,K) : Signed(T )
(Term Hash)
E `M : T
E ` hash(M) : Hash(T )
(Term Sym Enc)
E `M : T E ` K : SymKey(T )
E ` senc(M,K) : Un
(Term ZK Un)
E ` N˜ : U˜n E ` M˜ : U˜n
E ` zkS (N˜ ; M˜) : ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜n; ∃x˜. true)
(Term ZK)
TS = ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) E ` N˜ : >˜ E ` M˜ : T˜ E ` C{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜}
E ` zkS (N˜ ; M˜) : TS
The typing rules for the constructors representing the basic cryptographic primitives are
all standard [FGM07a]. More interestingly, for typing zero-knowledge terms we have
two different rules: rule (Term ZK) is used for typing honest protocol participants, while
rule (Term ZK Un) is used for typing the opponent to ensure that we are not putting
undue restrictions on it.
Typing most of the basic cryptographic primitives relies on the type of some key, which
the user has to annotate explicitly. But zero-knowledge proofs do not depend on keys
in general. This is a problem since the successful verification of a zero-knowledge proof
should propagate logical formulas in the typing environment of the verifier, and it is
not clear what formulas to consider. For instance, when typing a verification process
if verS (z) ⇓ 〈y〉 then P for some statement S = witness x˜ public y˜ in B , we can safely
assume that the basic formula ∃x˜.B holds for the continuation process P , since this is
guaranteed by the operational semantics of the ver destructor (see §2.3.2). However,
such a basic formula does not suffice for typing many of the examples we have tried,
since it does not mention any user-defined logical predicate.
In order to solve this problem, we assume that each zero-knowledge statement S =
witness x˜ public y˜ in B is annotated by the user with a zero-knowledge proof type
TS = ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C). When typing a zero-knowledge proof created by a honest
protocol participant zkS (N˜ ; M˜) using rule (Term ZK) we ensure that the public argu-
ments of the proof M˜ have the types specified by the user T˜ , and that the logical formula
C specified by the user and instantiated with the actual arguments of the proof (x˜ with
N˜ and y˜ with M˜) is entailed by the typing environment. Only if these two conditions
are satisfied we give the zero-knowledge term type TS . Note that if the formula C con-
tains the basic formula B (i.e., if C is of the form B ∧ CP , for some promise CP ) we
can ensure that only valid zero-knowledge proofs are created by the honest participants.
However, since C can be chosen arbitrarily by the user this is not necessarily true in
general. Moreover, rule (Term ZK Un) allows the opponent to generate possibly invalid
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zero-knowledge proofs from terms it knows (i.e., any term of type Un) for any statement.
In this case, however, even if the statement was annotated by the user with type TS ,
this type is ignored, and the proof is given type ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜n; ∃x˜. true), which is
equivalent by subtyping to Un.
So the fact that a term can be given a zero-knowledge proof type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C)
for some statement S = witness x˜ public y˜ in B , only guarantees that the formula C in the
type holds for the arguments of the proof, while this need not be the case for the basic
formula B in the statement. To obtain the basic formula B the zero-knowledge proof has
to be successfully verified. Most of the time zero-knowledge proofs are communicated
over untrusted channels, so before the receiver verifies the proof we can only give the
received proofs type Un, which is equivalent by subtyping to ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜n; ∃x˜. true).
This type conveys no useful logical formula.
Most of the typing rules for destructors are simple14. The typing rule for equality is very
strong: the return type makes use of an intersection type and of the non-disjointness
judgment. The equality destructor eq(M1,M2) only succeeds when M1 = M2, and
returns the common value of M1 and M2 as a result. If statically M1 had type T1 and
M2 had type T2 then their common value will have both type T1 and type T2, so also
type T1∧T2. Moreover, since this closed term is an inhabitant of both T1 and T2 the two
types overlap, so we use the non-disjointness judgment to derive an additional formula
that we use to refine the type of the result. This increases the precision of the type
system when type-checking conditionals encoded using the equality destructor.
Typing destructors: E ` D : T
(Dtor Id)
E `M : T
E ` id(M) : T
(Dtor Eq)
E `M1 : T1 E `M2 : T2 E ` T1 ## T2 ; C x /∈ dom(E)
E ` eq(M1,M2) : {x : T1 ∧ T2 | C}
(Dtor Dec)
E `M : PubEnc(T ) E ` K : DecKey(T )
E ` dec(M,K) : T
(Dtor Check)
E `M : Signed(T ) E ` K : VerKey(T )
E ` check(M,K) : T
(Dtor Sym Dec)
E `M : Un E ` K : SymKey(T )
E ` sdec(M,K) : T
(Dtor Public)
E `M : ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C)
E ` publicS (M) : 〈y˜ : T˜ 〉{∃x˜. C}
Notation:
Let 〈x˜ : T˜ 〉{C} denote the refined tuple type Pair(x1:T1, . . .Pair(xn:Tn, {C})) where we
require that the variables x˜ are not bound in T˜ (they can be bound in C though).
Let 〈T˜ 〉 denote the tuple type 〈x˜ : T˜ 〉{true} for some fresh x˜.
14 Proving them consistent is still very complicated because of subtyping and kinding; see §2.5.5.
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The public destructor returns a tuple containing the public arguments of a zero-knowledge
proof, without verifying whether the proof is valid. Rule (Dtor Public) requires that the
input to public has a zero-knowledge proof type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C), and if this
is indeed the case it gives the result the dependent tuple type 〈y˜ : T˜ 〉{∃x˜. C}. This
apparently strong return type might be surprising, since after all the public destructor
does not verify whether the proof is valid. However, it is the zero-knowledge type of
the input that justifies this return type. If the proof comes from a public channel, as is
usually the case, then it can only be given type ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜n; ∃x˜. true), which makes
the result of public have type 〈U˜n〉, so not so strong after all. Only when the proof is
somehow authenticated (e.g., it comes from an authentic channel) can the receiver give
the result a strong type, but this is justified by the fact that C was already checked
on the side of the sender. More formally, our type system preserves the invariant that
whenever a zero-knowledge proof zkZ(N˜ ; M˜) can be given type ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C),
the formula C{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜} is entailed by the typing environment. Since the publicS
destructor returns the tuple 〈M˜〉 when given such a proof, we can easily justify giving
this tuple type 〈y˜ : T˜ 〉{∃x˜. C}.
2.4.8. Typing Processes
The rules of the process typing judgment E ` P are listed below. Rule (Proc Out)
enforces that only terms of type T can be sent over a channel of type Ch(T ), while rules
(Proc In) and (Proc In Repl) guarantee that the terms received from such a channel have
type T . Rule (Proc New) enforces that the names bound by restriction processes are
given generative types. Rule (Proc Assume) is very permissive, any well-formed formula
can be assumed. On the other hand, rule (Proc Assert) checks that the asserted formula
is entailed by the current typing environment and therefore also entailed at execution
time from the active assumes. It is up to the user of the type system to make sure
that the assumes and asserts really reflect her intentions, and special attention should
be given to them when auditing the protocol model. Assumes in particular are trusted
operations, and a bad assume could make the environment inconsistent and thus allow
any protocol to be robustly safe. Rule (Proc Par) for parallel compositions extracts
the active assumes from one process and adds them to the typing environment when
typing the other process, ensuring active assumes have global scope. This is necessary
for proving subject reduction, because in the operational semantics active assumes are
not added to some explicit formula log, but instead persist in parallel with the rest of
the system.
Typing processes: E ` P
(Proc Out)
E ` N : Ch(T ) E `M : T E ` P
E ` out(N,M). P
(Proc In)
E ` N : Ch(T ) E, x : T ` P
E ` in(N, x). P
(Proc In Repl)
E ` in(N, x). P
E `!in(N, x). P
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(Proc Assume)
E ` C ok
E ` assume C
(Proc Assert)
E ` C
E ` assert C
(Proc Par)
E, {Q} ` P E, {P} ` Q
E ` P | Q
(Proc Zero)
` E ok
E ` 0
(Proc Case)
E `M : T1 ∨ T2 E, x : T1, {x = M} ` P E, x : T2, {x = M} ` P
E ` case x = M in P
(Proc Split)
E `M : Pair(x:T,U) E, x : T, y : U, {(x, y) = M} ` P
E ` let (x, y) = M in P
(Proc New)
T generative E, a : T ` P
E ` (new a : T )P
(Proc Dtor)
E ` D : T E, x : T, {D ; x} ` P1 E, {¬∃y.D ; y} ` P2
E ` if D ⇓ x then P1 else P2
(Proc Ver)
TS = ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) S = witness x1, . . . , xn public y1, . . . , ym in B
E ` N : ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜ ; ∃x˜. C0) ∀i ∈ [1, l]. E ` Li : Ti
E0 = [xk : Un | k ∈ [1, n]], [yi : Ti ∧ Ui ∧ Un | i ∈ [1, l]], [yj : Uj ∧ Un | j ∈ [l + 1,m]]
E ` [|B |]E0,C0 ; E1, C1 E,E1, {C1} ` C ∀j ∈ [l + 1,m]. E,E1, {C1} ` yj : Tj
E, z : 〈yl+1 : Tl+1, . . . , ym : Tm〉{∃x˜. C{Li/yi}i∈[1,l]} ` P1 E ` P2
E ` verS (N,L1, . . . , Ll) ⇓ z then P1 else P2
(Proc Ver Un)
E ` N : Un ∀i ∈ [1, l]. E ` Li : Un E, z : Un ` P1 E ` P2
E ` verS (N, L˜) ⇓ z then P1 else P2
The case process explicitly marks the places where union types are eliminated, which
makes type-checking simpler and more tractable. Rule (Proc Case) requires that the
term M passed to case has a union type T1 ∨T2, binds M to a variable x, and types the
continuation process twice, once under the assumption that x has type T1 and a second
time assuming that x has type T2. Additionally we record the fact that x and M are
equal by adding this formula to the environment used to type the continuation process.
Formulas are also added in rules (Proc Split) and (Proc Dtor), and this increases the
precision of the type system. In rule (Proc Dtor) we add a formula stating that the
destructor reduced successfully and returned x when typing the then branch, and a
negative formula stating that destructor reduction failed when typing the else branch.
This is particularly interesting for the equality destructor, which already has a very
strong typing rule (Dtor Eq), which uses the non-disjointness judgment.
As for creating zero-knowledge proofs, there are two different rules for typing zero-
knowledge verification processes: rule (Proc Ver) for typing honest verifiers and rule
(Proc Ver Un) for typing the verifications done by the attacker. Rule (Proc Ver Un) is
simple, the zero-knowledge proof to be verified as well as the matched arguments are all
expected to have type Un, and the returned tuple of arguments is given type Un in the
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continuation process. Rule (Proc Ver) is much more complicated, and is explained in
§2.4.9 below.
2.4.9. Type-checking Zero-knowledge Verification
This section is dedicated to type-checking honest verifiers of zero-knowledge proofs, which
is very challenging and constitutes the main technical contribution of this whole chapter.
If the proof received by a honest verifier was created by a honest prover, then we can
justify giving the returned arguments of the proof the strong type annotated by the user.
This is sound because honest provers are type-checked using rule (Term ZK), which
ensures that the arguments used to create the proof have the strong type. However,
opponents can also create valid zero-knowledge proofs and send them over untrusted
channels. Opponents (and compromised participants) are typed using the much more
permissive (Term ZK Un) rule, which does not place any restriction on what arguments
the opponent can use to create the proof. Rule (Term ZK Un) only requires that the
arguments can be given type Un, but this is not a restriction on the opponent, because
our type system enforces anyway that opponents only learn terms of type Un15.
When verifying a zero-knowledge proof received from the untrusted network (which is
under the control of the opponent) a honest participant does not know a priori whether
the creator of the proof is honest or not. So the type system has to check whether
the strong type annotated by the user is still justified even if the proof was created
by the opponent. Our type system starts from the zero-knowledge statement being
verified and from the types of those public arguments of the proof that the verifier has
obtained from a reliable source, and uses intersection, union, and refinement types to
infer very precise type information about the other arguments of the zero-knowledge
proof. For certain protocols the types inferred this way are already strong enough to
justify the user-annotated zero-knowledge proof type [BGHM09, BLMP10]. In other
protocols [BCC04,LHH+07] an additional insight is needed: this whole inference process
also succeeds if the type system can somehow deduce that the proof was necessarily
constructed by an honest prover. This happens when the type inferred for one of the
secret witnesses of the proof is disjoint from the type of messages possibly known to the
attacker.
Since we support security despite compromise this is even more complicated: all the rea-
soning above has to be conditioned by certain protocol participants being indeed honest
(not compromised). We use union types together with refinement types that contain for-
mulas obtained using our logical characterization of kinding to express type information
that is conditioned by a participant not being compromised. Such conditional types are
inferred automatically when processing the zero-knowledge statement. The remainder
of this section explains the whole inference process in more detail.
15 As opponent typability (Lemma 2.33 in §2.5.8) shows, this is only a restriction on the protocol, not
on the opponent.
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We start by explaining the (Proc Ver) typing rule. Suppose that we want to type-check
the process verS (N,L1, . . . , Ll) ⇓ z then P1 else P2, which checks whether N is a valid
proof for the statement S = witness x1, . . . , xn public y1, . . . , ym in B . We require N
to have some zero-knowledge type ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜ ; ∃x˜. C0); this type is usually much
weaker than the type TS = ZKProofS (y˜ : T˜ ; ∃x˜. C) annotated by the user. In the very
common case when N is received from a public channel the only type the verifier can
give to N a priori is ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜n; ∃x˜. true), which is equivalent to Un. We also
require that the matched arguments L1, . . . , Ll have the strong types T1, . . . , Tl defined
by TS . Most often it is the strong types of these matched arguments that allow our type
system to infer strong types for the other arguments, even when the proof was created by
the opponent. If N was a zero-knowledge proof zkS (N˜ ; M˜) created by a honest prover,
then the strong types of the public arguments T˜ and the formula C{N˜/x˜}{M˜/y˜} were
already checked on the prover’s side.
On the other hand, if N was created by the opponent, justifying the strong type TS in
case the zero-knowledge verification succeeds is much more complicated. In this case
the type system starts from the basic formula B of the zero-knowledge statement S ,
whose validity is guaranteed by the operational semantics of zero-knowledge verification,
and from an environment E0 containing the type information the type system already
has about the arguments of the proof, and tries to infer more information about the
arguments. The initial environment E0 is constructed as follows: First, because we are
dealing with the case in which the proof was created by the opponent, and opponents
only learn terms of type Un, we can assume that all arguments of the proof have type
Un. Second, since the received proof N has the (usually weak) zero-knowledge type
ZKProofS (y˜ : U˜ ; ∃x˜. C0) we can additionally assume that the public arguments of the
proof y˜ also have types U˜ , and that the formula C0 holds. Finally, since verification
succeeds only if the arguments of the proof y1, . . . , yl match the terms provided by the
verifier L1, . . . , Ll, we can assume that the matched arguments y1, . . . , yl also have the
strong types T1, . . . , Tl of L1, . . . , Ll. We use intersection types to capture the fact that
the public arguments have simultaneously more than one type:
E0 = [xk : Un | k ∈ [1, n]], [yi : Ti ∧ Ui ∧ Un | i ∈ [1, l]], [yj : Uj ∧ Un | j ∈ [l + 1,m]].
For instance in the simplified DAA example from §2.2, the type system initially has the
following type information:
Esdaa0 = xf : Un, xcert : Un, yvki : (VerKey(Tki) ∧ Un ∧ Un), ym : (Un ∧ Un).
Rule (Proc Ver) uses the basic formula B of the zero-knowledge statement and our novel
statement-based inference judgment E ` [|B |]E0,C0 ; E1, C1 to infer a stronger set of
types E1 for the arguments of the zero-knowledge proof, as well as a stronger formula
C1. The new information in E1 and C1 is then used to check whether the strong formula
C from the zero-knowledge type annotated by the user is entailed, and whether the
returned public arguments yl+1, . . . , ym have the strong types Tl+1, . . . , Tm given by the
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user, in case the proof were to come from the attacker. Only if all these checks succeed
is the verification process accepted by our type system.
The statement-based inference judgment E ` [|B |]E0,C0 ; E1, C1 is a 6-ary relation
inductively defined by the rules below. Intuitively, the arguments E, B , E0, and C0 are
inputs, while E1 and C1 are outputs: given B , the basic formula of the statement we are
verifying, and an initial typing environment E,E0, {C0}, the relation infers a stronger
typing environment E,E1, {C1}.
Statement-based inference: E ` [|B |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer Stmt)
E ` [|B |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
E ` [|B |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , (Cnew ∧B)
(Sinfer Ident)
E ` E′ spec E,E′ ` C ′ ok
E ` [|B |]E′,C′ ; E′, C ′
(Sinfer Red)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` D : T E ` T ok E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : T ] Enew , Cnew
E ` [|D ; vN |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer Check)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vK : VerKey(T ) E ` T ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ T ] Enew , Cnew
E ` [|check(vM , vK) ; vN |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer Dec)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vM : PubEnc(T ) E ` T ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ T ] Enew , Cnew
E ` [|dec(vM , vK) ; vN |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer Enc)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vM : PubEnc(T ) E ` T ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ T ] E′, C ′
E ` (E′, C ′)[vK : {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ EncKey(T )] Enew , Cnew
E ` [|vM = enc(vN , vK)|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer Pair)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vM : Pair(z:T1, T2) E ` T1 ok E ` T2 ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[v1 : T1, v2 : T2] Enew , Cnew
E ` [|vM = (v1, v2)|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer Hash)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vM : Hash(T ) E ` T ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ T ] E′, C ′
E ` [|vM = hash(vM )|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
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(Sinfer And)
E ` [|B2|]Eold ,Cold ; E2, C2 E ` [|B1|]E2,C2 ; E12, C12
E ` [|B1|]Eold ,Cold ; E1, C1 E ` [|B2|]E1,C1 ; E21, C21 E12 ∧ E21 ; Enew
E ` [|B1 ∧ B2|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , (C12 ∧ C21)
(Sinfer Or)
E ` [|B1|]Eold ,Cold ; E1, C1 E ` [|B2|]Eold ,Cold ; E2, C2 E1 ∨ E2 ; Enew
E ` [|B1 ∨ B2|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , (C1 ∨ C2)
Notation: Let {|C |} denote the refinement type {x : > | C}, where x 6∈ fv(C).
Rule (Sinfer Stmt) conjoins the basic formula B of the statement to the returned formula,
since by the operational semantics (see §2.3.4) zero-knowledge verification succeeds only
if B holds. Rule (Sinfer Ident) provides a trivial base case of our inductively defined
relation, it simply allows to copy the input environment and formula, provided that they
are well-formed. For the environment we require a stronger notion of well-formedness
E ` E′ spec, which holds if and only if E′ only contains variable bindings, and E′
does not have any dependencies to itself, and the compound environment E,E′ is well-
formed.
Special well-formed environment extension: E ` E′ spec
(Wfes Nil)
` E ok
E ` ∅ spec
(Wfes Cons)
E ` E′ spec E ` T ok x /∈ dom(E,E′)
E ` E′, x : T spec
Rule (Sinfer Red) deals with arbitrary logical atoms, which in our case are destruc-
tor reductions. If the destructor D has type Tnew in the original environment, and
if D reduces to the term denoted by the variable vN , then by destructor consistency
(Lemma 2.29 in §2.5) we know that the resulting term will also have type Tnew . We
update the environment to record this new information using the strong environment
update judgment E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : Tnew ]  Enew , Cnew . This updates the type of
variable vN to the intersection between the old type of vN , say Told , and the new type
Tnew . The argument of the zero-knowledge proof corresponding to variable vN , has thus
both type Told and type Tnew , so the types Told and Tnew cannot be disjoint. We there-
fore use the non-disjointedness judgment E ` Told ## Tnew ; Cnd to infer an additional
formula Cnd , which we conjoin to the resulting formula, as well as to the type of all
variables. If the types Told and Tnew are disjoint then Cnd is false, and the intersection
type V ∧ {x : > | false} is empty for any V . By rule (Sub Empty) this intersection type
is a subtype of any other type, including the strong type annotated by the user for this
variable.
Strong environment update: E ` (Eold , Cold )[x : Tnew ] Enew , Cnew
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(Strong Update)
E ` Told ## Tnew ; Cnd supd(Eold , x, Told , Tnew , Cnd ) Enew
E ` (Eold , Cold )[x : Tnew ] Enew , (Cold ∧ Cnd )
(Supd Empty)
supd(∅, x, Told , Tnew , Cnd ) ∅
(Supd Cons Neq)
x 6= y supd(E1, x, Told , Tnew , Cnd ) E
supd((E1, y : T1), x, Told , Tnew , Cnd ) (E, y : (T1 ∧ {|Cnd |}))
(Supd Cons Eq)
supd(E1, x, Told , Tnew , Cnd ) E
supd((E1, x : Told ), x, Told , Tnew , Cnd ) (E, x : (Told ∧ Tnew ∧ {|Cnd |}))
While rule (Sinfer Red) applies to any destructor and allows to transfer the type of the
destructor to its result, for the asymmetric cryptography destructors check and dec we
provide specialized rules that can infer the type of the result only from the type of one of
the arguments of the destructor, provided that the result type is not tainted. Rule (Sinfer
Check) only requires that the verification key in a check can be given type VerKey(T ) for
an untainted type T in order to give the result of the check type T . The condition that
T is untainted is crucial for the soundness of this rule, however we cannot add it directly
as a premise of the rule, since a negative premise of the form E 6` T :: tnt would break
the weakening property of the type system, which requires that judgments are stable
under environment extensions16. Instead we use the logical characterization of kinding
and update the type of the result variable with the union type {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ T .
If T is not tainted, then this union type is equivalent to {| false |} ∨ T , which is in turn
equivalent to just T . If T is tainted, this union type is equivalent to > ∨ T , which is
in turn equivalent to >, and updating a variable to type > does not change anything
because our strong environment update constructs the intersection between the old and
the new type of the updated variable. This idea avoids negative statements and works
well in the setting of security despite compromise, where a type being untainted is usually
conditioned by certain participants not being compromised. Rule (Sinfer Dec) is very
similar, if we know that the encryption passed to the dec destructor has type PubEnc(T )
for some untainted T , then the decrypted term can be given type T . Similarly, rule
(Sinfer Enc) allows us to infer type information about the message inside an encryption
from the type of the whole encryption.
We illustrate rule (Sinfer Check) by returning to the simplified DAA protocol from §2.2
and examining in full detail how the statement-based inference judgment works on this
example. The typing environment at the point of the verification is Esdaa , while the
initial typing information about the witnesses of the zero-knowledge proof is Esdaa0 .
Esdaa = Authenticate,OkTPM ,Send , ki : SigKey(Tki),Policysdaa , xz : Un
16 The negation of judgments is clearly not stable under environment extensions.
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Esdaa0 = xf : Un, xcert : Un, yvki : (VerKey(Tki) ∧ Un ∧ Un), ym : (Un ∧ Un)
The instance of the statement-based inference judgment looks as follows:
Esdaa , E
sdaa
0 , {true} ` yvki : VerKey(Tki) Esdaa ` Tki ok
Esdaa ` (Esdaa0 , true)[xf : {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki ] Esdaa1 , Csdaa1
Esdaa ` [|check(xcert , yvki) ; xf |]Esdaa0 ,true ; Esdaa1 , Csdaa1
where the resulting environment Esdaa1 and formula C
sdaa
1 still need to be determined by
looking at the following strong environment update derivation.
Esdaa ` Un ## {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki ; false
supd(Esdaa0 , xf ,Un, {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki , false) Esdaa1
Esdaa ` (Esdaa0 , true)[xf : {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki ] Esdaa1 , (true ∧ false)
We list the non-disjointness derivation below; when reading the derivation backwards we
first apply (ND Entails), (ND Sym) and (ND Or), then on the left branch we use the
derived rule (ND Forms Empty), while on the right branch we use the derived rules (ND
Refine) and (ND Private Un).
. . . Esdaa , x : {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ` false
Esdaa ` {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ## Un ; false
Esdaa ` Private ## Un ; false . . .
Esdaa ` Tki ## Un ; false
Esdaa ` {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki ## Un ; false ∨ false
Esdaa ` Un ## {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki ; false ∨ false
Esdaa ` Un ## {| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki ; false
For applying (ND Forms Empty) in the derivation above we compute the value of
fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) using the logical characterization of kinding from §2.4.5.
fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt)
= fkind(Esdaa , {xf : Private | OkTPM (xf )}, tnt)
= fkind(Esdaa ,Private, tnt) ∧ fentails(Esdaa , x′f : Private,OkTPM (x′f ))
fkind(Esdaa ,Private, tnt)
= fkind(Esdaa ,Ch({x : Un | false}), tnt)
= fkind(Esdaa , {x : Un | false}, pub) ∧ fkind(Esdaa , {x : Un | false}, tnt)
= fkind(Esdaa , {x : Un | false}, pub) ∧ fkind(Esdaa ,Un, tnt) ∧ fentails((Esdaa , z : Un), false)
fentails((Esdaa , z : Un), false)
= ∀Authenticate,OkTPM ,Send , ki, xz, z.Policysdaa ⇒ false
The fentails((Esdaa , z : Un), false) conjunct allows us to derive false in an environment in
which Policysdaa holds, and Esdaa does contain Policysdaa . This together with the fact
that Private and Un are disjoint allows us to obtain that Csdaa1 = true∧false. Furthermore,
by the definition of the auxiliary supd relation we obtain that
Esdaa1 = xf : Un ∧ ({| fkind(Esdaa , Tki , tnt) |} ∨ Tki) ∧ {| false |},
xcert : Un ∧ {| false |},
yvki : (VerKey(Tki) ∧ Un ∧ Un) ∧ {| false |},
ym : (Un ∧ Un) ∧ {| false |}.
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The environment Esdaa , E
sdaa
1 , {Csdaa1 } is inconsistent, corresponding to the intuition
that in this protocol successfully verified zero-knowledge proofs cannot really come from
the opponent. The checks in the (Proc Ver) typing rule
Esdaa , E
sdaa
1 , {Csdaa1 } ` Send(xf , ym) ∧OkTPM (xf )
Esdaa , E
sdaa
1 , {Csdaa1 } ` ym : Un
will therefore both succeed, which allows the type system to successfully type-check the
verification process in the simplified DAA protocol.
The remaining two rules in the statement-based inference judgment (Sinfer And) and
(Sinfer Or) deal with logical conjunctions and disjunctions in the zero-knowledge state-
ment by reflecting them as conjunctions and disjunctions between types. We define two
auxiliary judgments that combine two typing environments conjunctively or disjunc-
tively.
Combining environments: E1 ⊗ E2 ; E for ⊗ ∈ {∧,∨}
(Combine Empty)
∅ ⊗ ∅; ∅
(Combine Cons)
E1 ⊗ E2 ; E
(E1, x : T1)⊗ (E2, x : T2) ; E, x : (T1 ⊗ T2)
Since the entries in typing environments are themselves treated conjunctively, only E1 ∧
E2 ; E is fully precise, while E1 ∨ E2 ; E is just a sound approximation that loses
some precision. For instance given E1 = x : T1, y : U1 and E2 = x : T2, y : U2, if
we apply E1 ∨ E2 ; E we obtain the environment E = x : T1 ∨ T2, y : U1 ∨ U2, in
which the correlation between T1 and U1 is lost (provided that all involved types are
disjoint, if x has type T1 then it must be the case that y has type U1, while in this
case the result environment only gives us U1 ∨ U2 for y). This loss of precision in the
disjunctive case is partially offset by the way we have defined the strong environment
update judgment, which adds the non-disjointness information to all the entries in the
environment. This should explain why in the simplified DAA example above there were
four {| false |} conjuncts in Esdaa1 .
While in rule (Sinfer Or) we simply infer typing information separately for each disjunct
and then just combine it, in rule (Sinfer And) we first use the initial typing information
to infer new information from each conjunct, we then use this inferred information as
input when performing the whole inference process again on the other conjunct, and only
in the end we combine the results. Propagating typing information between conjuncts is
necessary because some of our strong inference rules like (Sinfer Red), (Sinfer Check) and
(Sinfer Dec) rely on certain typing information being already present in the environment
in order to fire, and some of that information is often inferred from the other conjuncts.
Propagating this information in both directions ensures that the order in which the
conjuncts are processed does not essentially affect the precision of the final outcome.
This saves the user of our type system from having to manually arrange the conjuncts in
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a way that respects all dependencies (at the cost of generating bigger types that express
all possible dependencies).
We illustrate how rule (Sinfer And) works on the certificate chain of length two example
from §2.3.2. The initial type information is captured by the environment
Echain20 = xvk : Un, xcert1 : Un, xcert2 : Un, yvk : Tvk ∧ Un ∧ Un, ym : Un ∧ Un,
where Tm = {x : Un | Good(x)}, Tvk2 = VerKey(Tm), and Tvk = VerKey(Tvk2 ). The
instance of (Sinfer And) looks as follows.
E ` [|check(xcert2 , xvk ) ; ym|]Echain20 ,true ; E2, C2
E ` [|check(xcert1 , yvk ) ; xvk |]E2,C2 ; E12, C12
E ` [|check(xcert1 , yvk ) ; xvk |]Echain20 ,true ; E1, C1
E ` [|check(xcert2 , xvk ) ; ym|]E1,C1 ; E21, C21 E12 ∧ E21 ; Echain21
E ` [|check(xcert1 , yvk ) ; xvk ∧ check(xcert2 , xvk ) ; ym|]Echain20 ,true ; Echain21 , (C12 ∧ C21)
We start by computing E2, C2 and E1, C1. Since the current type of xvk is just Un we
cannot apply rule (Sinfer Check) when inferring E2, C2, so we default to rule (Sinfer
Ident), which makes E2 = E
chain2
0 and C2 = true. On the other hand, for inferring
E1, C1 we can apply rule (Sinfer Check) as follows.
E,Echain20 , {true} ` yvk : VerKey(Tvk2 ) E ` Tvk2 ok
E ` (Echain20 , true)[xvk : {| fkind(E, Tvk2 , tnt) |} ∨ Tvk2 ] E1, C1
E ` [|check(xcert1 , yvk ) ; xvk |]Echain20 ,true ; E1, C1
The result of the strong environment update is obtained by rule (Strong Update).
E ` Un ## {| fkind(E, Tvk2 , tnt) |} ∨ Tvk2 ; Cnd
supd(Echain20 , xvk ,Un, {| fkind(E, Tvk2 , tnt) |} ∨ Tvk2 , Cnd ) E1
E ` (Echain20 , true)[xvk : Tnew ] E1, (true ∧ Cnd )
Since verification keys are always public, the types Un and Tvk2 are not disjoint, so we
obtain that Cnd = true by rule (ND True), and hence that C1 = true ∧ true. In E1 the
only significant change compared to Echain20 is for variable xvk .
E1 = xvk : Un ∧ ({| fkind(E, Tvk2 , tnt) |} ∨ Tvk2 ) ∧ {| true |},
xcert1 : Un ∧ {| true |}, xcert2 : Un ∧ {| true |},
yvk : Tvk ∧ Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |},
ym : Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |}
Since Tvk2 is not tainted the new type of xvk is equivalent to Un ∧ Tvk2 . This is crucial
for applying rule (Sinfer Check) when inferring E21, C21.
E,E1, {true ∧ true} ` xvk : VerKey(Tm) E ` Tm ok
E ` (E1, true ∧ true)[ym : {| fkind(E, Tm, tnt) |} ∨ Tm] E21, C21
E ` [|check(xcert2 , xvk ) ; ym|]E1,true∧true ; E21, C21
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The result of the strong environment update is the following.
E ` Un ## {| fkind(E, Tm, tnt) |} ∨ Tm ; C ′nd
supd(E1, x,Un, {| fkind(E, Tm, tnt) |} ∨ Tm, C ′nd ) E21
E ` (E1, true ∧ true)[x : {| fkind(E, Tm, tnt) |} ∨ Tm] E21, (true ∧ true ∧ C ′nd )
Since the type Tm is also public, it is not disjoint from Un, so we apply rule (ND True)
and obtain that C ′nd = true, and thus C21 = true ∧ true ∧ true. The typing environment
E21 gives a stronger type to ym and is equivalent to E1 on the other variables.
E21 = xvk : Un ∧ ({| fkind(E, Tvk2 , tnt) |} ∨ Tvk2 ) ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |},
xcert1 : Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |}, xcert2 : Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |},
yvk : Tvk ∧ Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |},
ym : Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ ({| fkind(E, Tm, tnt) |} ∨ Tm) ∧ {| true |}
Since ym already has a strong enough type, we simply apply (Sinfer Ident) for obtaining
E12 = E
chain2
0 and C12 = true. Combining E12 and E21 into the final E
chain2
1 does not
change anything significant compared to what we already had in E21.
Echain21 = xvk : Un ∧ Un ∧ ({| fkind(E, Tvk2 , tnt) |} ∨ Tvk2 ) ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |},
xcert1 : Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |}, xcert2 : Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |},
yvk : Tvk ∧ Un ∧ Un ∧ Tvk ∧ Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ {| true |},
ym : Un ∧ Un ∧ Un ∧ Un ∧ {| true |} ∧ ({| fkind(E, Tm, tnt) |} ∨ Tm) ∧ {| true |}
Most importantly, since Tm is not tainted the final type of ym is equivalent to Un ∧ Tm,
which allows us to transfer the predicate Good(ym) to the environment of the verifier.
Unlike in the simplified DAA example, the final environment Echain21 is consistent, so even
if the proof were to come from the opponent, the signature checks in the zero-knowledge
statement ensure that even if this is the case the predicate Good(ym) holds.
2.5. Machine-checked Robust Safety Proof
We have formalized our spi-calculus variant and our type system in the Coq proof as-
sistant, and have proved formally that the type system enforces robust safety17. We
remark that although this mechanized robust safety proof is still partial (the proofs of
some helper lemmas are not assert-free), the formalization of this type system is im-
portant, since the complexity of the system makes the proof non-trivial, tedious, and
error-prone. Indeed, this work has allowed us to discover several relatively small prob-
lems in the proofs of prior type systems with refinement types [FGM07a,BBF+08], as well
as our own previous manual proofs [BHM08c, BGHM09], and to propose and evaluate
fixes for the affected definitions and proofs.
17 Full disclosure: On 21st of December 2011 we have discovered a flaw affecting the weakening property
of this type system. We hope to fix this problem in future work.
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Our formalization uses a locally nameless representation of binders [Gor93, ACP+08]:
free variables and free spi-calculus names are represented in a named way, while bound
variables and bound spi-calculus names are represented using de Bruijn indices [dB72].
As advertised by Aydemir et al. [ACP+08], in our formalization the inductive rules
are defined using cofinite quantification. This yields strong induction and inversion
principles for the relations of the system, and obviates the need for reasoning about
alpha-equivalence. While the locally nameless representation of binders and the cofinite
quantification avoid the difficulties associated with alpha-renaming and are very impor-
tant for the machine-checked proofs, for the sake of readability, in this section we will
continue using the more standard named representation of binders.
Our Coq formalization18 totals more than 16.9kLOC,19 out of which more than 2.9kLOC
are just definitions (our type system has more than 250 rules when also counting the
well-formedness judgements). We have used Ott [SNO+10] to generate a large part of
these definitions from a 1.7kLOC long Ott specification. We have used LNgen [AW10]
to generate an additional 37.9kLOC of infrastructure lemmas, which proved invaluable
when working with the locally nameless representation.
In the remainder of this section we present the high-level structure of the proofs and
briefly discuss the main theorems and lemmas. Figure 2.1 on page 62 lists the names
of the most important files in our Coq formalization, and displays the dependencies
between the proofs (transitive dependencies are omitted).
2.5.1. Basic Properties
For the sake of brevity, we use E ` J to denote any typing judgment (i.e., J ∈ {C, T ::
k, T <: U, T ## U ; C,M : T,D : T, P}).
The standard Weakening lemma states that all the judgments in our system are closed
under well-formed extension of the typing environment.
Lemma 2.4 (Weakening). If E,E′ ` J and ` E,µ,E′ ok then E,µ,E′ ` J .
The Tainted Entailed lemma proves that the formulas extracted out of tainted types
are entailed by the current typing environment. For instance if the refinement type
{x : Un | C} is tainted, then it has to be the case that the formula ∀x.C is entailed.
This property is used for proving Lemma 2.6 (Logical Subtyping), Lemma 2.10 (Tainted
Bound), Lemma 2.14 (Pub Down), Lemma 2.15 (Tnt Up), Lemma 2.24 (Non-disjoint
Tainted) and Lemma 2.25 (Non-disjoint).
Lemma 2.5 (Tainted Entailed). If E ` T :: tnt and x /∈ dom(E) then E ` ∀x. formsx(T ).
18Available at http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/zk-typechecker/
19All code size figures include whitespace and comments.
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Basic
Weakening
BoundWeakening
Formulas
Destructors
NonDisjoint
RobustSafety
Exchange
OkStrengthening
GeneralizedBoundWeakening
InconsistentEnv
Inversion
SubstitutionTransitivity
Kinding
TaintedBound
LogicalKinding
MultiBoundChange
OpponentTypability
SubjectReduction
ZeroKnowledge
Figure 2.1.: Dependency graph of the most important results in our Coq formalization
(transitive dependencies are omitted)
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The Logical Subtyping lemma shows that if T1 is a subtype of T2 then the formulas
extracted out of T2 are implied by the formulas from T1. For instance if {x : Un | C1}
is a subtype of {x : Un | C2} then it must be the case that the formula ∀x.C1 ⇒ C2 is
entailed by the environment. This result is used for proving Lemma 2.7 (Formulas) and
Lemma 2.9 (Bound Weakening).
Lemma 2.6 (Logical Subtyping).
If E ` T1 <: T2 and x /∈ dom(E) then E, x : T1 ` formsx(T2).
The Formulas lemma states that the formulas extracted from any type T hold when
instantiated with any term having type T . This is useful for proving Lemma 2.12 (Sub-
stitution) for the entailment judgment, as well as for showing the soundness of rules (ND
Gen) and (ND Forms And Type) in Lemma 2.25 (Non-disjoint).
Lemma 2.7 (Formulas). If E `M : T and y /∈ dom(E) then E ` (formsy(T )){M/y}.
An important property of our type system is that typing becomes trivial if the envi-
ronment becomes inconsistent. In an inconsistent environment all well-formed types are
both public and tainted, so by (Sub Pub Tnt) all well-formed types are equivalent, any
well-formed term or destructor has any well-formed type, and any well-formed process
is also well-typed.
Lemma 2.8 (Inconsistent Environment). If E ` false and all components of J are well
formed in E then E ` J .
The Bound Weakening lemma allows to replace a variable binding x : T , with another
one x : T ′ in any judgment, provided that T ′ is a subtype of T . Note, that the direction
of subtyping is reversed with respect to (Term Subsum) since the typing environment
stores premises, and making the premises stronger weakens the judgment as a whole.
Lemma 2.9 (Bound Weakening).
If E ` T ′ <: T and E, x : T,E′ ` J then E, x : T ′, E′ ` J .
In case the type U in a variable binding x : U is tainted, we can replace it with any other
type, not just subtypes of U like in Lemma 2.9 (Bound Weakening). By Lemma 2.5
(Tainted Entailed) we know that the formulas extracted from U are entailed by the
preceding environment entries, so we use the (Cut) and (Mon) properties of the autho-
rization logic to obtain this result.
Lemma 2.10 (Tainted Bound).
If E, x : U,E′ ` T :: k and E ` U :: tnt and E ` U ′ ok then E, x : U ′, E′ ` T :: k.
Similarly, we can remove environment entries {C} if the formula C is entailed by the
preceding environment entries.
Lemma 2.11 (OK Strengthening). If E, {C}, E′ ` J and E ` C then E,E′ ` J .
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The Substitution lemma does a type-preserving substitution of a variable not only in
the right-hand-side of a judgment, but also in the succeeding environment entries (this
is necessary because of type dependencies).
Lemma 2.12 (Substitution).
If E, x : T,E′ ` J and E ` N : T then E, (E′{N/x}) ` (J {N/x}).
Finally, the Exchange lemma allows us to swap independent environment bindings.
Lemma 2.13 (Exchange). If E,µ1, µ2, E
′ ` J and ` E,µ2, µ1 ok then E,µ2, µ1, E′ ` J .
2.5.2. Transitivity of Subtyping
Transitivity of subtyping depends on the following relatively standard lemmas [BBF+08].
Lemma 2.14 (Pub Down). If E ` T <: T ′ and E ` T ′ :: pub then E ` T :: pub.
Lemma 2.15 (Tnt Up). If E ` T <: T ′ and E ` T :: tnt then E ` T ′ :: tnt.
Lemma 2.16 (Public). E ` T :: pub if and only if E ` T <: Un.
Lemma 2.17 (Tainted). E ` T :: tnt if and only if E ` Un <: T .
The transitivity proof requires generalizing the induction hypothesis to handle con-
travariant type constructors and dependent types. For the latter we extend the subtyping
relation to environments using the following judgment:
Subtyping Environments: E′ <: E
∅ <: ∅
E <: E′
E,µ <: E′, µ
E <: E′ E ` T <: T ′
E, x : T <: E′, x : T ′
Lemma 2.18 (Transitivity Generalized).
For all E, T1 and T2 so that E ` T1 <: T2 we have that:
1. for all T3 and E
′ so that E′ <: E and E′ ` T2 <: T3 we have that E′ ` T1 <: T3;
2. and for all T3 and E
′ so that E′ <: E and E′ ` T3 <: T1 we have that E′ ` T3 <: T2.
Corollary 2.19 (Transitivity of Subtyping).
If E ` T1 <: T2 and E ` T2 <: T3 then E ` T1 <: T3.
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2.5.3. Logical Characterization of Kinding
We have proved that our logical characterization of kinding (§2.4.5) is sound and com-
plete with respect to our inductive kinding judgement (§2.4.4). As an intermediate
step we show that our logical characterization of entailment is sound and complete.
These proofs crucially rely on the use of second-order quantifiers in the definition of
fentails(E,C) to ensure that each entailment check is independent from the others.
Lemma 2.20 (Soundness of fentails). If E ` C then |= fentails(E,C).
Lemma 2.21 (Completeness of fentails). If E ` C ok and |= fentails(E,C) then E ` C.
Lemma 2.22 (Soundness of fkind). If E ` T :: k then |= fkind(E, T, k).
Lemma 2.23 (Completeness of fkind). If E ` T ok and |= fkind(E, T, k) then E ` T :: k.
2.5.4. Non-disjointness of Types
We start by proving that the formula obtained for two tainted types by the non-
disjointness judgment is entailed by the typing environment.
Lemma 2.24 (Non-disjoint Tainted).
If E ` T ## U ; Cnd and E ` T :: tnt and E ` U :: tnt then E ` Cnd .
More importantly, the Non-disjoint lemma provides the characteristic property of the
non-disjointness judgement from §2.4.6. It states that if the non-disjointness judgement
says that types T1 and T2 overlap in environment E implies formula Cnd (E ` T1 ## T2 ;
Cnd ) and we can find a closed term M that inhabits both T1 and T2, then the formula
Cnd is indeed entailed by E.
Lemma 2.25 (Non-disjoint).
If E ` T1 ## T2 ; Cnd and E `M : T1 and E `M : T2 and fv(M) = ∅ then E ` Cnd .
2.5.5. Destructor Consistency
One crucial step for the subject-reduction proof is proving type preservation for the
destructor reduction relation. This relies on a very large number of syntactic inversion
lemmas. Proving consistency is particularly challenging for asymmetric cryptography
(the check and dec destructors) because of the permissive kinding and subtyping rules
for the involved types.
Lemma 2.26 (Check consistent).
For all closed terms N and K such that E ` sign(N,K) : Signed(T ) and E ` vk(K) :
VerKey(T ) we have that E ` N : T .
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Lemma 2.27 (Dec consistent).
For all closed terms N and K such that E ` enc(N, ek(K)) : PubEnc(T ) and E ` K :
DecKey(T ) we have that E ` N : T .
Lemma 2.28 (SDec consistent).
For all closed terms N and K such that E ` senc(N,K) : U and E ` K : SymKey(T )
we have that E ` N : T .
Lemma 2.29 (Destructor Consistency).
For all closed destructors D such that D ⇓ N and E ` D : T we have E ` N : T .
2.5.6. Zero-knowledge
The correctness proof of the statement-based inference judgement from §2.4.9 requires a
fairly sophisticated inductive invariant. The judgement E ` [|B|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
takes B , the basic formula of the statement we are verifying, and an initial typing en-
vironment E,Eold , {Cold}, and infers a new typing environment E,Enew , {Cnew}. We
require that the basic formula B is well-formed in environment E,Eold , but only ref-
erences variables in Eold , i.e., it only references the arguments of the zero-knowledge
proof we are verifying. We also require that Eold is a special well-formed environment
extension of E (judgement E ` Eold spec in §2.4.9), which implies that Eold only con-
tains variable bindings, that Eold does not have any dependencies to itself, and that the
compound environment E,Eold is well-formed. We also require that all the arguments
of the zero-knowledge proof M˜ have type Un20 and additionally have the types listed in
Eold . The latter requirement is formalized by the E ` M˜ : E′ judgement below.
Closed terms M˜ have the types in E′: E ` M˜ : E′
(TE Empty)
E ` ∅ : ∅
(TE Cons)
E ` M˜ : E′ E `M : T ∅ `M ok
E ` (M˜,M) : (E′, x : T )
Finally, we require that the formula Cold and the basic formula B
21 both hold for ar-
guments M˜ . If all these requirement hold, Lemma 2.30 (Statement-based Inference
Correct) proves that the inferred environment Enew has exactly the same bindings as
Eold (formalized by the E1 ' E2 judgement below), that the arguments M˜ also have the
new types in Enew , and that the formula Cnew holds for these arguments.
20 This assumption is justified since the statement-based inference judgement is only used to deal with
the case when the zero-knowledge proof was created by an opponent.
21 The basic formula B of the zero-knowledge statement can be assumed to hold since statement-based
inference is only used to deal with the case when the zero-knowledge verification succeeds.
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Environments with the same variable bindings: E1 ' E2
(EE Empty)
∅ ' ∅
(EE Cons)
E1 ' E2
E1, x : T1 ' E2, x : T2
Lemma 2.30 (Statement-based Inference Correct). If E ` [|B|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
and E,Eold ` B ok and fv(B) ⊆ dom(Eold ) and E ` Eold spec and E ` M˜ : U˜n and
E ` M˜ : Eold and E ` Cold{M˜/Eold} and B{M˜/Eold} valid then Eold ' Enew and
E ` M˜ : Enew and E ` Cnew{M˜/Eold}.
2.5.7. Subject-reduction
Type preservation constitutes an important step towards proving Theorem 2.34 (Safety).
We show that both structural equivalence and reduction preserve typing.
Lemma 2.31 (Structural Equivalence Preserves Typing).
If E ` P and P ≡ P ′ then E ` P ′
Theorem 2.32 (Reduction Preserves Typing).
If fv(P ) = ∅ and E ` P and P → P ′ then E ` P ′
2.5.8. Robust Safety
We call E an opponent environment if all names and variables in E are associated type
Un. For the Opponent Typability lemma we require that the process P is a well-formed
possibly-open opponent (i.e., a well-formed process without any assert and for which all
restrictions are annotated with Un) in an opponent environment.
Lemma 2.33 (Opponent Typability).
If E is an opponent environment and E ` P opp then E ` P
The proof of the Safety theorem uses Theorem 2.32 (Reduction Preserves Typing) and
Lemma 2.31 (Structural Equivalence Preserves Typing).
Theorem 2.34 (Safety).
If E is of the form a1 : T1, . . . , an : Tn, and E ` P then P is safe.
Finally, the Robust Safety theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2.33 (Opponent
Typability) and Theorem 2.34 (Safety).
Theorem 2.35 (Robust Safety).
If E is of the form a1 : Un, . . . , an : Un, and E ` P then P is robustly safe.
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2.6. Case Study: Achieving Security Despite Compromise
Using Zero-knowledge
An important challenge when designing and analyzing cryptographic protocols is the
enforcement of security properties in the presence of compromised participants. In
the setting of logic-based authorization policies, the notion of “security despite com-
promise” [FGM07a] captures the intuition that an invalid authorization decision by an
uncompromised participant should only arise if participants on which the decision logi-
cally depends are compromised. The impact of participant compromise should be thus
apparent from the authorization policy, without having to study the details of the pro-
tocol.
Zero-knowledge proofs are a natural candidate for strengthening protocols so that they
achieve security despite compromise, since they allow the participants to prove that
they correctly generated the messages they send, without revealing any secret data. In
another work [Gro09, BGHM09], we have introduced a general technique for strength-
ening cryptographic protocols in order to satisfy authorization policies despite partici-
pant compromise. We automatically transform the original cryptographic protocols by
adding non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, so that each participant proves that the
messages sent to the other participants are generated in accordance to the protocol. The
zero-knowledge proofs are forwarded to ensure the correct behavior of all participants
involved in the protocol, without revealing any secret data. Moreover, the transforma-
tion automatically derives type annotations for the strengthened protocol from the type
annotations of the original protocol.
We use our type-checker for zero-knowledge to validate the protocols produced by this
transformation. This use case has motivated some of the important design decisions
in our type system. Most importantly, as explained in §1.1 and §2.4.9, our technique
for type-checking zero-knowledge crucially relies on honest provers being type-checked,
and on honest verifiers being able to infer that a proof comes from an honest prover by
deducing that one of the witnesses of the proof has a type whose values are not known
to the attacker. In the setting of security despite compromise though, all this reasoning
has to be conditioned by certain participants being indeed honest.
In order to address this challenge our type system has no unconditionally secure types.
Instead, we use logical formulas that precisely characterize when a type is compromised
(see §2.4.5). We use refinement types that contain such logical formulas together with
union types to express type information that is conditioned by a participant not being
compromised. Such conditional types are inferred automatically by the statement-based
inference judgment from §2.4.9.
In the remainder of this section we illustrate the transformation from [BGHM09] by
means of a simple example, and we explain how our type system handles the original
protocol and, more interestingly, the protocol generated by the transformation.
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2.6.1. Illustrative Example
As a running example, we consider a simple protocol involving a user, a proxy, and an
online store. This is inspired by a protocol proposed by Fournet et al. [FGM07a]. The
main difference is that we use asymmetric cryptography in the first message, while the
original protocol uses symmetric encryption.
User Proxy Store
assume Request(u, q)
sign(enc((q,p),ek(kPE)),kU ) //
assume Registered(u)
sign(enc((u,q),ek(kS)),kPS) //
assert Authenticate(u, q)
In this protocol, the user u sends a query q and a password p to the proxy. This data
is first encrypted with the public key ek(kPE) of the proxy and then signed with u’s
signing key kU . The proxy verifies the signature and decrypts the message, checks that
the password is correct, and sends the user’s name and the query to the online store.
This data is first encrypted with the public key ek(kS) of the store and then signed with
the signing key kPS of the proxy.
The protocol is decorated with two assumptions and one assertion: the assumption
Request(u, q) states that the user u is willing to send a query q, the assumption
Registered(u) states that the user u is registered in the system, and the assertion
Authenticate(u, q) states that the store authenticates the query q sent by user u.
The goal of this protocol is that the online store authenticates the query q as coming
from u only if u has indeed sent query q and u is registered in the system. This is
formulated as the following authorization policy:
∀u, q. Request(u, q) ∧ Registered(u)⇒ Authenticate(u, q) (2.1)
We want Authenticate(u, q) to be entailed in all executions of the protocol that reach the
assert. Since the only way to obtain this predicate is by using policy (2.1), which only
applies if the assertions Request(u, q) and Registered(u) have been previously executed,
this policy enforces that the store authenticates q only if a registered user requested q.
Typing the Original Protocol (Uncompromised Setting)
We illustrate our type system on this protocol. Since the query q the user sends to
the proxy is not secret, but authentic, we give it type {xq : Un | Request(u, xq)}. The
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password p is of course secret and is given type Private. The payload sent by the user,
the pair (q, p), can therefore be typed to T1 = Pair({xq : Un | Request(u, xq)},Private).
The public key of the proxy ek(kPE) is used to encrypt messages of type T1 so we give
it type EncKey(T1). Similarly, the signing key of the user kU is used to sign the term
enc((q, p), ek(kPE)), so we give it the type SigKey(PubEnc(T1)), while the corresponding
verification key vk(kU ) has type VerKey(PubEnc(T1)). Once the proxy verifies the signa-
ture using vk(kU ), decrypts the result using kPE, and splits the pair into q and p it can
be sure not only that q is of type Un and p is of type Private, but also that Request(u, q)
holds, i.e., the user has indeed issued a request.
In a very similar way, the signing key of the proxy kPS is given type SigKey(PubEnc(T2)),
where T2 is the dependent pair type 〈xu : Un, xq : Un〉{Request(xu, xq)∧Registered(xu)},
which conveys the conjunction of two logical predicates. If the store successfully checks
the signature using vk(kPS) the resulting message will have type PubEnc(T2). Since kS
has type DecKey(T2) it can be used to decrypt this message and obtain the user name
u and the query q, for which Request(u, q) ∧ Registered(u) holds. By the authorization
policy given above, this logically implies Authenticate(u, q). The authentication request
is thus justified by the policy, so if all participants are honest the original protocol is
secure (i.e., robustly safe with respect to authorization policy (2.1)).
2.6.2. Compromising Participants
We now investigate what happens if some of the participants are compromised. We
model the compromise of a participant v by (a) revealing all her secrets to the attacker;
(b) removing the code of v, since it is controlled by the attacker; and (c) introducing the
assumption Compromised(v). Since the attacker can impersonate v and send messages
on her behalf without assuming any predicate, we make the convention that for each
assumption F in the code of v we have a rule of the form Compromised(v) ⇒ ∀x˜.F in
the authorization policy. In our example we have two such additional rules:
Compromised(proxy)⇒ ∀u.Registered(u). (2.2)
Compromised(user)⇒ ∀q.Request(u, q) (2.3)
With these additional rules the protocol is robustly safe even when the user is com-
promised, since the only way for the attacker to interact with the honest proxy is to
follow the protocol and, by impersonating the user, to authenticate a query with a valid
password. This is, however, harmless since the attacker is just following the protocol.
The protocol is vacuously safe if the store is compromised, since no assertion has to be
justified; moreover, it is safe if both the proxy and the user are compromised, since in
this case the two hypotheses of (2.1) are always entailed.
Therefore the only interesting case is when the proxy is compromised and the other
participants are not. In this case, we introduce the assumption Compromised(proxy),
which by (2.2) implies that ∀u.Registered(u). Still, the compromised proxy might send
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a message to the store without having received any query from the user, which would
lead to an Authenticate(u, q) assertion that is not logically entailed by the preceding
assumptions. Notice that the only way to infer Authenticate(u, q) is using (2.1), and this
requires that both Request(u, q) and Registered(u) hold. However, since the user did not
issue a request, the Request(u, q) predicate is not entailed in the system.
As suggested in [FGM07a], we could document the attack by weakening the authorization
policy. This could be achieved by introducing a new rule stating that if the proxy is
compromised, then ∀u, q. Request(u, q) holds. We take a different approach and, instead
of weakening the authorization policy and accepting the attack, we propose a general
methodology to strengthen any protocol so that such attacks are prevented [BGHM09].
In §2.6.3 we strengthen our example protocol and use our type system for zero-knowledge
to analyze the strengthened version.
Adjusting Types for Compromise Scenarios
As explained above, when a participant v is compromised all its secrets are revealed to
the attacker and the predicate Compromised(v) is added to the environment. However,
we need to make the types of p’s secrets public, in order to be able to reveal them to
the attacker. For instance, in our running example, when compromising the proxy the
type of the decryption key kPE needs to be made public. However, once we replace the
type annotation of this key from DecKey(T1) to Un, other types need to be changed
as well. The type of the signing key of the user kU is used to sign an encryption
done with ek(kPE), so one could change the type of kU from SigKey(PubEnc(T1)) to
SigKey(PubEnc(Un)), which is actually equivalent to Un. This type would be, however,
weaker than necessary. The fact that the store is compromised does not affect the fact
that the user assumes Request(u, q), so we can give kU type SigKey(PubEnc(T
′
1)), where
T ′1 = Pair({xq : Un | Request(u, xq)},Un). Similar changes need to be done manually
for the other type annotations, resulting in a specification that differs from the original
uncompromised one only with respect to the type annotations.
However, having two different specifications that need to be kept in sync would be error
prone. As proposed by Fournet et al. [FGM07a], we use only one set of type annotations
for both the uncompromised and the compromised scenarios, containing types that are
secure only under the condition that certain participants are uncompromised.
Typing the Original Protocol (Compromised Setting)
We illustrate this on our running example. The type of the payload sent by the user,
which used to be T1 = Pair({xq : Un | Request(u, xq)},Private), is now changed to
T ∗1 = Pair({xq : Un | Request(u, xq)},PrivateUnless(P )). In the uncompromised setting
¬Compromised(proxy) is entailed in the system, type PrivateUnless(P ) is equivalent to
Private, and T ∗1 is equivalent to T1. However, if the proxy is compromised then the
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predicate Compromised(proxy) is entailed, PrivateUnless(P ) is equivalent to Un and T ∗1
is equivalent to T ′1. Using this we can give kU type SigKey(PubEnc(T ∗1 )) and kPE type
DecKey(T ∗1 ).
In the uncompromised setting, the payload sent by the proxy has type T2 = 〈xu :
Un, xq : Un〉{Request(xu, xq)∧Registered(xu)}. However, once the proxy is compromised,
the attacker can replace this payload with a message of his choice, so the type of this
payload becomes Un. In order to be able to handle both scenarios we give this payload
the union type T ∗2 = {x : T2 | ¬Compromised(proxy)} ∨ {x : Un | Compromised(proxy)}.
The types of kPS and kS are updated accordingly.
With these changed annotations in place we can still successfully type-check the example
protocol in the case all participants are honest, but in addition we can also try to check
the protocol in case some of the participants are compromised. If only the proxy is com-
promised type-checking will, however, fail, since the store is going to obtain a payload of
type T ∗2 . Since the proxy is compromised, T ∗2 is equivalent to Un, and provides no guar-
antees that could justify the authentication of the request. This is not surprising since,
as explained above, the original protocol is not secure if the proxy is compromised.
2.6.3. Strengthened Protocol
The central idea of our technique [Gro09,BGHM09] is to replace each message exchanged
in the protocol with a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof showing that the message
has been correctly generated. Additionally, zero-knowledge proofs are forwarded by each
participant in order to allow the others to independently check that all the participants
have followed the protocol. For instance, the protocol considered before is transformed
as follows:
User Proxy Store
ZK 1 //
ZK 1,ZK 2 //
S1 , witness α1, α2 public β1, β2, β3, β4 in β4 = enc((α1, α2), β2) ∧ check(β3, β1) ; β4
ZK 1 , zkS1
( α1,α2︷︸︸︷
q, p ;
β1︷ ︸︸ ︷
vk(kU ),
β2︷ ︸︸ ︷
ek(kPE),
β3︷ ︸︸ ︷
sign
(
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
)
, kU
)
,
β4︷ ︸︸ ︷
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
) )
S2 , witness α1, α2, α3 public β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8, β9 in check(β5, β4) ; β9
∧dec(β9, α3) ; (α1, α2) ∧ β3 = ek(α3) ∧ β7 = enc((β8, α1), β2) ∧ check(β6, β1) ; β7
ZK 2 , zkS2
( α1,α2,α3︷ ︸︸ ︷
q, p, kPE ;
β1︷ ︸︸ ︷
vk(kPS),
β2︷ ︸︸ ︷
ek(kS),
β3︷ ︸︸ ︷
ek(kPE),
β4︷ ︸︸ ︷
vk(kU ),
β5︷ ︸︸ ︷
sign
(
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
)
, kU
)
,
β6︷ ︸︸ ︷
sign
(
enc
(
(u, q), ek(kS)
)
, kPS
)
,
β7︷ ︸︸ ︷
enc
(
(u, q), ek(kS)
)
,
β8︷︸︸︷
u ,
β9︷ ︸︸ ︷
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
) )
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The first zero-knowledge proof states that the message sign
(
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
)
, kU
)
sent
by the user complies with the protocol specification: the verification of this message with
the user’s verification key succeeds (check(β3, β1) ; β4) and the result is the encryption
of the query and the password with the proxy’s encryption key (β4 = enc((α1, α2), β2)).
We model proofs of knowledge, so the user proves to know the secret query α1 and the
secret password α2, not just that they exist.
The public arguments of the proof were all public in the original protocol. The query
and the password are witnesses since they were encrypted in the original protocol and
could be secrets22. Furthermore, notice that the statement S1 simply describes the
operations performed by the user, except for the signature generation which is replaced
by the signature verification (this is necessary to preserve the secrecy of the signing
key). In general, the statement of the generated zero-knowledge proof is computed as
the conjunction of the individual operations performed to produce the output message.
The second zero-knowledge proof states that the message β5 received from the user com-
plies with the protocol, i.e., it is the signature (check(β5, β4) ; β9)) of an encryption of
two secret terms α1 and α2 (dec(β9, α3) ; (α1, α2)). The zero-knowledge proof addition-
ally ensures that the message β6 sent by the proxy is the signature (check(β6, β1) ; β7)
of an encryption of the user’s name and the query α1 received from the user (β7 =
enc((β8, α1), β2)). The statement S2 guarantees that the query α1 signed by the user is
the same as the one signed by the proxy. Also notice that the proof does not reveal the
secret password α2 received from the user.
The resulting protocol is secure despite compromise, since a compromised proxy can no
longer cheat the store by pretending to have received a query from the user. The query
will be authenticated only if the store can verify the two zero-knowledge proofs sent by
the proxy, and the semantics of these proofs ensures that the proxy is able to generate
a valid proof only it has previously received the query from the user.
Typing the Strengthened Protocol (Compromised Setting)
We use our type system to show that the automatically strengthened protocol above is
robustly safe with respect to its original authorization policy (2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). The
zero-knowledge proof ZK 1 sent by the user to the proxy in the strengthened protocol,
which was defined above as:
zkS1
( α1,α2︷︸︸︷
q, p ;
β1︷ ︸︸ ︷
vk(kU ),
β2︷ ︸︸ ︷
ek(kPE),
β3︷ ︸︸ ︷
sign
(
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
)
, kU
)
,
β4︷ ︸︸ ︷
enc
(
(q, p), ek(kPE)
) )
22We need to ensure that no secret messages are leaked by the transformation, at least in case all
participants are honest.
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where S1 = witness α1, α2 public β1, .., β4 in β4 = enc((α1, α2), β2) ∧ check(β3, β1) ; β4,
is given type:
ZKProofS1
(
β1:VerKey(PubEnc(T
∗
1 )), β2:EncKey(T
∗
1 ),
β3:Signed(PubEnc(T
∗
1 )), β4:PubEnc(T
∗
1 ); ∃α1, α2.C1
)
where C1 = (β4 = enc((α1, α2), β2) ∧ check(β3, β1) ; β4 ∧ Request(u, α2)). The first two
conjuncts in C1 directly correspond to the statement S1. It is always safe to include the
proved statement in the formula being conveyed by the zero-knowledge type (rule (Sinfer
Stmt)), since the verification of the proof succeeds only if the statement is valid.
However, very often conveying the statement alone does not suffice to type-check the
examples we have tried, since the statement only talks about terms and does not mention
any logical predicate. The predicates are dependent on the particular protocol and policy,
and are automatically inferred by the transformation. For instance, in our running
example the original message from the user to the proxy was conveying the predicate
Request(u, q), so this predicate is added by the transformation to the formula C1. Our
type-checker verifies that these additional predicates are indeed justified by the statement
and by the types of the public components checked for equality by the verifier of the
proof.
We illustrate this by type-checking the store in the strengthened protocol in case the
proxy is compromised. We start with ZK 1, the zero-knowledge proof created by the
user, intended to be forwarded by the (actually compromised) proxy and then verified
by the store. The first two public messages in ZK 1, vk(kU ) and ek(kPE), are checked
for equality against the values the store already has. If the verification of ZK 1 succeeds,
the store knows that β1 and β2 have indeed type VerKey(PubEnc(T
∗
1 )) and EncKey(T
∗
1 ),
respectively. However, since the proof is received from an untrusted source, it could
have been generated by the attacker, so the other public arguments, β3 and β4, and the
witnesses α1 and α2 are initially given type Un. Using this initial type information and
the fact that the statement’s formula β4 = enc((α1, α2), β2) ∧ check(β3, β1) ; β4 holds,
the type-checker tries to infer additional information.
Since β1 has type VerKey(PubEnc(T
∗
1 )) and check(β3, β1) ; β4 holds, we use rule (Sinfer
Check) to infer that β4 has type {| fkind(E,PubEnc(T ∗1 ), tnt) |} ∨ PubEnc(T ∗1 ), i.e., β4
has type PubEnc(T ∗1 ) under the condition that the type PubEnc(T ∗1 ) is not tainted. If
this type was tainted then the type VerKey(PubEnc(T ∗1 )) would be equivalent to Un.
However, this is not the case since the user is not compromised. So the new type
inferred for β4 is equivalent to ⊥ ∨ PubEnc(T ∗1 ) and therefore to PubEnc(T ∗1 ). Since β4
also has type Un from before, the most precise type we can give to it is the intersection
type PubEnc(T ∗1 ) ∧ Un. Since PubEnc(T ∗1 ) is public this happens to be equivalent to
just PubEnc(T ∗1 ). Since β4 has type PubEnc(T ∗1 ) and β4 = enc((α1, α2), β2) we can
infer by (Sinfer Enc) that (α1, α2) has type {| fkind(E, T ∗1 , tnt) |} ∨ T ∗1 . Since the user
is not compromised fkind(E, T ∗1 , tnt) is false so (α1, α2) has type T ∗1 . This implies that
the predicate Request(u, α2) holds, and thus justifies the type annotation automatically
generated by the transformation.
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The proof ZK 2 is easier to type-check since its type just contains the formula of S2,
but no additional predicates. This means that its successful verification only conveys
certain relations between terms. These relations are, however, critical for linking the
different messages. Most importantly, they ensure that the query received in ZK 2 is the
same as variable α2 in ZK 1 for which Request(u, α2) holds by the verification of ZK 1, as
explained above. Since the proxy is compromised the predicate Registered(u) holds. So
in the strengthened protocol the authentication decision of the store is indeed justified
by the authorization policy, even if the proxy is compromised.
2.7. Case Study: Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA)
To exemplify the applicability of our type system to real-world protocols, we have mod-
eled and analyzed the authenticity properties of the Direct Anonymous Attestation pro-
tocol (DAA) [BCC04]. DAA is a cryptographic protocol that enables the remote au-
thentication of a hardware module called the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), while
preserving the anonymity of the user owning the module. Such TPMs are included in
many personal computers and servers. More precisely, the goal of the DAA protocol
is to enable the TPM to sign arbitrary messages and to send them to an entity called
the verifier in such a way that the verifier will only learn that a valid TPM signed that
message, but without revealing the TPM’s identity. The DAA protocol relies heavily on
zero-knowledge proofs to achieve this kind of anonymous authentication.
The DAA protocol is composed of two sub-protocols: the join protocol and the DAA-
signing protocol. The join protocol allows a TPM to obtain a certificate from an entity
called the issuer. The DAA-signing protocol enables a TPM to authenticate a message
and to prove the verifier to own a valid certificate without revealing the TPM’s identity.
The protocol ensures that even the issuer cannot link the TPM to its subsequently
produced DAA-signatures.
Every TPM has a unique identifier id as well as a key-pair (kid , ek(kid )) called endorse-
ment key (EK). The issuer is assumed to know the public component ek(kid ) of each
EK. The protocol further assumes the existence a publicly known string bsnI called the
basename of the issuer. Every TPM has a secret seed daaseed that allows it to derive
secret values f := shash(〈shash(〈daaseed , hash(lpk I)〉), cnt , n0〉), where lpk I is the long-
term public key of the issuer, cnt is a counter, and n0 is the integer 0. Each such f-value
represents a virtual identity with respect to which the TPM can execute the join protocol
and the DAA-signing protocol. Secret hashes shash(M) are given type SHash(T ), which
is neither public nor tainted, unless T is compromised (see Appendix A).
In order to prevent the issuer from learning f-values, DAA relies on blind signatures
[Cha83]. The idea is that the TPM sends the disguised (i.e., blinded) f-value blind(f, r),
where r is a random blinding factor, to the issuer, which then produces the blind signa-
ture bsign(blind(f, r), kI). The TPM can later unblind the signature obtaining a signature
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usign(f, kI) of the f-value, which can be publicly verified. The unblinding of blind signa-
tures is done by the unblind destructor, while the verification of the unblinded signature
is done by the bcheck destructor. The type Blinder(T ) describes a blinding factor for
messages of type T , Blinded(T ) describes blinded messages of type T , BSigKey(T, z. C)
and BVerKey(T, z. C) describe blind signing and verification keys for messages of type
{z : Blinded(T ) | C}, and USigned(T ) describes unblinded signatures of messages of type
T . Our formalization and proofs include blind signatures and secret hashes. For more
details we refer the interested reader to Appendix A.
Table 2.1 reports the process for the DAA system. For the sake of readability we use
if D ⇓ 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 then P else Q to denote the process if D ⇓ z then let 〈x1, . . . , xn〉 =
z in P else Q, where z is a fresh variable.
2.7.1. The Join Protocol
In the join protocol, the TPM requests a certificate for one of its f-values f from the
issuer. The join protocol has the following overall shape:
TPM/Host Issuer
assume OKTPM(hash(〈ζI , f〉))
zkSjoin (f,v; id ,blind(f,v),hash(〈ζI ,f〉),ζI) //
assume JOIN(id , blind(f, v))
auth. ch.
id , blind(f,v) //
assert CERTIFIED(id , blind(f, v))
oo bsign(blind(f,v),kI)
assert JOINED(id , f, blind(f, v))
The TPM sends to the issuer the blinded f-value blind(f, v), for some random blinding
factor v. The TPM is also required to send the hash value hash
(〈ζI , f〉) along with its
request, where ζI is a value derived from the issuer’s basename bsnI . This message is
used in a rogue-tagging procedure allowing the issuer to recognize corrupted TPMs. All
these messages are transmitted together with a zero-knowledge proof, which guarantees
that the f-value f is hashed together with ζI in hash
(〈ζI , f〉). The statement of this
zero-knowledge proof is modeled as follows:
Sjoin := witness xf , xv public yid , yU , yN , yζ in yU = blind(xf , xv) ∧ yN = hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉)
The DAA protocol assumes an authentic channel between the TPM and the issuer in
order to authenticate the blinded f-value, and the authors suggest a challenge-response
handshake based on the TPM endorsement key as a possible implementation [BCC04].
For the sake of simplicity, we abstract away from the actual cryptographic implementa-
tion of such an authentic channel, and we let the TPM send its own identifier together
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Tf := SHash(〈SHash(〈Private,Un〉),Un,Un〉)
CkI (y) := ∃id .CERTIFIED(id , y)
TkI := 〈yU : Blinded(Tf )〉{CkI (yU )}
Sjoin := witness xf , xv public yid , yU , yN , yζ in yU = blind(xf , xv) ∧ yN = hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉)
Ssign := witness xf , xcert public yvk , yN , yζ , ym in bcheck(xcert , yvk ) ; xf ∧ yN = hash(〈yζ , xf 〉)
TSjoin := ZKProofSjoin
(
yid : Un, yU : Blinded(Tf ), yN : Un, yζ : Un;
∃xf , xv. yU = blind(xf , xv) ∧ yN = hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉)
)
TSsign := ZKProofSsign
 yvk : BVerKey(Tf , yU . CkI (yU )), yN : Un, yζ : Un, ym : Un;∃xf , xcert .∃xv, xid . yN = hash(〈yζ , xf 〉)
∧ CERTIFIED(xid , blind(xf , xv)) ∧ SIGNED(xf , ym)

Pjoin :=
∀id , f, v1, v2.(JOIN(id , blind(f, v1)) ∧ OKTPM(hash
(〈v2, f〉))
⇒ CERTIFIED(id , blind(f, v1)))
∧ (∃id ′.CERTIFIED(id ′, blind(f, v1))⇒ JOINED(id , f, blind(f, v1)))
Psign := ∀f, v,m.(∃id ′.CERTIFIED(id ′, blind(f, v)) ∧ SIGNED(f,m))⇒ AUTHENTICATED(m)
daa := new kI : BSigKey(Tf , yU . CkI (yU )). new daaseed : Private. new kid : DecKey(Un).
let f = shash(〈shash(〈daaseed , hash(lpk I)〉), cnt , n0〉) in
let ζI = hash
(〈n1, bsnI〉) in
let NI = hash(〈ζI , f〉) in
new authch : Ch(〈yid : Un, yU : Blinded(Tf )〉{JOIN(yid , yU )}).
(tpm | issuer | verifier | assume Pjoin | assume Psign)
tpm :=
new v : Blinder(Tf ).
let U = blind(f, v) in
(assume JOIN(id , U) |
let zkjoin = zkSjoin(f, v; id , U,NI , ζI) in
out(pub, zkjoin). out(authch, 〈id , U〉).
in(pub, x).
if unblind(x, v, bvk(kI)) ⇓ xcert then
if bcheck(xcert , bvk(kI)) ⇓ 〈xf 〉 then
if xf = f then
(assert JOINED(id , f, U) |
new m : Un. new ζ : Un.
let N = hash
(〈ζ, f〉) in
(assume SIGNED(f,m) |
let zksign = zkSsign(f, xcert ; bvk(kI), N, ζ,m) in
out(pub, zksign))))
issuer :=
assume OKTPM(NI) |
!in(pub, zkjoin).
in(authch, z).
let 〈yid , yU 〉 = z in
verSjoin(zkjoin, yid , yU , NI , ζI) ⇓ 〈〉 then
(assert CERTIFIED(yid , yU ) |
out(pub, bsign(〈yU 〉, kI)))
verifier :=
!in(pub, zksign).
verSsign(zksign, bvk(kI)) ⇓ 〈xN , xζ , xm〉 then
assert AUTHENTICATED(xm)
Table 2.1.: Our model of DAA
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with the blinded f-value over a private channel shared with the issuer. Note that the
blinded f-value is still known to the attacker, since it occurs in the public component
of the zero-knowledge proof, which is sent over an untrusted channel. Finally, if the
zero-knowledge proof received from the TPM passes verification, the issuer sends to the
TPM the blind signature bsign(blind(f, v), kI).
Type-checking the Join Protocol
The type specified by the user for Sjoin is
TSjoin := ZKProofSjoin
(
yid : Un, yU : Blinded(Tf ), yN : Un, yζ : Un;
∃xf , xv. yU = blind(xf , xv) ∧ yN = hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉)
)
and the type of the f-value is Tf := SHash(〈SHash(〈Private,Un〉),Un,Un〉). The formula
in TSjoin simply gives a logical characterization of the structure of the messages sent by
the TPM to the issuer, which is directly guaranteed by the statement Sjoin of the zero-
knowledge proof. The zero-knowledge verification done by the issuer is typed using rules
(Proc Ver) and (Sinfer Stmt) and the logical formula ∃xf , xv. yU = blind(xf , xv) ∧ yN =
hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉) is inserted into the typing environment of the issuer. The type of the au-
thentic channel is Ch(〈yid : Un, yU : Blinded(Tf )〉{JOIN(yid , yU )}). The type system guar-
antees that the TPM assumes JOIN(id, U) before sending id and the blinded f-value U on
such a channel. Finally, the type of the issuer’s signing key is BSigKey(Tf , yU . CkI (yU )).
The type system guarantees that whenever the issuer produces a certificate for message
M , M is a blinded secret and there exists id such that CERTIFIED(id ,M) is entailed by
the formulas in the typing environment. The authorization policy for the join protocol
is as follows:
∀id , f, v1, v2.(JOIN(id , blind(f, v1)) ∧ OKTPM(hash
(〈v2, f〉))
⇒ CERTIFIED(id , blind(f, v1)))
∧ (∃id ′.CERTIFIED(id ′, blind(f, v1))⇒ JOINED(id , f, blind(f, v1)))
This policy allows the issuer to produce a blind signature for TPM id (assertion
CERTIFIED(id , blind(f, v1))) only if the TPM id has started the join protocol to au-
thenticate blind(f, v1) (assumption JOIN(id, blind(f, v1))) and the f-value f is asso-
ciated to a valid TPM (assumption OKTPM(hash
(〈v2, f〉))). Additionally, the pol-
icy guarantees that whenever a TPM id successfully completes the join protocol
(assertion JOINED(id, f, blind(f, v1))), the issuer has certified blind(f, v1) (assertion
∃id′.CERTIFIED(id′, blind(f, v1))).
2.7.2. The DAA-signing Protocol
After successfully executing the join protocol, the TPM has a valid certificate for its
f-value f signed by the issuer. Since only valid TPMs should be able to DAA-sign a
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message m, the TPM has to convince a verifier that it possesses a valid certificate. Of
course, the TPM cannot directly send it to the verifier, since this would reveal f . Instead,
the TPM produces zksign, a zero-knowledge proof that it knows a valid certificate. If
the TPM would, however, just send (zksign,m) to the verifier, the protocol would be
subject to a trivial message substitution attack. Message m is instead combined with
the proof so that one can only replace m by redoing the proof (and this again can only
be done by knowing a valid certificate). The overall shape of the DAA-signing protocol
is hence as follows:
TPM/Host Verifier
assume SIGNED(f,m)
zkSsign (f,usign(f,kI); bvk(kI),hash(〈ζ,f〉),ζ,m) //
assert AUTHENTICATED(m)
with Ssign := witness xf , xcert public yvk , yN , yζ , ym in bcheck(xcert , yvk ) ; xf ∧ yN =
hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉)). The zero-knowledge proof guarantees that the secret f-value f is signed
by the issuer and that such a value is hashed together with a fresh value ζ23. This hash
is used in the rogue tagging procedure mentioned above.
Type-checking the DAA-signing Protocol
The type specified by the user for Ssign is
TSsign := ZKProofSsign
 yvk : BVerKey(Tf , yU . CkI (yU )), yN : Un, yζ : Un, ym : Un;∃xf , xcert .∃xv, xid . yN = hash(〈yζ , xf 〉)
∧ CERTIFIED(xid , blind(xf , xv)) ∧ SIGNED(xf , ym)

This type guarantees that the f-value of the TPM has been certified by the issuer (asser-
tion CERTIFIED(xid, blind(xf , xv)), captures the constraint on the hash inherited from
the statement of the zero-knowledge proof (yN = hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉)), and states that the
user has signed message m (assumption SIGNED(xf , ym)). On the verifier’s side, the
assertion CERTIFIED(xid, blind(xf , xv)) is guaranteed to hold by the verification of the
certificate proved by zero-knowledge and by the type of the verification key, while the
equality yN = hash
(〈yζ , xf 〉) is enforced by the semantics of zero-knowledge verification.
Furthermore the type of the verification key guarantees that the f-value used to create
the proof is of type Tf . Since values of this type cannot be given type Un (type Tf
is disjoint from Un) the proof is generated by a honest TPM, and thus we can apply
rule (Proc Ver), and the logical formula is inserted into the typing environment of the
continuation process. The authorization policy for the DAA-signing protocol is:
∀f, v,m.(∃id ′.CERTIFIED(id ′, blind(f, v)) ∧ SIGNED(f,m))⇒ AUTHENTICATED(m)
23In the pseudonymous variant of the DAA-signing protocol ζ is derived in a deterministic fashion from
the basename bsnV of the verifier. Our analysis can be easily adapted to this variant.
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This policy allows the verifier to authenticate message m (assertion
AUTHENTICATED(m)) only if the sender proves the knowledge of some certified
f-value f associated to some TPM id (assertion ∃id′.CERTIFIED(id′, blind(f, v))) and
the zero-knowledge proof includes message m (assumption SIGNED(f,m)). Note that
the id of the TPM is existentially quantified, since it is not known to the verifier.
Our type-checker can prove in less than three seconds that the daa process is well-typed.
By Theorem 2.35 (Robust Safety), this guarantees that the daa process is robustly safe.
2.8. Implementation
We have implemented a type-checker for the type system presented in this chapter.
The type-checking phase generates proof obligations that are discharged independently,
leading to a scalable and robust analysis. The type-checker relies on first-order logic
automated theorem provers [WDF+09, Sch02, RV99] or SMT solvers [dMB08] to dis-
charge proof obligations. We rely on standard input formats for theorem provers (the
TPTP format [Sut09] and the old DFG format [WDF+09]) and SMT solvers (STM-LIB
1.2 [RT06]). When the prover fails to discharge a proof obligation, we can easily track
that back to a location in the code.
Our implementation of kinding uses the logical characterization from §2.4.5, instead
of the (equivalent) syntax directed rules. We check subtyping in a similar way, by
relying on an encoding of the subtyping judgement in the authorization logic. This
technique has the advantage of efficiently implementing the subtyping judgement, which
is very far from being syntax directed. We thus rely on the FOL prover for handling
disjunctions, instead of naively backtracking when multiple rules apply. For typing terms
we rely on semi-unification for inferring instantiations of the type variables, since most
constructors and destructors are let-polymorphic, and asking the user to annotate every
constructor and destructor application would have been unacceptable from a usability
perspective.24 Typing processes works similar to a bidirectional type system [PT00],
using type inference for synthesizing the type of many of the involved terms, and checking
that a term has a certain type when such a type is given (e.g., by an explicit type
annotation).
Our implementation is extensible: adding new constructors, destructors, and types can
be done easily by changing a configuration file. One still needs to extend Lemma 2.29
(Destructor Consistency) to handle the newly added destructors, but for most primi-
tives that is all that is needed for extending the type system. The implementation25 is
written in OCaml, comprises more than 5kLOC, and is open source, distributed under
the Apache License version 2.0.
24 While the semi-unification problem is undecidable in general [KTU90], broad special cases are decid-
able [Got11] and simple heuristics work well in practice [SC08].
25 Type-checker is available at http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/zk-typechecker/
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We have tested our type-checker on a model of the DAA protocol [BCC04] (see §2.7),
on protocols automatically strengthened against compromised participants (see §2.6),
and on several simpler examples. The analysis of DAA terminated in less than three
seconds, while for the simpler examples the analysis time was less than half a second,
on a normal laptop. These promising results show that our static analysis technique has
the potential to scale up to very large protocols.
2.9. Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the first type system for statically analyzing the
security of protocols based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. The type system
combines prior work on refinement types for cryptographic protocols, with union types,
intersection types, and the novel ability to reason statically about the disjointness of
types. We believe that the improvements brought by this type system over the existing
type-based analyses for security protocols are useful in general, beyond analyzing pro-
tocols based on zero-knowledge proofs. The next chapter will show that our techniques
are useful for analyzing concrete implementations of cryptographic protocols.
Chapter 3
Analyzing Protocol
Implementations
This chapter presents a new type system for verifying the source code of crypto-
graphic protocol implementations. The underlying type theory combines refinement
types [BBF+08, BBF+11] with union, intersection, and polymorphic types. Addition-
ally, we use a relation for statically reasoning about the disjointness of types that is
very similar to the one we introduced in §2.4.6. This expressive type system extends
the scope of existing type-based analyses of protocol implementations [BBF+08,BFG10]
to important protocol classes that were not covered so far. In particular, our types
statically characterize: (i) more usages of asymmetric cryptography, such as signatures
of private data and encryptions of authenticated data; (ii) authenticity and integrity
properties achieved by showing knowledge of secret data; (iii) applications based on
non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.
The cryptographic protocols are implemented in RCF∀∧∨ [BBF+08, BBF+11], a con-
current lambda-calculus, and the cryptographic operations are considered fully reliable
building blocks and represented symbolically using a dynamic sealing mechanism [Mor73,
SP07,BBF+08], which is based on standard functional programming language constructs.
In addition to hashes, symmetric cryptography, public-key encryption, and digital sig-
natures, our approach supports non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs. Since the real-
ization of zero-knowledge proofs changes according to the statement to be proven, we
provide a tool that, given a statement, automatically generates a sealing-based symbolic
implementation of the corresponding zero-knowledge primitive.
We have formalized RCF∀∧∨, the type system, and all the important parts of the sound-
ness proof in the Coq proof assistant. We achieve this by defining a core calculus, which
we call Formal-RCF∀∧∨, and which is obtained from RCF∀∧∨ by type erasure and by
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adopting a locally nameless representation for binders [ACP+08]. This work allowed us
to discover three relatively small problems in the soundness proofs of prior type sys-
tems with refinement types [BBF+08, BHM08c] and to propose and evaluate fixes for
the faulty proofs.
Our type-based analysis is automated, modular, efficient, and provides security proofs for
an unbounded number of sessions. We have implemented a type-checker that performed
very well in our experiments: it type-checks all our symbolic libraries and sample code
totaling more than 1500LOC in around 12 seconds, on a normal laptop. The type-
checker features a user-friendly graphical interface for examining typing derivations.
The tool-chain we have developed additionally contains the automatic code generator
for zero-knowledge proofs, an interpreter, and a visual debugger. The formalization and
the implementation are available online1.
Outline The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: §3.1 discusses related
work. §3.2 gives an intuitive overview of our type system and exemplifies the most
important concepts on a simple authentication protocol. §3.3 introduces the syntax of
RCF∀∧∨, the language supported by our type-checker. §3.4 presents our type system.
§3.5 describes the results of our Coq formalization. In §3.6 we use union and inter-
section types to give stronger and more natural types to the dynamic sealing-based
encoding of asymmetric cryptography. §3.7 presents our dynamic sealing-based encod-
ing of zero-knowledge proofs. §3.8 describes our implementation and experiments. §3.9
discusses related work on union and intersection types. §3.10 provides a summary of this
chapter.
Furthermore, Appendix B lists the Formal-RCF∀∧∨ calculus, the erasure function from
RCF∀∧∨, the operational semantics and the type system of Formal-RCF
∀
∧∨; Appendix C
provides more details about our encoding of zero-knowledge proofs.
3.1. Related Work
Our type system extends the refinement type system by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08] with
union, intersection, and polymorphic types, as well as with syntactic reasoning about
the disjointness of types. We also provide a novel encoding of type Private, which is
used to characterize data that are not known to the attacker. A crucial property is
that the set of values of type Private is disjoint from the set of values of type Un, which
is the type of the messages known to the attacker. This property allows us to prune
typing derivations following equality tests between values of type Private and values of
type Un. This technique was first proposed by Abadi and Blanchet in their seminal
work on secrecy types for asymmetric cryptography [AB03], but later disappeared in the
more advanced type systems for authorization policies. Our extension allows the type
1http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/F5/
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system to deal with protocols based on zero-knowledge proofs and to verify integrity
and authenticity properties obtained by showing knowledge of secret data (e.g., the
Needham-Schroeder-Lowe public-key protocol). In addition, our extension removes the
restrictions that the type system proposed by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08] poses on the
usage of asymmetric cryptography. For instance, if a key is used to sign a secret message,
then the corresponding verification key could not be made public. These limitations
were preventing the analysis of many interesting cryptographic applications, such as the
Direct Anonymous Attestation protocol [BCC04], which involves digital signatures on
secret TPM identifiers.
In independent parallel work, Bhargavan et al. [BFG10] have developed an additional
cryptographic library for a simplified version of the type system proposed by Bengtson et
al. [BBF+08]. This library does not rely on dynamic sealing but on datatype constructors
and inductive logical invariants that allow for reasoning about symmetric and asymmet-
ric cryptography, hybrid encryption, and different forms of nested cryptography. The
aforementioned logical invariants are, however, fairly complex and have to be proven
manually. Moreover, these logical invariants are global, which means that adding new
cryptographic primitives could require reproving the previously established invariants.
Therefore, extending a symbolic cryptographic library in the style of [BFG10] to new
primitives requires expertise and a considerable human effort. In contrast, extending
our sealing-based library does not involve any additional proof: one has just to find a
well-typed encoding of the desired cryptographic primitive, which is relatively easy. For
instance, Eigner [Eig09] reports encoding the sophisticated cryptographic schemes used
in the Civitas [CCM08] electronic voting protocol using dynamic seals, in a relatively
short amount of time.
The main simplification Bhargavan et al. [BFG10] propose over the type system by
Bengtson et al. [BBF+08] is the removal of the kinding relation, which classifies types
as public or tainted, and allows values of public types to also be given any tainted type
by subsumption. While this simplification removes the last security-specific part of the
type system, therefore making it more standard, this change also requires attackers to
be well-typed with respect to a carefully constructed attacker interface. The security
property guaranteed in the result of Bhargavan et al. [BFG10] is thus weaker than the
widely-accepted robust safety property [GJ03, GJ04, FGM07a, BBF+08]; in particular
the property guaranteed by their type system depends on the type system itself giving
the right meaning to the attacker interface and properly enforcing it on the attacker.
In contrast, by retaining the kinding relation from [BBF+08] we also retain the prop-
erty that all attackers are well-typed with respect to our type system (this property
is usually called opponent typability [GJ03]), which allows us to prove that our type
system enforces robust safety. Despite the two downsides discussed above, Bhargavan et
al. [BFG10] manage to solve some of the problems in the original work of Bengtson et
al. [BBF+08] without relying on union and intersection types. Moreover, if all refine-
ments are over a common base type, such as bytes, then it is usually possible to represent
unions and intersection types using the logical connectives inside the refinement types.
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It would be interesting future work to better compare our work to this approach, and
maybe to try to combine the advantages of both approaches in a unified framework.
Backes et al. [BMU10] have recently established a semantic correspondence for asym-
metric cryptography between a library based on sealing and one based on datatype
constructors, showing that both libraries enjoy computational soundness guarantees.
They establish the computational soundness of symbolic trace properties in RCF by
translation to the CoSP framework [BHU09]; these properties can then be established
by typing, for instance using our type system, or by any other verification technique.
In another very recent work, Fournet et al. [FKS11], develop a probabilistic variant
of RCF, and formalize its type safety in Coq. They develop typed modules and in-
terfaces for MACs, signatures, and encryptions, and establish their authenticity and
secrecy properties in the setting of concrete cryptography (i.e., security against chosen
plaintext and chosen ciphertext attacks). This allows them to establish computational
properties by typing in a modular way, including observational equivalences, such as
indistinguishability.
Eigner [Eig09] uses our type system to verify eligibility, inalterability, and individual ver-
ifiability for a simple implementation of the Civitas electronic voting protocol [CCM08].
These properties are expressed as authorization policies and verified by our type-checker.
The sophisticated cryptographic schemes used by the Civitas protocol (i.e., distributed
decryption, plaintext equivalence tests, homomorphic encryptions, mix nets, and a vari-
ety of zero-knowledge proofs) are all encoded using dynamic seals.
Maffei and Pecina [MP11] have recently proposed privacy-aware proof-carrying autho-
rization, a framework for the specification and enforcement of authorization policies in
decentralized systems. In proof-carrying authorization the request for access to a sen-
sitive resource comes together with a proof showing that the requester has permissions
to access the desired resource according to a decentralized policy. Logical formulas of
the form “P says F” where principal P endorses formula F are witnessed by the digital
signature of P on F . Such certificates are combined to form proofs of more complicated
statements, and then verified by the reference monitor protecting the requested resource.
These certificates can, however, leak sensitive information to the reference monitor. In
privacy-aware proof-carrying authorization, existential quantification in the authoriza-
tion logic is used to mark information that must be kept secret, and zero-knowledge
proofs are used to transmit such formulas to the reference monitor in a privacy-preserving
way. The generated cryptographic protocol between the requester and the reference mon-
itor is modeled in RCF∀∧∨, and the correctness of the authorization decision is verified
using our type system.
Goubault-Larrecq and Parrennes developed a static analysis technique [GLP05] based
on pointer analysis and Horn clause resolution for cryptographic protocols implemented
in C. The analysis is limited to secrecy properties, assumes that the analyzed C program
is memory safe, deals only with standard cryptographic primitives, and does not offer
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scalability since the number of generated clauses is very high even on small protocol
examples.
Chaki and Datta have proposed a technique [CD08] based on software model checking for
the automated verification of protocols implemented in C. The analysis provides security
guarantees for a bounded number of sessions and is effective at discovering attacks. It
was used to check secrecy and authentication properties of the main loop of OpenSSL
for configurations of up to three servers and three clients. The analysis only deals with
standard cryptographic primitives, relies on the specifications of the called functions
being correct, and offers only limited scalability.
Dupressoir et al. [DGJN11] have recently proposed to use a general-purpose verifier for
analyzing C implementations of cryptographic protocols. The technique can prove both
memory safety and security properties for an unbounded number sessions. It uses a
general theory of symbolic cryptography, independent of any programming language,
developed in the Coq proof assistant – this generalizes the invariants for cryptographic
structures introduced for F#/RCF by Bhargavan et al. [BFG10]. Properties of this
theory are imported as first-order axioms to the verifier. By using a general-purpose C
verifier the authors aim to benefit from economies of scale and future improvements in
C verification in general. The main remaining challenge is reducing verification times
and the number of user supplied annotations.
Bhargavan et al. proposed a technique [BFGT08] for the verification of F# protocol
implementations by automatically extracting ProVerif models [Bla01], using an extension
of the functions as processes encoding [Mil92]. The technique was successfully used to
verify implementations of real-world cryptographic protocols such as TLS [BCFZ08] and
Europay-MasterCard-Visa (EMV) [dRP11]. The underlying analysis using ProVerif is,
however, not compositional and is significantly less scalable than type-checking [BFG10].
Furthermore, the considered fragment of F# is quite restrictive: it does not include
higher-order functions, and it allows only for a very limited usage of recursion and
state.
More recently, Aizatulin et al. [AGJ11] and Corin and Manzano [CM11] have proposed
techniques for analyzing C programs by extracting abstract models using symbolic ex-
ecution. The solution by Aizatulin et al. [AGJ11] needs neither a pre-existing protocol
description nor manual inspection of source code, and uses existing results for the ap-
plied pi calculus [BHU09] to establish computational soundness. Their current prototype
can, however, analyze only a single execution path, so it is limited to protocols with no
significant branching. The solution by Corin and Manzano [CM11] seems to be able to
handle branches, but it cannot yet handle security properties.
Swamy et al. [SCC10] propose Fine, a security-typed language for enforcing dynamic,
stateful policies for access control and information flow tracking using a combination
of refinement and affine types. Fine distinguishes itself from RCF, primarily in its
ability to express both stateful authorization (stateful properties can still be specified
and verified within RCF using a refined state monad [BGP11]) and information flow. As
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opposed to RCF, however, Fine is not concurrent and cannot easily express Dolev-Yao
attackers and cryptographic operations. In very recent work, Swamy et al. [SCF+11]
seem to partially address the latter limitation using some of the ideas of Bhargavan et
al. [BFG10].
The more technical discussion about the related work on union and intersection types is
postponed to §3.9.
3.2. Our Type System at Work
Before giving the details of the calculus and the type system, we illustrate the main
concepts of our static analysis technique on the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe public-key
protocol [Low96] (NSL), which could not be analyzed by the original refinement type
system by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08]. For convenience, throughout this section we use
some syntactic sugar that is supported by our type-checker and can be obtained from
the core calculus presented in §3.3 by standard encodings [BBF+08].
3.2.1. Protocol Description and Security Annotations
The Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol is depicted below:
A B
{B,nB}k+
A
oo
assume authr(A,B, nB, nA)
{A,nB ,nA}k+
B
//
assert authr(A,B, nB, nA)
assume authi(B,A, nB, nA)
{nA}k+
A
oo
assert authi(B,A, nB, nA)
The goal of this protocol is to allow A and B to authenticate with each other and to
exchange two fresh nonces, which are meant to be private and be later used to construct
a session key. B creates a fresh nonce nB and encrypts it together with his own identifier
with A’s public key. A decrypts the ciphertext with her private key. At this point of
the of the protocol, A does not know whether the ciphertext comes from B or from the
opponent as the encryption key used to create the ciphertext is public. A continues the
protocol by creating a fresh nonce nA, and encrypts this nonce together with nB and
her own identifier with B’s public key. B decrypts the ciphertext and, although the
encryption key used to create the ciphertext is public, if the nonce he received matches
the one he has sent to A then B does indeed know that the ciphertext comes from A,
since the nonce nB is private and only A has access to it. Finally, B encrypts the nonce
nA received from A with A’s public key, and sends it back to A. After decrypting the
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ciphertext and checking the nonce, A knows that the ciphertext comes from B as the
nonce nA is private and only B has access to it.
Following [FGM07a, BBF+08], we decorate the code with assumptions and assertions.
Intuitively, assumptions introduce new hypotheses, while assertions declare formulas that
should logically follow from the previously introduced hypotheses. A program is safe if
in all program runs the assertions are entailed by the assumptions. The assumptions and
assertions of the NSL protocol capture the standard mutual authentication property.
3.2.2. Types for Cryptography
Before illustrating how we can type-check this protocol, let us introduce the typed in-
terface of our library for public-key cryptography. Intuitively, since encryption keys are
public, they can be used by honest principals to encrypt data as specified by the pro-
tocol, or by the attacker to encrypt arbitrary data. This intuitive reasoning is captured
by the following typed interface:
encrypt : ∀α. PubKey〈α〉 → α ∨ Un→ Un
decrypt : ∀α. Un→ PrivKey〈α〉 → α ∨ Un
Like many of the functions in our cryptographic library, the encrypt and decrypt func-
tions are polymorphic. Their code is type-checked only once and given an universal type.
The type variable α stands in this case for the type of the payload that is encrypted,
and can be instantiated with an arbitrary type when the functions are used.
Type Un describes those values that may be known to the opponent, i.e., data that may
come from or be sent to the opponent. The type PubKey〈α〉 describes public keys. Since
the opponent has access to the public key and to the encryption function, the type system
has to take into account that the library may be used by honest principals to encrypt
data of type α or by the opponent to encrypt data of type Un. The encrypt function
takes as input a public key of type PubKey〈α〉 a message of type α ∨ Un, and returns
a ciphertext of type Un. The decrypt function takes as input a ciphertext of type Un,
a private key of type PrivKey〈α〉 and returns a payload of type α ∨ Un. Without union
types, the type of the payload is constrained to be Un or a supertype thereof [BBF+08],
which severely limits the expressiveness of the type system and prevents the analysis of
a number of protocols, including this very simple example.
3.2.3. Type-checking the NSL Protocol
We first introduce the type definitions2 for the content of the three ciphertexts:
msg1 = (Un ∗ Private)
msg2[xB ] = (xA : Un ∗ xnB : Private ∨ Un ∗ {xnA : Private | authr(xA, xB , xnB , xnA)})
msg3 = {xnA : Private | ∃xA, xB , xnB .
authr(xA, xB , xnB , xnA) ∧ authi(xB , xA, xnB , xnA)}
2Type definitions are syntactic sugar, and are inlined by the type-checker.
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The first ciphertext contains a pair composed of a public identifier of type Un and a
nonce of type Private. Type Private describes values that are not known to the at-
tacker: the set of values of type Un is disjoint from the set of values of type Private.
Type msg2[xA] is a combination of two dependent pair types and one refinement type.
This type describes a triple composed of an identifier xA of type Un, a first nonce
xnB of type Private ∨ Un, and a second nonce xnA of type Private such that the pred-
icate authr(xA, xB, xnB , xnA) is entailed by the assumptions in the system (A assumes
authr(A,B, nB, nA) before creating the second ciphertext). The free occurrence of xB is
bound in the type definition. Notice that xnB is given type Private ∨ Un since A does
not know whether the nonce received in the first ciphertext comes from B or from the
opponent. Type msg3 is a refinement type describing a nonce xnA of type Private such
that the formula ∃xA, xB, xnB . authr(xA, xB, xnB , xnA) ∧ authi(xB, xA, xnB , xnA) is en-
tailed by the assumptions in the system. Indeed, before creating the third ciphertext, B
has asserted authr(A,B, nB, nA) and assumed authi(B,A, nB, nA). Since the payload of
the third message only contains xnA we existentially quantify the other variables. The
overall type of the payload is obtained by combining the three previous types:
payload[x] = Msg1 of msg1 | Msg2 of msg2[x] | Msg3 of msg3
The type of A’s public key is defined as PubKey〈payload[A]〉 and the type of B’s public
key is defined as PubKey〈payload[B]〉.
The code of the initiator (B in our diagram) and the code of the responder (A) abstract
over the principal’s identity and they are type-checked independently of each other.
Since library functions such as encrypt,decrypt, send and so on are polymorphic, they
are instantiated with a concrete types in the code (e.g., the encryptions in the initiator’s
code are instantiated with type payload[xA] since they take as argument xA’s public
key). The initiator creates a fresh private nonce by means of the function mkPriv. The
nonce is encrypted together with B’s identifier and sent on the network. The message
x obtained by decrypting the second ciphertext is given type payload[xB] ∨ Un, which
reflects the fact that B does not know whether the first ciphertext comes from A or from
the attacker. Since we cannot statically predict which of the two types is the right one,
we have to type-check the continuation code twice, once under the assumption that x
has type payload[xB] and once assuming that x has type Un. This is realized by the
expression case x1 = x : payload[xB] ∨ Un in . . ..
If x has type payload[xB], then its components are given strong types: yA is
given type Un, ynB is given type Private ∨ Un, and ynA is given the refine-
ment type {ynA : Private | authr(xA, xB, ynB , ynA)}. This refinement type en-
sures that authr(xA, xB, ynB , ynA) will be entailed at run-time by the assumptions
in the system and thus justifies the assertion assert authr(xA, xB, ynB , ynA). Finally,
the assumption assume authi(xB, xA, ynB , ynA) allows us to give ynA type {ynA :
Private | ∃xA, xB, xnB . authr(xA, xB, xnB , ynA) ∧ authi(xB, xA, xnB , ynA)} = msg3 and
thus to type-check the final encryption.
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init = λxB : Un. λxA : Un.
λkB : PrivKey〈payload[xB ]〉.
λpkA : PubKey〈payload[xA]〉.
λch : Ch(Un).
let nB = mkPriv() in
let p1 = (Msg1 (xB , nB)) in
let m1 = encrypt〈payload[xA]〉 pkA p1 in
send〈Un〉 ch m1;
let z = recv〈Un〉 ch in
let x = decrypt〈payload[xB ]〉 kB z in
case x1 = x : payload[xB ] ∨ Un in
match x1 with Msg2 x2 ⇒
let (yA, ynB , ynA) = x2 in
if yA = xA then
if ynB = nB then
assert authr(xA, xB , ynB , ynA);
assume authi(xB , xA, ynB , ynA);
let p3 = (Msg3 ynA) in
let m3 = encrypt〈payload[xA]〉 pkA p3 in
send〈Un〉 ch m3
resp = λxA : Un. λxB : Un.
λpkB : PubKey〈payload[xB ]〉.
λkA : PrivKey〈payload[xA]〉.
λch : Ch(Un).
let m1 = recv〈Un〉 ch in
let x1 in decrypt〈payload[xA]〉 kA m1
case y1 = x1 : payload[xA] ∨ Un in
match y1 with Msg1 z1 ⇒
let (yB , xnB ) = z1 in
if yB = xB then
let nA = mkPriv() in
assume authr(xA, xB , xnB , nA);
let p2 = Msg2(xA, xnB , nA) in
let m2 = encrypt〈payload[xB ]〉 pkB p2 in
send〈Un〉 ch m2;
let m3 = recv〈Un〉ch in
let x3 = decrypt〈payload[xA]〉 kA m3 in
case y3 = x3 : payload[xA] ∨ Un in
match y3 with Msg3 ynA ⇒
if ynA = nA then
assert authi(xB , xA, xnB , nA)
Table 3.1.: NSL Initiator Code and Responder Code
If x has type Un then yA, ynB , and ynA are also given type Un. The following equality
check between the value ynB of type Un and the nonce nB of type Private makes type-
checking the remaining code superfluous: since the set of values of type Un is disjoint
from the set of values of type Private, it cannot be that the equality test succeeds. So
type-checking the initiator’s code succeeds.
Type-checking the responder’s code is similar. The code contains two case expressions
to deal with the union types introduced by the two decryptions. In particular, the
code after the second decryption has to be type-checked under the assumption that the
variable ynA has type msg3 and under the assumption that ynA has type Un.
In the former case, the assertion assert authi(xB, xA, xnB , nA) is justified by the previously
assumed formula authr(xA, xB, xnB , nA), the formula in the above refinement type, and
the following global assumption, stating that there cannot be two different assumptions
authr(xA, xB, x
′
nB , x
′
nA) and authr(x
′
A, x
′
B, x
′
nB , x
′
nA) with the same nonce xnB .
assume ∀xA, xB , x′A, x′B , xnA, x′nA, xnB . authr(xA, xB , xnB , xnA) ∧ authr(x′A, x′B , xnB , x′nA)
⇒ xA = x′A ∧ xB = x′B ∧ xnA = x′nA
This assumption is justified by the fact that the predicate authr is assumed only in the
responder’s code, immediately after the creation of a fresh nonce xnB .
If ynA is given type Un then type-checking the following code succeeds because the
equality check between ynA and the value nA of type Private cannot succeed.
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The functions init and resp take private keys as input, so they are not available to the
attacker. We provide two public functions that capture the capabilities of the attacker.
Attacker’s Interface for NSL
createPrincipal = λx : Un.
let k = mkPrivKey〈payload[x]〉 () in addToDB x k; getPubKey〈payload[x]〉 k
startNSL = λ(role : Un)(xA : Un)(xB : Un)(c : Un).
let kA = getFromDB xA in let pkA = getPubKey〈payload[xA]〉 kA in
let kB = getFromDB xB in let pkB = getPubKey〈payload[xB ]〉 kB in
match role with inl ⇒ (init xA xB kA pkB c)
| inr ⇒ (resp xB xA pkA kB c)
We allow the attacker to create arbitrarily many new principals using the createPrincipal
function. This generates a new encryption key-pair, stores it in a private database,
and then returns the corresponding public key to the attacker. The second function,
startNSL, allows the attacker to start an arbitrary number of sessions of the protocol,
between principals of his choice. When calling startNSL, the attacker chooses whether
he wants to start an initiator or a responder, the principals to be involved in the session,
and the channel on which the communication occurs. One principal can be involved in
many sessions simultaneously, in which it may play different roles.
For simplicity of presentation, we do not give the attacker the capability to compromise
principals, so the famous attack discovered by Lowe [Low96] is not possible even if we
were to drop A’s identity from the second message.
The two functions above express the capabilities of the attacker for verification purposes,
and would not be exposed in a production setting. However, they can also be useful for
testing and debugging the code of the protocol: for instance we can execute a protocol
run using the following code.
Test Setup for NSL
createPrincipal “Alice”; createPrincipal “Bob”;
let c = mkChan〈Un〉 () in
(startNSL (inl ()) “Alice”“Bob” c)  (startNSL (inr ()) “Alice”“Bob” c)
Since the code of the NSL protocol is well-typed, the soundness result of the type system
ensures that in all program runs the assertions are entailed by the assumptions, i.e., the
code is safe when executed by an arbitrary attacker. In addition, the two nonces are
given type Private and thus they are not revealed to the opponent.
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3.3. The RCF∀∧∨ Calculus
The Refined Concurrent FPC (RCF) [BBF+08] is a simple programming language ex-
tending the Fixed Point Calculus [Gun92] with refinement types [FP91, ROS98, XP99]
and concurrency [Mil99, AG99]. This core calculus is expressive enough to encode a
considerable fragment of an ML-like programming language [BBF+08]. In this thesis,
we further increase the expressivity of the calculus by adding intersection types [Pie97],
union types [Pie91], parametric polymorphism [Rey83, Gir86], and the novel ability to
reason statically about type disjointness. We call the extended calculus RCF∀∧∨ and
describe it in this and the following section.
We start by presenting the surface syntax of RCF∀∧∨, which is a subset of the syntax
supported by our type-checker. In the surface syntax of RCF∀∧∨ variables are named,
which makes programs human-readable. The surface syntax also contains explicit typing
annotations that guide type-checking. RCF∀∧∨ is given semantics by translation (i.e., type
erasure) into a core implicitly-typed calculus, Formal-RCF∀∧∨, which we have formalized
in Coq (see §3.5).
Given a phrase of syntax φ, let φ{M/x} denote the substitution of each free occurrence
of the variable x in φ with the value M . We use φ˜ to denote the sequence φ1, . . . , φn for
some n. A phrase is closed if it does not have free variables.
The syntax comprises the four mutually-inductively-defined sets of values, types, expres-
sions, and formulas. We mark with star (*) the constructs that are completely new with
respect to RCF [BBF+08].
Surface syntax of RCF∀∧∨ values
x, y, z variable
h ::= inl | inr constructor for sum types
M,N ::= value
x variable
() unit
λx : T.A function (scope of x is A)
(M,N) pair
h M value of sum type
foldµα. T M recursive value
Λα.A type abstraction* (scope of α is A)
for α˜ in T˜ ; U˜ . M value of intersection type* (scope of α˜ = α1, .., αn is M)
The set of values is composed of variables, the unit value, functions, pairs, and intro-
duction forms for disjoint union, recursive, polymorphic, and intersection types.
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Surface syntax of RCF∀∧∨ types
α, β type variable
T,U, V ::= type
unit unit type
x : T → U dependent function type (scope of x is U)
x : T ∗ U dependent pair type (scope of x is U)
T + U disjoint sum type
µα. T iso-recursive type (scope of α is T )
α type variable
{x : T | C} refinement type (scope of x is C)
T ∧ U intersection type*
T ∨ U union type*
> top type*
∀α. T polymorphic type* (scope of α is T )
The unit value () is given type unit. Functions λx : T.A taking as input values of type
T and returning values of type U are given the dependent type x : T → U , where the
result type U can depend on the input value x. Pairs are given dependent types of
the form x : T ∗ U , where the type U of the second component of the pair can depend
on the value x of the first component. If U does not depend on x, then we use the
abbreviations T → U and T ∗U . The sum type T +U describes values inl(M) where M
is of type T and values inr(N) where N is of type U (disjoint union). The iso-recursive
type µα. T is the type of all values foldµα. T M where M is of type T{µα. T/α}. We use
refinement types [FP91, ROS98, XP99, BBF+08] to associate logical formulas to values.
The refinement type {x : T | C} describes values M of type T for which the formula
C{M/x} is entailed by the current typing environment. A value is given the intersection
type T ∧U if it has both type T and type U . A value is given a union type T ∨U if it has
type T or if it has type U , but we do not necessarily know what its precise type is. The
top type > is the supertype of all the other types, and contains all well-typed values.
The universal type ∀α. T [Rey83, Gir86] describes polymorphic values Λα.A such that
A{U/α} is of type T{U/α} for all types U .
Surface syntax of RCF∀∧∨ expressions
a, b name
A,B ::= expression
M value
M N function application
M〈T 〉 type instantiation*
let x = A in B let (scope of x is B)
let (x, y) = M in A pair split (scope of x,y is A and x 6= y)
match M with inl x⇒ A | inr y ⇒ B pattern matching (scope of x is A, of y is B)
unfoldµα. T M use recursive value
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case x = M : T ∨ U in A elimination of union types* (scope of x is A)
if M = N as x then A else B equality check* (scope of x is A)
(νa l T )A restriction (scope of a is A)
A  B fork off parallel expression
a!M scope of M is a
a? receive on channel a
assume C add formula C to global log
assert C formula C must hold
The syntax of expressions is mostly standard [BBF+08, Pie91, Rey83, Gir86]. A type
instantiation M〈T 〉 specializes a polymorphic value M with the concrete type T . The
elimination form for union types case x = M : T ∨U in A substitutes the value M in A.
The conditional if M = N as x then A else B checks if M is syntactically equal to N ,
if this is the case it substitutes x with the common value. Syntactic equality is defined
up to alpha-renaming of binders and the erasure of typing annotations and of the for
construct (see §3.5). During type-checking the variable x is given the intersection of the
types of M and N . When the variable x is not necessary we omit the as clause, as we
did in §3.2. The restriction (νa l T )A generates a globally fresh channel a that can
only be used in A to convey values of type T . The expression A  B evaluates A and
B in parallel, and returns the result of B (the result of A is discarded). The expression
a!M outputs the value M on channel a and returns the unit value (). Expression a?
blocks until some value M is available on channel a, removes M from the channel, and
then returns M . Expression assume C adds the logical formula C to a global log. The
assertion assert C returns () when triggered. If at this point C is entailed by the list S
of formulas in the global log, written as S |= C, we say the assertion succeeds; otherwise,
we say the assertion fails.
Intuitively, an expression A is safe if, once it is translated into Formal-RCF∀∧∨, all asser-
tions succeed in all evaluations. When reasoning about implementations of cryptographic
protocols, we are interested in the safety of programs executed in parallel with an arbi-
trary attacker. This property is called robust safety and is stated formally in §3.5 and
statically enforced by our type system from §3.4.
Surface syntax of RCF∀∧∨ authorization logic formulas
C ::= authorization logic formula
p(M) predicate symbol
M = N equality
C1 ∧ C2 conjunction
C1 ∨ C2 disjunction
¬C negation
∀x.C universal quantifier (scope of x is C)
∃x.C existential quantifier (scope of x is C)
∃a.C existential quantifier over names (scope of a is C)
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We consider a variant of first-order logic with equality as the authorization logic. We
assume that RCF∀∧∨ values are the terms of this logic, and equality M = N is interpreted
as syntactic equality between values.
3.4. Type System
This section presents our type system for enforcing authorization policies on RCF∀∧∨ code.
This extends the type system proposed by Bengtson et al. [BBF+08] with union [Pie91],
intersection [Pie97], and polymorphic types [Rey83, Gir86]. Additionally, we encode a
new type Private, which is used to characterize data that are not known to the attacker,
and introduce a novel relation for statically reasoning about the disjointness of types.
In the following we introduce the typing judgments, list all the typing rules and discuss
the most important ones.
Typing judgments
E `  E is well-formed
E ` T type T is well-formed in E
E ` C formula C is entailed from E
E ` T :: k type T has kind k in E (where k ∈ {pub, tnt})
E ` T <: U type T is a subtype of type U in E
E `M : T value M has type T in E
E ` A : T expression A has type T in E
3.4.1. Well-formed Environments and Entailment
A typing environment E is a list of bindings for variables (x : T ), type variables (α or
α :: k), names (a l T , where the name a stands for a channel conveying values of type
T ), and formulas (bindings of the form {C}).
Syntax of typing environments
µ ::= environment entry
α type variable
α :: k kind-bounded type variable
a l T channel name
x : T variable
{C} formula*
E ::= µ1, . . . , µn typing environment
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An environment is well-formed (E ` ) if all variables, names, and type variables are
defined before use, and no duplicate definitions exist. A type T is well-formed in envi-
ronment E (written E ` T ) if all its free variables, names, and type variables are defined
in E, and E is itself well-formed.
Domain of environment dom(E); free bindings of environment entry free(µ)
dom(α) = {α}
dom(α :: k) = {α}
dom(a l T ) = {a}
dom(x : T ) = {x}
dom({C}) = ∅
dom(E1, E2) = dom(E1) ∪ dom(E2)
free(x : T ) = free(T )
free(a l T ) = free(T )
free({C}) = free(C)
free(µ) = ∅, otherwise
Well-formed environments and types
(Env Empty)
∅ ` 
(Env Entry)
E `  free(µ) ⊆ dom(E) dom(µ) ∩ dom(E) = ∅
E,µ ` 
(Type)
E ` 
free(T ) ⊆ dom(E)
E ` T
An important judgment in the type system is E ` C, which states that the formula C
is derivable from the formulas in E. Intuitively, our type system ensures that whenever
E ` C we have that C is logically entailed by the global formula log at execution time.
This judgment is used for instance when type-checking assert C using (Exp Assert):
type-checking succeeds only if C is entailed in the current typing environment. If E
binds a variable y to a refinement type {x : T | C}, we know that the formula C{y/x} is
entailed in the system and therefore E ` C{y/x}. In general, the idea is to inspect each
of the type bindings in E and to extract the set of formulas occurring within refinement
types. For intersection types we take the union of the formulas occurring in the two
types, while for union types we take their component-wise disjunction.
Entailed formulas E ` C
(Derive)
E `  free(C) ⊆ dom(E) Tforms(E)U |= TCU
E ` C
forms(y : {x : T | C}) = {C{y/x}} ∪ forms(y : T )
forms(y : T1 ∧ T2) = forms(y : T1) ∪ forms(y : T2)
forms(y : T1 ∨ T2) = {C1 ∨ C2 | C1 ∈ forms(y : T1), C2 ∈ forms(y : T2)}
forms({C}) = C
forms(E1, E2) = forms(E1) ∪ forms(E2)
forms(E) = ∅, otherwise
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3.4.2. Subtyping and Kinding
The type system defines a subtyping relation on types and allows an expression of a
subtype to be used in all contexts that require an expression of a supertype. This preorder
provides more flexibility to the type system, since it allows more correct programs to be
accepted as well-typed. For instance, all data sent to and received from an untrusted
channel have type Un, since such channels are considered under the complete control of
the adversary. However, a system in which only data of type Un can be communicated
over the untrusted network would be too restrictive, e.g., a value of type {x : Un | Ok(x)}
could not be sent over the network.
Subtyping is commonly used to compare types with type Un. In particular, we allow
values having type T that is a subtype of Un, denoted T <: Un, to flow to the attacker
(e.g., to be sent over the untrusted network), and we say that the type T has kind public
in this case. Similarly, we allow values of type Un that flow from the attacker (e.g., that
are received from the untrusted network) to be used as values of type U , provided that
Un <: U , and in this case we say that type U has kind tainted. Kinding is defined as a
separate judgment that contributes to the subtyping judgment via the (Sub Pub Tnt)
rule. We list all rules for kinding and subtyping, and then explain the more interesting
ones below.
Kinding E ` T :: k
(Kind Refine Pub)
E ` {x : T | C} E ` T :: pub
E ` {x : T | C} :: pub
(Kind Refine Tnt)
E ` T :: tnt E, x : T ` C
E ` {x : T | C} :: tnt
(Kind Fun)
E ` T :: k E, x : T ` U :: k
E ` (x : T → U) :: k
(Kind Univ*)
E,α ` T :: k
E ` ∀α. T :: k
(Kind Unit)
E ` 
E ` unit :: k
(Kind Sum)
E ` T :: k E ` U :: k
E ` (T + U) :: k
(Kind And Pub 1)
E ` T1 :: pub E ` T2
E ` T1 ∧ T2 :: pub
(Kind And Pub 2)
E ` T1 E ` T2 :: pub
E ` T1 ∧ T2 :: pub
(Kind And Tnt)
E ` T1 :: tnt Γ ` T2 :: tnt
Γ ` T1 ∧ T2 :: tnt
(Kind Or Pub)
E ` T1 :: pub E ` T2 :: pub
E ` T1 ∨ T2 :: pub
(Kind Or Tnt 1)
E ` T1 :: tnt E ` T2
E ` T1 ∨ T2 :: tnt
(Kind Or Tnt 2)
E ` T1 E ` T2 :: tnt
E ` T1 ∨ T2 :: tnt
(Kind Pair)
E ` T :: k E, x : T ` U :: k
E ` (x : T ∗ U) :: k
(Kind Var)
E `  (α :: k) ∈ E
E ` α :: k
(Kind Var False*)
α ∈ dom(E) E ` false
E ` α :: k
(Kind Rec)
E,α :: k ` T :: k
E ` (µα. T ) :: k
(Kind Top Tnt*)
E ` 
E ` > :: tnt
(Kind Top Pub*)
E ` false
E ` > :: pub
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Notation: pub = tnt and tnt = pub
Subtyping E ` T <: U
(Sub Refl*)
E ` T
E ` T <: T
(Sub Top*)
E ` T
E ` T <: >
(Sub Pub Tnt)
E ` T :: pub E ` U :: tnt
E ` T <: U
(Sub Refine Left)
E ` {x : T | C} E ` T <: T ′
E ` {x : T | C} <: T ′
(Sub Refine Right)
E ` T <: T ′ E, x : T ` C
E ` T <: {x : T ′ | C}
(Sub Univ*)
E,α ` T <: U
E ` ∀α. T <: ∀α.U
(Sub Pair)
E ` T <: T ′ E, x : T ′ ` U <: U ′
E ` (x : T ∗ U) <: (x : T ′ ∗ U ′)
(Sub Arrow)
E ` T ′ <: T E, x : T ′ ` U <: U ′
E ` (x : T → U) <: (x : T ′ → U ′)
(Sub And LB 1)
E ` T1 <: U E ` T2
E ` T1 ∧ T2 <: U
(Sub And LB 2)
E ` T1 E ` T2 <: U
E ` T1 ∧ T2 <: U
(Sub And Greatest)
E ` T ′ <: T1 E ` T ′ <: T2
E ` T ′ <: T1 ∧ T2
(Sub Or Least)
E ` T1 <: U E ` T2 <: U
E ` T1 ∨ T2 <: U
(Sub Or UB 1)
E ` T <: U1 E ` U2
E ` T <: U1 ∨ U2
(Sub Or UB 2)
E ` U1 E ` T <: U2
E ` T <: U1 ∨ U2
(Sub Sum)
E ` T <: T ′ E ` U <: U ′
E ` (T + U) <: (T ′ + U ′)
(Sub Pos Rec*)
E,α ` T <: U α only occurs positively in T and U
E ` µα. T <: µα.U
Refinement Types. The refinement type {x : T | C} is a subtype of T . This allows
us to discard logical formulas when they are not needed. For instance, a value of type
{x : Un | Ok(x)} can be sent on a channel of type Un. Conversely, the type T is a subtype
of {x : T | C} only if ∀x. forms(x : T )⇒ C is entailed in the current typing environment,
so by subtyping we can only add universally valid formulas. Similarly, a type {x : T | C}
is public when T is public, and tainted when T is tainted and ∀x. forms(x : T ) ⇒ C
is entailed in the typing environment. The intuition is that {x : T | C} <: T by (Sub
Refine Left) and (Sub Refl*), so if additionally we have that that T is public (T <: Un),
then we can use transitivity of subtyping to conclude that {x : T | C} is public as well
({x : T | C} <: Un). Please note, however, that transitivity of subtyping is a property
we later prove for the type system, not a subtyping rule.
Function Types. Function types are contravariant in their input and covariant in their
output, i.e., T → U is a subtype of T ′ → U ′ if T ′ is a subtype of T and U is a subtype
of U ′. Intuitively, this means that a function can be used in place of another function
if the former is “more liberal” in the types it accepts and “more conservative” in the
type it returns [LW94]. A function type T → U is public only if the return type U is
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public (otherwise λx:unit.Msecret would be public) and the argument type T is tainted
(otherwise λk : PrivKey〈Private〉. let x = encrypt〈Private〉 k Msecret in apub!x would be
public). Or intuitively, if T is tainted (i.e., Un <: T ) and U is public (i.e., U <: Un)
then T → U is public, since by transitivity (T → U) <: (Un→ Un) <:> Un. Conversely,
T → U is tainted if T is public and U is tainted.
Union and Intersection Types. The intersection type T1 ∧ T2 is a3 greatest lower
bound of the types T1 and T2. Rules (Sub And LB 1) and (Sub And LB 2) ensure that
T1∧T2 is a lower bound: by using reflexivity in the premise we obtain that T1∧T2 <: T1
and T1 ∧ T2 <: T2. Rule (Sub And Greatest) ensures that T1 ∧ T2 is greater than any
other lower bound: if T ′ is another lower bound of T1 and T2 then T ′ is a subtype of
T1 ∧ T2. As far as kinding is concerned, the type T1 ∧ T2 is public if T1 is public or T2 is
public, and it is tainted if both T1 and T2 are tainted. The union type T1 ∨ T2 is a least
upper bound of T1 and T2. The rules for union types are exactly the dual of the ones
for intersection types.
Our type system has no distributivity rules between union and intersection types and the
primitive type constructors. Some distributivity rules are derivable from the primitive
rules above: for instance we can prove from (Sub Arrow), (Sub And LB 1), (Sub And LB
2), and (Sub And Greatest) that T → (U1 ∧ U2) is a subtype of (T → U1) ∧ (T → U2),
but not the other way around. In fact adding a subtyping rule in the other direction
would be unsound [DP00], since in our system functions can have side-effects and such
distributivity rules would allow circumventing the value restriction on the introduction
of intersection types (see §3.4.4 and §3.9).
Polymorphic Types. Our rule for subtyping polymorphic types (Sub Univ*) is simple:
the type ∀α. T is subtype of ∀α.U if T is a subtype of U . Similarly, ∀α. T has kind k
if T has kind k in an environment extended with a binding for α. Note that α can be
substituted by any type, so we cannot assume anything about α when checking that
T :: k and T <: U respectively. Bounded (or kind-bounded) quantification could easily
be added to our language, but so far we found no compelling example in our applica-
tion domain that would require bounded quantification (bounded quantifiers can also be
encoded with normal quantifiers and intersection types [Pie91]). Recent work by Dun-
field [Dun09] and others studies more precise subtyping rules for first-class polymorphic
types.
Recursive Types. Our rule (Sub Pos Rec*) for subtyping recursive types can be
tracked back to Val Tannen et al. [TCGS89]. It differs significantly from Cardelli’s
Amber rule [AC93, Car97], which is more well-known and which is used by the original
RCF [BBF+08]:
Cardelli’s Amber rule (used by the original RCF)
3The subtyping relation of RCF is not anti-symmetric, so least and greatest elements are not necessarily
unique.
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(Sub Rec)
E,α <: α′ ` T <: T ′ α 6= α′ α 6∈ ftv(T ′) α′ 6∈ ftv(T )
E ` µα. T <: µα′. T ′
The soundness of the Amber rule (Sub Rec) is hard to prove syntactically [BBF+08] – in
particular proving the transitivity of subtyping in the presence of the Amber rule requires
a very complicated inductive argument, which only works for “executable” environments,
as well as spurious restrictions on the usage of type variables in the rules (Sub Refl*),
(Kind And Pub 1), (Kind And Pub 2), (Kind Or Tnt 1), (Kind Or Tnt 2), (Sub And LB
1), (Sub And LB 2), (Sub Or UB 1), (Sub Or UB 2). We use the simpler (Sub Pos Rec*)
rule, which is much easier to prove sound and requires no restrictions on the other rules.
It resembles (Sub Univ*), our rule for subtyping universal types, with the additional
restriction that the recursive variable is not allowed to appear in a contravariant position
(such as α→ T ). While this positivity restriction is crucial for the soundness of the (Sub
Pos Rec*) rule4, this did not pose big problems for us in practice5, where most of the
time only positive recursive types [Men91, Urz95] are used. Moreover, this positivity
restriction only affects subyping, so programs involving negative occurrences of recursion
variables that do not require subtyping can still be properly type-checked (e.g., we can
still type-check the encodings of fixpoint combinators on expressions [BBF+08])
Ligatti et al. [LNBH11] have very recently proposed subtyping rules for iso-recursive
types that are not only sound, but also complete with respect to type safety. The
incompleteness of the Amber rule (Sub Rec) stems from its lack of considering unrolled
types. We are not sure, however, if formalizing the transitivity of subtyping proof of
Ligatti et al. would be any easier than for the Amber rule.
3.4.3. Encoding Types Un and Private in RCF∀∧∨
In RCF [BBF+08] type Un is not primitive. By the (Sub Pub Tnt) rule that relates
kinding and subtyping, any type that is both public and tainted is equivalent to Un.
Since type unit is both public and tainted, Un is actually encoded as unit.
The (Sub Pub Tnt) rule equates many of the types in the system. For instance in RCF
all the following types are equivalent by subtyping: Un, Un → Un, Un ∗ Un, Un + Un,
4 Let T = µα. α → pos and U = µα. α → nat; if it wasn’t for the positivity restriction, rule (Sub
Pos Rec*) would allow us to show that T is a subtype of U . One would then expect that also the
unfoldings of T and U are subtypes of each other, i.e., that T → pos is a subtype of U → nat. By
the contravariance of function types this is only the case if U is a subtype of T , so only when T and
U are equivalent by subtyping, which is clearly not the case.
5 Val Tannen et al. [TGS89] give µα. int∗{l : α,m : α→ α} <: µβ. int∗{l : β} as an example subtyping
that is intuitively valid, but which cannot be handled by rule (Sub Pos Rec*) because of the positivity
restriction. Our type system has, however, no record types, and it cannot encode record types that
satisfy subtyping in width. The only way we found to write a similar example in our system was to
use union or intersection types inside the recursive type, as in µα. int ∗ (α∧ (α→ α)) <: µβ. (int ∗ β),
but this is by no means a commonly used idiom in practice.
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µα.Un, and ∀α.Un. As a consequence it is hard to come up with RCF types that do
not share any values with type Un, a property we want for our Private type. Perhaps
unintuitively, it is not enough that a type is not public and not tainted to make it disjoint
from Un (e.g., > → > is not public and not tainted, still λx : >. x and λx : Un. x are
two syntactically equal values that inhabit > → > and Un → Un respectively). A final
observation is that, in RCF∀∧∨, in an inconsistent environment (E ` false) all types are
equivalent and all values inhabit all types. This means that Private being disjoint from
Un is relative to the formulas in the environment.
Encoding type Private
{C} , {x : unit | C} x /∈ free(C)
PrivateC , {f : {C} → Un | ∃x. f = λy : {C}. assert C;x}
Private , Privatefalse
We therefore encode a more general type PrivateC , read “private unless C”. The values
in this type are not known to the attacker, unless the formula C is entailed by the
environment6. Intuitively, if the attacker would know a value of this type, then he could
call it (values of type PrivateC have to be functions), which would exercise the assert C
and invalidate the safety of the system, unless C can be derived from the formula log.
Type PrivateC resembles a singleton type, in that it contains only values of a very specific
form. We use an existential quantifier over values to ensure that there are infinitely many
values of this type. The type Private is obtained as Privatefalse.
3.4.4. Typing Values and Expressions
The main judgments of the type system are E ` M : T , which states that value M has
type T , and E ` A : T , stating that expression A returns a value of type T . These two
judgments are mutually-inductively defined. We first list the rules of each judgment,
and then we explain the some of the ones that are new with respect to [BBF+08].
Typing values E `M : T
(Val Var)
E `  (x : T ) ∈ E
E ` x : T
(Val Subsum)
E `M : T E ` T <: T ′
E `M : T ′
(Val Refine)
E `M : T E ` C{M/x}
E `M : {x : T | C}
(Val Lam)
E, x : T ` A : U
E ` λx : T.A : (x : T → U)
(Val TLam*)
E,α ` A : T
E ` Λα.A : ∀α. T
(Val Pair)
E `M1 : T1 E `M2 : T2{M1/x}
E ` (M1,M2) : (x : T1 ∗ T2)
6The type PrivateC also appears naturally when reasoning about security despite compromised partic-
ipants [BGHM09].
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(Val And*)
E `M : T E `M : U
E `M : T ∧ U
(Val For 1*)
E `M{T˜ /α˜} : V
E ` for α˜ in T˜ ; U˜ . M : V
(Val For 2*)
E `M{U˜/α˜} : V
E ` for α˜ in T˜ ; U˜ . M : V
(Val Fold)
E `M : T{µα. T/α} E ` µα. T
E ` foldµα. T M : µα. T
(Val Unit)
E ` 
E ` () : unit
(Val Inl)
E `M : T
E ` inl M : T + U
(Val Inr)
E `M : U
E ` inr M : T + U
Rule (Val And*) allows us to give value M an intersection type T ∧ U , if we can give
M both type T and type U . As discovered by Davies and Pfenning [DP00] the value
restriction is crucial for the soundness of this introduction rule in the presence of side-
effects (also see §3.9). Also, unrelated to the value restriction, this rule is not very useful
on its own: since we are in a calculus with typing annotations, it is hard to give one
annotated value two different types. For instance, if we want to give the identity function
type (Private→Private)∧ (Un→Un) we need to annotate the argument with type Private
(i.e., λx:Private. x) in order to give it type Private→Private, but then we cannot give this
value type Un→Un. Following Pierce [Pie91,Pie97] and Reynolds [Rey96] we use the for
construct to explicitly alternate type annotations. For instance, the identity function
of type (Private→Private) ∧ (Un→Un) can be written as (for α in Private; Un. λx:α. x).
By rule (Val For 1*) we can give this value type Private→Private if we can give value
λx:Private. x the same type, which is trivial. Similarly, by (Val For 2*) we can give the
for value type Un→Un, so by (Val And*) we can give it the desired intersection type.
Typing expressions E ` A : T
(Exp Appl)
E `M : (x : T → U) E ` N : T
E `M N : U{N/x}
(Exp Inst*)
E `M : ∀α.U
E `M〈T 〉 : U{T/α}
(Exp Subsum)
E ` A : T E ` T <: T ′
E ` A : T ′
(Exp If*)
E `M : T1 E ` N : T2 ` T1 ## T2 ; C
E, x : T1 ∧ T2, {x = M ∧M = N ∧ C} ` A : U E, {M 6= N} ` B : U
E ` if M = N as x then A else B : U
(Exp Case*)
E `M : T1 ∨ T2 E, x : T1 ` A : U E, x : T2 ` A : U
E ` case x = M : T1 ∨ T2 in A : U
(Exp Assert)
E ` C
E ` assert C : unit
(Exp Let)
E ` A : T E, x : T ` B : U x /∈ fv(U)
E ` let x = A in B : U
(Exp Assume)
E `  free(C) ⊆ dom(E)
E ` assume C : { : unit | C}
(Exp Res)
E, a l T ` A : U a /∈ fn(U)
E ` (νa l T )A : U
(Exp Send)
E `M : T (a l T ) ∈ E
E ` a!M : unit
(Exp Recv)
E `  (a l T ) ∈ E
E ` a? : T
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(Exp Split)
E `M : (x : T ∗ U)
E, x : T, y : U, {(x, y) = M} ` A : V
{x, y} ∩ fv(V ) = ∅
E ` let (x, y) = M in A : V
(Exp Match)
E `M : T1 + T2
E, x : T1, {inl x = M} ` A : U x /∈ fv(U)
E, y : T2, {inr y = M} ` B : U y /∈ fv(U)
E ` match M with inl x⇒ A | inr y ⇒ B : U
(Exp Unfold)
E `M : µα. T
E ` unfoldµα. T M : T{µα. T/α}
(Exp Fork)
E, {A2} ` A1 : T E, {A1} ` A2 : U
E ` (A1  A2) : U
The rule for type-checking A1  A2, relies on an auxiliary function that extracts the
top-level formulas from A2 for type-checking A1 and vice-versa. The function A returns
the conjunction of each formula C occurring in a top-level assume C in A, with restricted
names existentially quantified.
Formula extraction
assume C = C A  B = A ∧B A = true, otherwise
(νa l T )A = ∃a. A let x = A in B = A
Union Types are introduced by subtyping (T1 is a subtype of T1∨T2 for any well-formed
type T2), and eliminated by a case x = M : T1∨T2 in A expression [Pie91] using the (Exp
Case*) rule.7 Given a value M of type T1∨T2, we do not know in general whether M is of
type T1 or of type T2, so we have to type-check A under each of these assumptions. This
is useful when type-checking code interacting with the attacker. For instance, suppose
that a party receives a value encrypted with a public-key that is used by honest parties
to encrypt messages of type T (as in the protocol from §3.2). After decryption, the
obtained plaintext is given type T ∨Un since it might come from a honest party as well
as from the attacker. We have thus to type-check the remaining code twice, once under
the assumption that x is of type T , and once assuming that x is of type Un.
The rule (Exp If*) exploits intersection types for strengthening the type of the values
tested for equality in the conditional if M = N as x then A else B. If M is of type T1
and N is of type T2, then we type-check A under the assumption that x = M ∧ M = N ,
and x is of type T1 ∧ T2. This corresponds to a type-cast that is always safe, since the
conditional succeeds only if M is syntactically equal to N , in which case the common
value has indeed both the type of M and the type of N . This is useful for type-checking
the symbolic implementations of digital signatures (see §3.6.2) and zero-knowledge (see
§3.7). Additionally, if the equality test of the conditional succeeds then the types T1 and
T2 are not disjoint. However, certain types such as Un and Private have common values
only if the environment is inconsistent (i.e., E ` false). Therefore, when comparing
7As pointed out by Dunfield and Pfenning [DP04] eliminating union types for expressions that are not
in evaluation contexts is unsound in the presence of non-determinism (this is further discussed in
§3.9).
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values of disjoint types it is safe to add false to the environment when type-checking
A, which makes checking A always succeed. Intuitively, if T1 and T2 are disjoint the
conditional cannot succeed, so the expression A will not be executed. This idea has
been applied in [AB03] for verifying secrecy properties of nonce handshakes, but later
disappeared in the more advanced type systems for authorization policies.
Non-disjointness of types (*) ` T ## U ; C
(ND Private Un)
fv(C) = ∅
` PrivateC ## Un ; C
(ND True)
` T1 ## T2 ; true
(ND Sym)
` T2 ## T1 ; C
` T1 ## T2 ; C
(ND Refine)
` T1 ## T2 ; C
` {x : T1 | C1} ## T2 ; C
(ND Rec)
` (T{α/µα. T}) ## (U{β/µβ. U}) ; C
` (µα. T ) ## (µβ.U) ; C
(ND Pair)
` T1 ## U1 ; C1 ` T2 ## U2 ; C2
` (T1 ∗ T2) ## (U1 ∗ U2) ; C1 ∧ C2
(ND Sum)
` T1 ## U1 ; C1 ` T2 ## U2 ; C2
` (T1 + T2) ## (U1 + U2) ; (C1 ∨ C2)
(ND And)
` T1 ## U ; C1 ` T2 ## U ; C2
` (T1 ∧ T2) ## U ; C1 ∧ C2
(ND Or)
` T1 ## U ; C1 ` T2 ## U ; C2
` (T1 ∨ T2) ## U ; C1 ∨ C2
We take this idea a lot further: we inductively define a ternary relation, which relates
two types with a logical formula. If ` T1 ## T2 ; C holds then any environment E in
which T1 and T2 have a common value, has to entail the condition C (i.e., E ` C). The
base case of this relation is ` PrivateC ## Un ; C, in particular ` Private ## Un ; false.
We call two types provably disjoint if ` T1 ## T2 ; C for some formula C that logically
entails false, so Private and Un are provably disjoint. Intuitively, two provably disjoint
types have common values only in an inconsistent environment.
The other inductive rules lift the NonDisj relation to refinement, pair, sum, recursive,
union, and intersection types. We explain two of them in terms of provable disjointness.
In order to show that two (non-dependent) pair types (T1∗T2) and (U1∗U2) are provably
disjoint, we apply rule (ND Pair) and we need to show that T1 and U1 are provably
disjoint, or that T2 and U2 are provably disjoint (a conjunction is false if at least one of
the conjuncts is false). On the other hand, in order to show that two sum types (T1+T2)
and (U1 + U2) are disjoint using (ND Sum) we need to show both that T1 and U1 are
disjoint and that T2 and U2 are disjoint.
To illustrate the expressivity of this definition we consider a type for binary trees:
tree〈α〉 , µβ. α+(α∗β∗β). Each node in the tree is either a leaf or has two children, and
both kind of nodes store some information of type α. We can show that tree〈Private〉 and
tree〈Un〉 are provably disjoint. By (ND Rec) we need to show that the unfolded types
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Private+(Private∗ tree〈Private〉∗ tree〈Private〉) and Un+(Un∗ tree〈Un〉∗ tree〈Un〉) are dis-
joint. By (ND Sum) we need to show both that Private and Un are disjoint, which is im-
mediate by (ND Private Un), and that the pair types (Private∗tree〈Private〉∗tree〈Private〉)
and (Un ∗ tree〈Un〉 ∗ tree〈Un〉) are disjoint. For the latter, by (ND Pair) it suffices to
show that the types of the first components of the pair are disjoint, which follows again
by (ND Private Un).
Finally, we remark that the property we called provable disjointness in this section is a
tractable (mostly syntax-directed) approximation for the real disjointness of types. This
approximation is formally proven sound in Theorem 3.5 from §3.5.
3.5. Results of the Formalization
We have formalized the metatheory of RCF∀∧∨ in the Coq proof assistant [Coq09]. We
achieve this by defining Formal-RCF∀∧∨, a core calculus where terms are encoded using a
locally nameless representation [Gor93,ACP+08]: free variables, free type variables and
free RCF names are represented in a named way, while bound variables, bound type
variables and bound names are represented using de Bruijn indices [dB72]. Each alpha-
equivalence class has thus a unique representation, avoiding the difficulties associated
with alpha-renaming. Besides the formalization of binders, the only other difference
between Formal-RCF∀∧∨ and RCF∀∧∨ is that in Formal-RCF
∀
∧∨ all type annotations from
values, expressions and formulas are erased.
Type erasure for selected values and expressionsTλx : T.AU = v lam (closex TAU) TΛα.AU = v tlam TAUTfor α˜ in T˜ ; U˜ . MU = TMU TM〈T 〉U = e inst TMUTcase x = M : T ∨ U in AU = e let TMU (closex TAU)
While this erasure process is straightforward, it is crucial for the soundness of the type
system that the operational semantics and authorization logic work on erased values.
The following type derivation illustrates this aspect.
∅ `M{T1/α} : T ∅ |= M{T1/α} = M{T1/α}
∅ `M{T1/α} : {x : T | x = M{T1/α}}
∅ ` for α in T1;T2. M : {x : T | x = M{T1/α}}
It uses the (Val Refine) rule to give M{T1/α} a singleton type, and then the (Val For
1*) rule to give the same singleton type to the value (for α in T1;T2. M). The only way
this can possibly work is because the logic equates M{T1/α} and (for α in T1;T2. M), by
working on values where all type annotations and the for construct for type annotation
alternation are completely erased. So in our setting the main motivation for doing type
erasure is not efficiency, but the soundness of the type system.
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Another benefit of doing type erasure is that it makes Formal-RCF∀∧∨ very close to the
original RCF [BBF+08], which is also extrinsically typed. In particular the operational
semantics of Formal-RCF∀∧∨8 corresponds directly to the one of the original RCF, which
is defined in terms of a heating relation that allows for syntactic rearrangements of
concurrent expressions (eV e′) and a standard reduction relation (e→ e′). To prevent
confusion, in the following we use e to stand for the expressions, v for the values, and F
for the formulas of Formal-RCF∀∧∨.
As advertised by Aydemir et al. [ACP+08], in our core language the inductive rules
are defined using cofinite quantification. This yields strong induction and inversion
principles for the relations of the system, and obviates the need for reasoning about
alpha-equivalence.
Two of the rules using cofinite quantification
∀a 6∈ L. opena e1 V opena e2
e new e1 V e new e2
∀α /∈ L. E, α  e : openα T
E  v tlam e : t univ T
When applying such a rule forwards, one has to choose a finite set L of avoided names
(for instance the domain of E), and then has to prove the premise of the rule for an
arbitrary name that is not in the set L. This provides a stronger induction principle,
since for these rules the induction hypothesis will hold for all names except those in some
finite set L, rather than just for a single name.
We have proved that the typing judgments of RCF∀∧∨ are preserved by type erasure. This
proof relies on standard [ACP+08] renaming lemmas for the Formal-RCF∀∧∨ judgments
(we use  to denote Formal-RCF∀∧∨ judgments).
Lemma 3.1 (Renaming for E  e : T ).
If x, y /∈ dom(E) ∪ fv(e, T ) and E, x : U  openx e : T then E, y : U  openy e : T
Theorem 3.2 (Adequacy of RCF∀∧∨ Type System).
For all typing judgments J , if E ` J then TEU  TJ U.
The main result we have proved for the type system is that well-typed expressions are
robustly safe. As in [BBF+08], the property follows from the subject-reduction property
of the type system. We also list a couple of important lemmas and theorems used in the
proof. The high-level structure of our proofs is similar to the one of our proofs for the
spi-calculus (§2.5).
Lemma 3.3 (Inconsistent Environment). If E  false, E  T and free(e) ⊆ dom(E)
then E  e : T .
8Note that while Formal-RCF∀∧∨ has an operational semantics of its own, RCF
∀
∧∨ is only given semantics
by translation into Formal-RCF∀∧∨ (i.e., type erasure).
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Lemma 3.4 (Transitivity of Subtyping). If E  T1 <: T2 and E  T2 <: T3 then
E  T1 <: T3.
Theorem 3.5 (Non-disjoint). If  NonDisj T1 T2 ; F and v is a closed value so that
E  v : T1 and E  v : T2, then E  F .
Theorem 3.6 (Reduction Preserves Types). If fv(e) = ∅, E  e : T , and e → e′ then
E  e′ : T .
Definition 3.7 (Safety). A closed expression e is safe if and only if, in all evaluations
of e, all assertions succeed.
Theorem 3.8 (Safety). If ∅  e : T then e is safe.
Definition 3.9 (Opponent). An opponent is an expression e that does not contain
asserts, free variables or names.
Definition 3.10 (Robust Safety). An expression e is robustly safe if the application O e
is safe for any opponent O.
Theorem 3.11 (Robust Safety for Formal-RCF∀∧∨).
If ∅  e : TUnU then e is robustly safe.
Corollary 3.12 (Robust Safety for RCF∀∧∨).
If ∅ ` A : Un then TAU is robustly safe.
In a similar way to the definition of robust secrecy of Bengtson et al. [BBF+08] (which
is, however, a property of contexts, not of values), we define a notion of robustly private
values.
Definition 3.13 (Robustly Private Values). We call a value v robustly private in e unless
C if free(v, e) = ∅ and the pair expression (e, λx. if x = v then assert C) is robustly safe.
Intuitively, a robustly private value is not known to the attacker, since if the attacker
would somehow produce or obtain such a value, he could pass it as an argument to the
lambda abstraction causing the conditional to succeed and the assert to be triggered.
It is very easy to show using Theorem 3.11 (Robust Safety) that every value of type
PrivateC is robustly private in e unless C, for any well-typed expression e.
Theorem 3.14 (Value of Type Private ⇒ Robustly Private). If ∅  v : TPrivateCU and
∅  e : TUnU then v is robustly private in e unless C.
The proof of these theorems was formalized in the Coq proof assistant [Coq09], together
with most of the necessary lemmas. The only notable exception is Theorem 3.2 (Ade-
quacy of Surface Syntax), which is proved by hand. Adequacy proofs are usually done by
hand, since formal and informal definitions (e.g. the “variable convention” in our surface
syntax) are in general impossible to relate formally. We remark that although the proofs
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of some helper lemmas are not assert-free, our formal proofs are done in greater detail
than similar published paper proofs [BBF+08,BBF+11,BHM08c]
At the moment, our Coq formalization9 totals more than 14kLOC,10 out of which more
than 1.5kLOC are just definitions. We used Ott [SNO+10] to generate a large part of
these definitions from a 1kLOC long Ott specification, but for the more complex rules
we often needed to patch the output of Ott. We used LNgen [AW10] to generate an
additional 25kLOC of infrastructure lemmas, which proved invaluable when working
with the locally nameless representation.
During the formalization we found and fixed three problems in the paper proofs for
the original RCF [BBF+08]. First, the “Public Down/Tainted Up” lemma was applying
“Bound Weakening” in the wrong direction in the arrow type case, disregarding con-
travariance. Fixing this problem was easy, and only required proving a new lemma
for replacing tainted bounds. Second, in the original RCF opponents can contain free
names, so the proof of Theorem 3.11 (Robust Safety) used Theorem 3.8 (Safety) for a
non-empty environment; however, safety was proved only for empty environments. We
fixed this by not allowing the opponents to contain free names, since they can already
generate names using the (νa l T )A expression.
Lemma 3.15 (Replacing Tainted Bounds).
If E, x : T ′, E′ ` U :: k, and E ` T , and E ` T ′ :: tnt then E, x : T,E′ ` U :: k.
Finally, the proof of the “Strengthening” lemma in the original RCF [BBF+08], and also
in other refinement type systems for security [BHM08c], is wrong, and the status of the
lemma in its original form is still unclear.
Claim 3.16 (Strengthening).
If E,µ,E′ ` J and dom(µ) ∩ (free(E′) ∪ free(J )) = ∅ and E,E′ ` forms(µ), then
E,E′ ` J .
The proof is claimed to be by induction on the depth of the derivation of E,µ,E′ ` J ,
however, in the (Exp Subsum) case the induction does not go through. In this case we
know that E,µ,E′ ` A : T and E,µ,E′ ` T <: T ′, and need to show that E,E′ ` A : T ′.
Additionally we know that dom(µ) ∩ (free(E′) ∪ free(A, T ′)) = ∅ and E,E′ ` forms(µ).
However, in order to apply the induction hypothesis for E,µ,E′ ` A : T we would need
as a freshness condition that dom(µ) ∩ free(T ) = ∅, which we do not know since T and
T ′ do not necessarily share the same free variables and names. The solution the RCF
authors proposed is to weaken the claim of the lemma to only cover type variable and
“anonymous” variable bindings (which in our work we replaced by formula bindings).
This is enough for the other results to go through, while avoiding the problems with the
freshness condition.
9http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/F5/
10All code size figures include whitespace and comments.
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3.6. Implementation of Symbolic Cryptography
In contrast to process calculi for cryptographic protocols [AG99, AF01], RCF∀∧∨ does
not have any built-in construct to model cryptography. Cryptographic primitives are
instead encoded using a dynamic sealing mechanism [Mor73], which is based on stan-
dard RCF∀∧∨ constructs. The resulting symbolic cryptographic libraries are type-checked
using the regular typing rules. The main advantage is that, adding a new primitive to
the library does not involve changes in the calculus or in the soundness proofs: one has
just to find a well-typed encoding of the desired cryptographic primitive. In addition,
Backes et al. have recently [BMU10] shown that sealing-based libraries for asymmetric
cryptography are computationally sound and semantically equivalent to the more tradi-
tional Dolev-Yao libraries based on datatype constructors. §3.6.1 overviews the dynamic
sealing mechanism used in [BBF+08] to encode symbolic cryptography, while §3.6.2 and
§3.6.3 show how our expressive type system can be used to improve this encoding and
extend the class of supported protocols.
3.6.1. Dynamic Sealing
The notion of dynamic sealing was initially introduced by Morris [Mor73] as a protection
mechanism for programs. Later, Sumii and Pierce [SP03, SP07] studied the semantics
of dynamic sealing in a λ-calculus, observing a close correspondence with symmetric
encryption. So the original spi-calculus [AG99], which baked in symmetric encryption,
can essentially be seen as the pi-calculus [Mil99] with dynamic sealing.
In RCF [BBF+08] seals are encoded using pairs, functions, references and lists. A seal
is a pair of a sealing function and an unsealing function, having type:
Seal 〈T 〉 = (T → Un) ∗ (Un→ T ).
The sealing function takes as input a value M of type T and returns a fresh value N
of type Un, after adding the pair (M,N) to a secret list that is stored in a reference.
The unsealing function takes as input a value N of type Un, scans the list in search of a
pair (M,N), and returns M . Only the sealing function and the unsealing function can
access this secret list. In RCF, each key-pair is (symbolically) implemented by means
of a seal. In the case of public-key cryptography, for instance, the sealing function is
used for encrypting, the unsealing function is used for decrypting, and the sealed value
N represents the ciphertext.
Let us take a look at the type Seal 〈T 〉. If T is neither public nor tainted, as is usually
the case for symmetric-key cryptography, neither the sealing function nor the unsealing
function are public, meaning that the symmetric key is kept secret. If T is tainted but not
public, as usually the case for public-key encryption, the sealing function is public but the
unsealing function is not, meaning that the encryption key may be given to the adversary
but the decryption key is kept secret. If T is public but not tainted, as typically the
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case for digital signatures, the sealing function is not public and the unsealing function
is public, meaning that the signing key is kept secret but the verification key may be
given to the adversary.
Although this unified interpretation of cryptography as sealing and unsealing functions
is conceptually appealing, it actually exhibits some undesired side-effects when modeling
asymmetric cryptography. If the type of a signed message is not public, then the verifi-
cation key is not public either and cannot be given to the adversary. This is unrealistic,
since in most cases verification keys are public even if the message to be signed is not
(as in DAA, see §3.7.1). Moreover, if the type of a message encrypted with a public key
is not tainted, then the public key is not public and cannot be given to the adversary.
This may be problematic, for instance, when modeling authentication protocols based
on public keys as the NSL protocol (see §3.2), where the type of the encrypted messages
is neither public nor tainted.
3.6.2. Digital Signatures
In this section, we focus on digital signatures and show how union and intersection types
can be used to solve the aforementioned problems. The signing key consists of the seal
itself and is given type SigKey〈T 〉 , Seal 〈T 〉, as in the original RCF library [BBF+08].
The verification key, instead, is encoded as a function that (i) takes the signature x and
the signed message t as input; (ii) calls the unsealing function to retrieve the message y
bound to x in the secret list; and (iii) returns y if y is equal to t and fails otherwise. In
this encoding, the verifier has to know the signed message in order to verify the signature.
This is reasonable as, for efficiency reasons, one usually signs a hash of the message as
opposed to the message in plain.
Symbolic implementation of signing-verification key pair
mkSigPair : ∀α. unit→ SigKey〈α〉 ∗ VerKey〈α〉
mkSigPair = Λα. λu : unit.
let (seal , unseal) = mkSeal 〈α〉 in
let vk = λx : Un. for β in >; Un. λt : β.
if t = (unseal x) as z then z else failwith “verification failed”
in (seal , vk)
The type VerKey〈T 〉 of a verification key is defined as Un→ ((x : > → {y : T | x = y})∧
(Un→ Un)). The verification key takes the signature of type Un as first argument. The
second part of this type is an intersection of two types: The type x : > → {y : T | x = y}
is used to type-check honest callers: the signed message x has any type (top type) and
the message y returned by the unsealing function has the stronger type T , which means
that the unsealing function casts the type of the signed message from > down to T . This
is safe since the sealing function is not public and can only be used to sign messages
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of type T . The type Un → Un makes VerKey〈T 〉 always public.11 Hence, in contrast
to [BBF+08], we can reason about protocols where the signing key is used to sign private
messages while the verification key is public (e.g., in DAA [BCC04]). Finally, we present
the typed interface of the functions to create and check signatures:
sign : ∀α. (xsk : SigKey〈α〉 → α→ Un) ∧ Un
check : ∀α. (xvk : VerKey〈α〉 → Un→ >→ α) ∧ Un
We type-check sign and check twice, to give them intersection types whose right-hand side
is Un. While making these functions available to the adversary is not strictly necessary
(the attacker can directly use the signing and verification keys to which he has access),
this is convenient for the encoding of zero-knowledge we describe in §3.7 (dishonest
verifier cases).
3.6.3. Public-Key Encryption
For public-key encryption we simply use a seal of type Seal 〈T ∨ Un〉, i.e., PrivKey〈T 〉 ,
Seal 〈T ∨ Un〉 and PubKey〈T 〉 , (T ∨ Un) → Un. This allows us to obtain the types
described in §3.2.2. In contrast to [BBF+08], the encryption key is always public, even
if the type T of the encrypted message is not tainted.12
3.7. Encoding of Zero-knowledge
This section describes how we automatically generate the symbolic implementation of
non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, starting from a high-level specification. Intu-
itively, this implementation resembles an oracle that provides three operations: one for
creating zero-knowledge proofs, one for verifying such proofs, and one for obtaining
the public values used to create the proofs. Some of the values used to create a zero-
knowledge proof are revealed by the proof to the verifier and to any eavesdropper, while
the others (which we call witnesses) are kept secret. A zero-knowledge proof does not
reveal any information about these witnesses, other than the validity of the statement
being proved.
3.7.1. Illustrative Example: Simplified DAA-sign
We are going to illustrate our technique on a simplified variant of the Direct Anonymous
Attestation (DAA) protocol [BCC04]. This simplified variant of the protocol was also
considered in §2.2. The goal of the DAA protocol is to enable the TPM to sign arbitrary
messages and to send them to an entity called the verifier in such a way that the verifier
11A type of the form Un → (T1 ∧ T2) is public if T1 or T2 are public, and in our case T2 = Un → Un is
public.
12A type of the form (T1 ∨ T2)→ Un is public if T1 or T2 is tainted, and in our case T2 = Un is tainted.
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will only learn that a valid TPM signed that message, but without revealing the TPM’s
identity. The DAA protocol is composed of two sub-protocols: the join protocol and
the DAA-signing protocol. The join protocol allows a TPM to obtain a certificate xcert
from an entity called the issuer. This certificate is just a signature on the TPM’s secret
identifier xf . The DAA-signing protocol enables a TPM to authenticate a message ym
by proving to the verifier the knowledge of a valid certificate, but without revealing the
TPM’s identifier or the certificate. In this section, we focus on the DAA-signing protocol
and we assume that the TPM has already completed the join protocol and received the
certificate from the issuer. In the DAA-signing protocol the TPM sends to the verifier a
zero-knowledge proof.
TPM Verifier
assume Send(xf , ym)
zkdaa (xf ,xcert ,yvki ,ym) //
assert Authenticate(ym)
The TPM proves the knowledge of a certificate xcert of its identifier xf that can be
verified with the verification key yvki of the issuer. Note that although the payload
message ym does not occur in the statement, the proof guarantees non-malleability so
an attacker cannot change ym without redoing the proof. Before sending the zero-
knowledge proof, the TPM assumes Send(xf , ym). After verifying the zero-knowledge
proof, the verifier asserts Authenticate(ym). The authorization policy we consider for the
DAA-sign protocol is
assume ∀xf , xcert , ym. Send(xf , ym) ∧ OkTPM(xf )⇒ Authenticate(ym)
where the predicate OkTPM(xf ) is assumed by the issuer before signing xf .
3.7.2. High-level Specification
Our high-level specification of non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs is similar in spirit
to the symbolic representation of zero-knowledge proofs in a process calculus [BMU08,
BHM08c]. For a specification the user needs to provide: (1) variables representing the
witnesses and public values of the proof, (2) a Boolean formula over these variables
representing the statement of the proof, (3) types for the variables, and, if desired, (4)
a promise, i.e., a logical formula that is conveyed by the proof only if the prover is
honest.
High-level specification of simplified DAA
zkdef daa =
witness = [xf : Tvki , xcert : Un]
matched = [yvki : VerKey〈Tvki〉]
public = [ym : Un]
statement = [xf = check〈Tvki〉 yvki xcert xf ]
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promise = [Send(xf , ym)]
where Tvki = {zf : Private | OkTPM(zf )}
Variables. The variables xf and xcert stand for witnesses. The value of yvki is matched
against the signature verification key of the issuer, which is already known to the verifier
of the zero-knowledge proof. The payload message ym is returned to the verifier of the
proof, so it is public.
Statement. The statement conveyed by a zero-knowledge proof is in general a positive
Boolean formula over equality checks. In our simplified DAA example this is just xf =
check〈Tvki〉 yvki xcert xf .
Types. The user also needs to provide types for the variables. The DAA-sign proto-
col does not preserve the secrecy of the signed message, so ym has type Un. On the
other hand, the TPM identifier xf is given a secret and untainted type Tvki = {zf :
Private | OkTPM(zf )}. This type ensures that xf is not known to the attacker and that
the predicate OkTPM(xf ) holds. The verification key of the issuer is used to check signed
messages of type Tvki , so it is given type VerKey〈Tvki〉. Finally the certificate xcert is a
signature, so it has type Un. Even though it has type Un, it would break the anonymity
of the user to make the certificate a public value, since the verifier could then always
distinguish if two consecutive requests come from the same user or not.
Promise. The user can additionally specify a promise: an arbitrary authorization logic
formula that holds in the typing environment of the prover. If the statement is strong
enough to identify the prover as an honest (type-checked) protocol participant (signature
proofs of knowledge such as DAA-signing have this property [BCC04, LHH+07]), then
the promise can be safely transmitted to the typing environment of the verifier. In the
DAA example we have the promise Send(xf , ym), since this predicate holds in the typing
environment of a honest TPM.
3.7.3. Automatic Code Generation
We automatically generate both a typed interface and a symbolic implementation for
the oracle corresponding to a zero-knowledge specification.
Generated typed interface for simplified DAA
createdaa : Tdaa ∨ Un→ Un publicdaa : Un→ Un
verifydaa : Un→ ((yvki : VerKey〈Tvki〉 → Udaa) ∧ Un→ Un)
where Tdaa = yvki : VerKey〈Tvki〉 ∗ ym : Un ∗ xf : Tvki ∗ xcert : Un ∗ {Send(xf , ym)}
and Udaa = {ym : Un | ∃xf , xcert . OkTPM(xf ) ∧ Send(xf , ym)}
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The generated interface for DAA contains three functions that share a hidden seal of
type Tdaa ∨Un. The function createdaa is used to create zero-knowledge proofs. It takes
as argument a tuple containing values for all variables of the proof, or an argument
of type Un if it is called by the adversary. In case a protocol participant calls this
function, we check that the values have the specified types. Additionally, we check that
the promise Send(xf , ym) holds in the typing environment of the prover. The returned
zero-knowledge proof is given type Un so that it can be sent over the public network.
The function publicdaa is used to read the public values of a proof, so it takes as input
the sealed proof of type Un and returns ym, also at type Un.
The function verifydaa is used for verifying zero-knowledge proofs. Because of the second
part of the intersection type, this function can be called by the attacker, in which case
it returns a value of type Un. When called by a protocol participant, however, it takes
as argument a candidate zero-knowledge proof of type Un and the verification key of
the issuer with type VerKey〈Tdaa〉. On successful verification, verifydaa returns ym, the
only public variable, but with a stronger type than in publicdaa . The function guarantees
that the formula ∃xf , xcert . OkTPM(xf ) ∧ Send(xf , ym) holds, where the witnesses are
existentially quantified. The first conjunct, OkTPM(xf ), guarantees that if verification
succeeds then the statement indeed holds, no matter what the origin of the proof is. This
predicate is automatically extracted from the return type of the check〈Tvki〉 function (see
§3.6.2). The second conjunct Send(xf , ym) is the promise of the proof.
The generated implementation for this interface creates a fresh seal kdaa for values of
type Tdaa ∨ Un. The sealing function of kdaa is directly used to implement the createdaa
function. The unsealing function of kdaa is used to implement the publicdaa and verifydaa
functions. The implementation of publicdaa is very simple: since the zero-knowledge
proof is just a sealed value, publicdaa unseals it and returns ym. The witnesses are
discarded, and the validity of the statement is not checked.
The implementation of the verifydaa function is more interesting. This function takes
a candidate zero-knowledge proof z of type Un as input, and a value for the matched
variable yvki . Since the type of verifydaa contains an intersection type we use a for
construct to introduce this intersection type. If the proof is verified by the attacker we
can assume that the yvki has type Un and need to type the return value to Un. On the
other hand, if the proof is verified by a protocol participant we can assume that yvki has
the type VerKey〈Tvki〉. In general, it is the strong types of the matched values that allow
us to guarantee the strong types of the returned public values, as well as the promise.
Generated symbolic implementation for simplified DAA
verifydaa = λz : Un.
for α in Un; VerKey〈Tvki〉. λy′vki : α.
let z′ = (snd kdaa) z in (1)
case z′′ = z′ : Un ∨ Tdaa in (2)
let (yvki , ym, xf , xcert , ) = z
′′ in (3)
if yvki = y
′
vki as y
′′
vki then (4)
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if xf = check〈Tvki〉 y′′vki xcert xf then ym (5)
else failwith “statement not valid”
else failwith “yvki does not match”
The generated verifydaa function performs the following five steps: (1) it unseals z using
“snd kdaa” and obtains z
′; (2) since z′ has a union type, it does case analysis on it, and
assigns its value to z′′; (3) it splits the tuple z′′ into the public values (yvki and ym)
and the witnesses (xf and xcert). (4) it tests if the matched variable yvki is equal to the
argument y′vki , and in case of success assigns the value to the variable y
′′
vki – since y
′′
vki
has a stronger type than y′vki and yvki we use this new variable to stand for yvki in the
following; (5) it tests if the statement is true by applying the check〈Tvki〉 function, and
checking the result for equality with the value of xf . In general, this last step is slightly
complicated by the fact that the statement can contain conjunctions and disjunctions,
so we use decision trees. However, for the DAA example the decision tree has a trivial
structure with only one node.
Since the automatically generated implementation of zero-knowledge proofs relies on
types and formulas provided by the user, which may both be wrong, the generated
implementation is not guaranteed to fulfill its interface. We use our type-checker to check
whether this is indeed the case. If type-checking the generated code against its interface
succeeds, then this code can be safely used in protocol implementations. Note that
because of the for and case constructs the body of verifydaa is type-checked four times,
corresponding to the following four scenarios: honest prover / honest verifier, honest
prover / dishonest verifier, dishonest prover / honest verifier, and dishonest prover /
dishonest verifier. In DAA the most interesting case is dishonest prover / honest verifier,
when z′′ and hence xf are given type Un, while the result of the signature verification is
of type Tvki . Since ` {zf : Private | OkTPM(zf )} ## Un ; false by rules (ND Refine) and
(ND Private Un), false is added to the environment in which ym is type-checked. The
variable ym has type Un in this environment, but since this environment is inconsistent
ym can also be given type Udaa .
3.8. Implementation
We have implemented a complete tool-chain for RCF∀∧∨: it includes a type-checker for
the type system described in §3.4, the automatic code generator for zero-knowledge
described in §3.7, an interpreter, and a visual debugger.
The type-checker supports an extended syntax with respect to the one from §3.3, includ-
ing: a simple module system, algebraic data types, recursive functions, type definitions,
and mutable references. We use first-order logic with equality as the authorization logic
and the type-checker invokes the Z3 SMT solver [dMB08] to discharge proof obligations.
The type-checker performed very well in our experiments: it type-checks all our symbolic
libraries and samples totaling more than 1.5kLOC in around 12 seconds, on a normal
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laptop. The type-checker produces an XML log file containing the complete type deriva-
tion in case of success, and a partial derivation that leads to the typing error in case of
failure. This can be inspected using our visualizer to easily detect and fix flaws in the
protocol implementation. The type-checker also performs very limited type inference:
it can infer the instantiation of some polymorphic functions from the type of the argu-
ments, however, the user has to provide all the other typing annotations – we would like
to improve the amount of type inference in the future (see §4.2.5 for a discussion).
The type-checker, the code generator for zero-knowledge, and the interpreter are
command-line tools implemented in F#, while the graphical user interfaces of the visual
debugger and the visualizer for type derivations are specified using WPF (Windows Pre-
sentation Foundation). The type-checker consists of around 2.5kLOC, while the whole
tool-chain has over 5kLOC. All the tools and samples are available online13.
3.9. Related Work on Unions and Intersections
The for construct for explicitly alternating type annotations was introduced by
Pierce [Pie91, Pie97] as a generalization of an idea Reynolds [Rey96] used in Forsythe
for giving intersection types to annotated lambda abstractions of the form λx:τ1..τn. e.
In a Church-style system, however, the for construct does not have a clear operational
semantics. Compagnoni [Com97] gives an operational semantics to function application
expressions of the form ((for α in T ;U. λx:V. e1) e2) by pushing the application inside
the for – i.e., this expression reduces in one step to (for α in T ;U. ((λx:V. e2) e2)). It is
unclear if this can be generalized to anything other than function applications. More-
over, this reduction rule does not respect the value restriction for the introduction of
intersection types (our rule (Val And*) in §3.4). As discovered by Davies and Pfen-
ning [DP00] the value restriction on intersection introduction is crucial for soundness
in the presence of side-effects. The counterexample they give is in fact very similar to
the one used to illustrate the unsoundness of ML, in the absence of the value restric-
tion, due to the interaction of polymorphism with side-effects [HL]. Moreover, Davies
and Pfenning [DP00] observed that some standard distributivity laws of subtyping are
unsound in a setting with side-effects, since they basically allow one to circumvent the
value restriction. We obtain all the benefits of the for construct in RCF∀∧∨, but erase it
completely when translating values into Formal-RCF∀∧∨, and use the value restriction on
both levels to ensure soundness.
The case construct for eliminating union types was introduced by Pierce [Pie91] as a way
to make type-checking more efficient, by asking the programmer to annotate the position
in the code where union elimination should occur. Dunfield and Pfenning [DP04] later
pointed out that unrestricted elimination of union types is unsound in the presence of
non-determinism. This observation is crucial for us, since our calculus, as opposed to
the one studied by Dunfield and Pfenning, is in fact non-deterministic. They propose
13http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/F5/
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an evaluation context restriction that recovers soundness, but this is not enough to
make type-checking efficient. In recent work, Dunfield [Dun10], shows that carefully
transforming programs into let-normal form improves efficiency. This is encouraging,
since our expressions are already in let normal form, so we can hope to replace the case
construct by a normal let in the future, and still preserve efficient type-checking.
Zeilberger [Zei08] tries to explain why phenomena such as the value and evaluation
context restrictions can arise synthetically from a logical view of refinement typing.
3.10. Summary
In this chapter we have presented a new type system that combines refinement types with
union types, intersection types, and polymorphic types. A novelty of the type system
is its ability to reason statically about the disjointness of types. This extends the scope
of the existing type-based analyses of protocol implementations to important classes of
cryptographic protocols that were not covered so far, including protocols based on zero-
knowledge proofs. Our type system comes with a mechanized proof of correctness and
an efficient implementation14.
14The implementation and formalization are available at
http://www.infsec.cs.uni-saarland.de/projects/F5/
Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Work
4.1. Conclusion
In this thesis we have shown that the combination of union, intersection, and refinement
types and static reasoning about the disjointness of types can be used for analyzing ab-
stract models as well as concrete implementations of cryptographic protocols. To show
this we have introduced two security type systems based on these features, one for a
variant of the spi-calculus, and the other for a concurrent lambda calculus. We have
developed mechanized formalizations of the type systems and proved formally that they
guarantee the adherence of all well-typed protocols to their authorization policies, even
in the presence of an arbitrary untyped attacker. The high expressive power of the type
systems enables the analysis of important protocol classes that were out of scope for
the existing type systems for cryptographic protocols. In this thesis, we have used the
class of protocols based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs as the main running
example, since it was not covered by any previous type system and was the original mo-
tivation for this work. The techniques we propose in this thesis are, however, also helpful
for analyzing security despite compromised participants, for analyzing basic protocols
that achieve authenticity by showing knowledge of secret data, and for giving a more
faithful dynamic-sealing-based symbolic abstraction of asymmetric cryptography. The
type-based analysis technique we have proposed is scalable and provides security proofs
for an unbounded number of protocol executions. We have developed efficient imple-
mentations of our type systems based on state-of-the-art automatic reasoning tools.
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4.2. Future Work
In this section we discuss several interesting directions for future work.
4.2.1. Semantic Subtyping for Higher-order Languages with Refinements
The subtyping relation of RCF∀∧∨ is purely syntactic, and this can be counter-intuitive
for types like refinement, union and intersection types, about which programmers often
have a strong set-theoretic intuition (“types are sets of values”, “refinements are set
comprehensions”, “the intersection of two types is the intersection of their sets of values”,
etc.). Purely syntactic subtyping is, however, very coarse and often invalidates this
intuition. In RCF∀∧∨ subtyping for refinement types is defined by the rules (Sub Refine
Left) and (Sub Refine Right), while intersection types are just greatest-lower bounds
and union types are just least-upper bounds. This allows us to prove inversion lemmas
that are quite counter-intuitive:
Lemma 4.1. If E ` {x : T | C} <: U1 → U2 then E ` T <: U1 → U2.
Lemma 4.2. If E ` T1∧T2 <: U1 → U2 then E ` T1 <: U1 → U2 or E ` T2 <: U1 → U2.
Semantic subtyping solves this problem by being fully precise and completely in sync
with the “types as sets of values” intuition [HVP05]. It also enables the type-checker to
provide precise counterexamples when subtyping fails. Semantic subtyping was limited
to first-order languages until Frisch et al. [FCB08] realized that for higher-order lan-
guages the model of types can be defined independently from values in order to avoid
circularities, while still recovering the “types as sets of values” interpretation at a later
stage. While in the first-order setting it is relatively easy to mix semantic subtyping
with refinement types [BGHL10], the way Frisch et al. avoid circularities by abstracting
away from values when defining the semantics of types appears to be incompatible with
types that can directly mention values such as refinement types (e.g., refinement types
can easily encode singleton types). Supporting semantic subtyping for a higher-order
language with refinement types such as RCF∀∧∨ is currently an open problem.
4.2.2. Strong Secrecy and Observational Equivalence for RCF∀∧∨
The original work of Abadi on secrecy by typing [Aba99], as well as some of the follow up
work by Abadi and Blanchet [AB03,AB05] dealt with a strong notion of secrecy based on
observational equivalence. Later type systems usually considered a weaker trace-based
notion of secrecy that only prevents direct flows to the attacker [GJ05]. For instance,
the original type system for RCF [BBF+08] only considers weak secrecy for contexts
(under the name of robust secrecy), while in this work we study the weak secrecy of
values (under the name of robustly private values, see §3.5). In recent work Fournet et
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al. [FKS11] use parametricity [Mor73, SP03, SP07, BAF08] to prove strong secrecy by
typing for a probabilistic variant of RCF. It would be interesting future work to apply
this work to zero-knowledge proofs, since the zero-knowledge property is a strong secrecy
property we do not currently capture.
More generally, it would be interesting to adapt some of the general techniques for estab-
lishing observational equivalences such as logical relations and bisimulations to RCF∀∧∨.
This would enable reasoning about privacy [DKR09, BHM08b, MP11] and anonymity
properties [CH02,BCC04,BCGS09,BLMP10] not only for abstract protocol models, but
also for protocol implementations. It is often the case that such properties are achieved
using zero-knowledge proofs.
4.2.3. Supporting An Intuitionistic Authorization Logic with says Modality
The two authorization logics considered in this work do not have a says modality that
attributes logical formulas to principals [ABLP93, Aba03, Aba07]. The says modality is
particularly useful in the setting of security despite compromise [GP06,FGM07a], where
it can easier encapsulate the effects of compromised participants, and ensure that the
assertions made by certain principals will not affect the truth of the assertions made
by others. Our design choice not to include the says modality is mostly for pragmatic
reasons, since we prefer to be able to discharge proof obligations using the state-of-the-
art automatic tools for classical first-order logic, and the says modality does not have a
clear meaning in classical logic. For the applications that we have considered so far, we
found it relatively easy to encode the effect of participant compromise explicitly into the
authorization policy.
The requirements imposed by our soundness proof on the entailment relation of the
authorization logic can, however, be satisfied by both classical and intuitionistic logics.
We leave it as future work to support an intuitionistic authorization logic with says
modality in a way that preserves efficient automation and practicality. One idea would
be to translate the says modality into a standard modal logic [GA08], and then to use
an encoding of this modal logic into classical first-order logic [HSW99, HS00]. This
could be achieved by extending the translation by Garg and Abadi [GA08] to first-order
quantifiers and equality. A similar idea would be to directly translate the says modality
into intuitionistic first-order logic as done by Garg and Tschantz [GT08], and then use
one of the automatic theorem-provers for intuitionistic first-order logic [Tam96,ROK07,
MP09]. Finally, it would also be possible to develop special-purpose tools for automating
specific authorization logics [Gar09], however, such an effort would not automatically
benefit from the constant progress on general-purpose theorem provers.
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4.2.4. Generalize the Syntactic Reasoning About Type Disjointness
Defining the non-disjointness judgment is challenging in our setting because kinding
makes many types overlap. Because of kinding it is not enough to look only at the
top-level type constructor to decide if two types can overlap. In the type system for the
spi-calculus we use the logical characterization of kinding to capture the effect of kinding
on type disjointness (§2.4.6). This allows us to give a general rule for comparing two
generative types that have different top-level type constructors. While this covers the
most common use cases (e.g., types Private and Un are both generative), it would be
interesting to also study the types of terms created by constructors (e.g., when is a pair
type disjoint from Un).
A much bigger challenge would be to try to bring more of these ideas to RCF∀∧∨, where
currently the only non-trivial base case for the non-disjointness relation is for Private
and Un. The main reason for this is that in RCF∀∧∨ there are no generative types, and
our encoded type Private is the the only type we could find that is disjoint from Un.
And even if we found a way to circumvent this problem, it would still be hard to capture
the influence of kinding on type disjointness, since defining a logical characterization of
kinding for RCF∀∧∨ would be more challenging because of polymorphism.
Finally, it would be interesting to look for other contexts where reasoning about type
disjointness is used, and try to see if any of our ideas are useful there. For instance, in de-
pendently typed calculi such as the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [CH88,PPM90,
CPM90] unsatisfiable equality assumptions can be added in the context introduced by
a guard expression.
4.2.5. Type inference for RCF∀∧∨
Our type-checker for RCF∀∧∨ was very efficient in our experiments; however, the amount
of typing annotations it requires is at the moment quite high. This issue is more pro-
nounced in our symbolic cryptography library, where intersection and union types are
fairly pervasive. This is less of a problem in the code that links against these libraries,
and in the case of zero-knowledge even the code in the library is automatically gener-
ated together with all the necessary annotations. In the future we would like to perform
more type inference, maybe leveraging some of the recent progress on type inference for
refinement types [RKJ08, JMR11]. The good news is that intersection and union types
can be very useful when devising precise type inference algorithms [BHM08c,Kob09].
4.2.6. Automatically Generating Concrete Cryptographic Implementations
from Zero-knowledge Statement Specifications
In §3.7 of this thesis we have presented a general technique to automatically generate
a symbolic implementation of a zero-knowledge proof system starting from a high-level
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specification of the statement. While this symbolic implementation is useful for veri-
fication and debugging purposes, the actual cryptographic implementation of the zero-
knowledge proofs still has to be provided by the user. While several classes of statements
admit efficient zero-knowledge proofs [CDS94,CL02,GS08,AFG+10], the effort of finding
the right cryptographic schemes and implementing them efficiently is still substantial.
Devising a library of reusable cryptographic schemes that can be used to implement
zero-knowledge proofs can help in reducing this effort [BLMP10, BMP11, MP11]. Even
more useful would be to automate the whole implementation process by devising a code
generator that starts from a high-level specification of the statement and produces an
efficient cryptographic implementation, by automatically selecting the right schemes.
There has been interest recently in building such code generators for a particular kind
of efficient zero-knowledge proofs called sigma-protocols [BBH+09, ABB+10, MEK+10].
The level of abstraction at which the zero-knowledge statements are specified in these
tools is, however, much lower than our specifications from §3.7 and the specification lan-
guage seems tailored towards sigma-protocols. It would be interesting to devise a more
abstract specification language that can target a larger set of efficient zero-knowledge
proof systems, including the techniques based on bilinear groups [GS08,AFG+10].
Appendix A
Typing Blind Signatures
and Secret Hashes
For type-checking a model of the complete DAA protocol (§2.7) we extend the type
system from §2.4 with blind signatures and secret hashes.
The only difference between secret hashes and the regular hashes defined in Chapter 2 is
that the type of secret hashes has a more restrictive kinding rule (Kind SHash). While
regular hashes are always public, and can thus be sent to the attacker, secret hashes are
in general not public. For instance the f -value in the DAA protocol is a secret hash;
revealing the f -value would allow attackers to impersonate the TPM (in fact the DAA
protocol has a rogue tagging mechanism for rejecting f -values that are known to be
leaked). Our type system statically enforces that secret hashes are not leaked to the
attacker. An important consequence is that the type SHash(T ) is disjoint from Un if T
is disjoint from Un; we capture this in rule (ND SHash Un). This new rule is crucial for
type-checking the DAA-signing protocol.
In order to prevent the issuer from learning f-values, DAA relies on blind signatures
[Cha83]. The TPM sends the blinded f-value blind(f, r), where r is a random blinding
factor, to the issuer, which then produces the blind signature bsign(blind(f, r), kI). The
TPM can later unblind the signature obtaining a signature usign(f, kI) of the f-value,
which can be publicly verified. The unblinding of blind signatures is done by the unblind
destructor, while the verification of the unblinded signature is done by the bcheck de-
structor.
Additional terms
K,L,M,N ::= terms
. . .
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blind(M,L) blind term M using blinding factor L
bsign(M,K) sign blinded term M using key K
bvk(K) verification key corresponding to blind signing key K
usign(M,K) signature obtained after unblinding M ,
which was blind signed with key K
shash(M) secret hash of term M
Additional destructors
D ::= destructors
. . .
unblind(M,L,K) use blinding factor L to unblind blind signature M
done with the signing key for verification key K
bcheck(M,K) check the unblinded signature M using verification key K
The destructor reduction relation is extended with new rules for unblind and bcheck.
Additional destructor reduction rules: D ⇓M
unblind(bsign(blind(M,L),K), L, bvk(K)) ⇓ usign(M,K)
bcheck(usign(M,K), bvk(K)) ⇓M
We add 5 types for type-checking protocols based on blind signatures: The type Blinder(T )
describes blinding factors that can only be used to blind terms of type T ; Blinded(T )
describes the result of blinding a term of type T ; BSigKey(T, z. C) contains signing
keys that can only be used to sign blinded terms of type T for which additionally the
formula C holds (i.e., blinded terms of type {z : Blinded(T ) | C}); BVerKey(T, z. C)
describes verification keys corresponding to blind signing keys of type BSigKey(T, z. C);
and USigned(T ) describes unblinded signatures on terms of type T .
Additional types
T,U, V ::= types
. . .
Blinder(T ) blinding factor that only blinds terms of type T
Blinded(T ) the result of blinding a term of type T
BSigKey(T, x. C) signing key that only signs blinded terms of type T
for which additionally C holds (scope of x is C)
BVerKey(T, x. C) verification key corresponding to blind signing key
of type BSigKey(T, x. C) (scope of x is C)
USigned(T ) unblinded signature on a term of type T
SHash(T ) secret hash of a term of type T
We call a type T generative iff T ∈ {. . . ,Blinder(T ),BSigKey(T, x. C)}
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The kinding and subtyping rules for blind signatures are quite similar to but not ex-
actly the same as the ones for symmetric encryption and regular signatures. Blind-
ing factors behave like symmetric encryption keys, so Blinder(T ) has the same kind-
ing and subtyping rules as SymKey(T ). The type of blinded terms Blinded(T ) is al-
ways public, but in general not tainted (unlike the result type of the senc construc-
tor, which is Un). The types of blind signing and verification keys BSigKey(T, x. C)
and BVerKey(T, x. C) have the same kinding rules as SigKey({x : Blinded(T ) | C})
and, respectively, VerKey({x : Blinded(T ) | C}). Subtyping is, however, stronger for
BSigKey(T, x. C) and BVerKey(T, x. C) compared to the types for regular signatures. In
particular we can show that if E ` BSigKey(T1, x. C1) <:> BSigKey(T2, x. C2) then E `
T1 <:> T2. This property is crucial when proving blind signatures sound, but it does not
hold for regular signature types of refinement types (i.e., SigKey({x : Blinded(T ) | C})).
Another difference compared to regular signatures is that the type BVerKey(T, x. C) is
invariant while VerKey(T ) is covariant. Finally, the kinding and subtyping rules for
USigned(T ) are the same as for Signed(T ).
Additional kinding rules: E ` T :: k for k ∈ {pub, tnt}
(Kind Blinder)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt
E ` Blinder(T ) :: k
(Kind Blinded Pub)
E ` T ok
E ` Blinded(T ) :: pub
(Kind Blinded Tnt)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt
E ` Blinded(T ) :: tnt
(Kind BSigKey)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt E, x : > ` C
E ` BSigKey(T, x. C) :: k
(Kind BVerKey Pub)
E ` T ok E, x : > ` C ok
E ` BVerKey(T, x. C) :: pub
(Kind BVerKey Tnt)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt E, x : > ` C
E ` BVerKey(T, x. C) :: tnt
(Kind USigned Pub)
E ` T :: pub
E ` USigned(T ) :: pub
(Kind USigned Tnt)
E ` T ok
E ` USigned(T ) :: tnt
(Kind SHash)
E ` T :: pub E ` T :: tnt
E ` SHash(T ) :: k
Additional subtyping rules: E ` T <: U
(Sub Blinder Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` Blinder(T ) <: Blinder(U)
(Sub Blinded Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` Blinded(T ) <: Blinded(U)
(Sub BSigKey Inv)
E ` T1 <:> T2 E, x : > ` C1 ⇔ C2
E ` BSigKey(T1, x. C1) <: BSigKey(T1, x. C2)
(Sub USigned Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` USigned(T ) <: USigned(U)
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(Sub BVerKey Inv)
E ` T1 <:> T2 E, x : > ` C1 ⇔ C2
E ` BVerKey(T1, x. C1) <: BVerKey(T1, x. C2)
(Sub SHash Inv)
E ` T <:> U
E ` SHash(T ) <: SHash(U)
The secret hash type SHash(T ) is public only if T is both public and tainted, which
allows us to add a strong non-disjointness rule comparing SHash(T ) with Un.
Additional non-disjointness rules E ` T ## U ; C
(ND SHash Un)
E ` T ## Un ; C
E ` SHash(T ) ## Un ; C
The new term typing rules are as one would expect. Rule (Term BSign) reflects again the
correspondence between BSigKey(T, z. C) and SigKey({z : Blinded(T ) | C}). Rule (Term
USign) is not directly used by our type-checker, since protocols do not contain terms
using usign; instead terms that use usign are generated only by the unblind destructor.
It is, however, crucial for Lemma A.1 (Unblind consistent) that the result of the unblind
destructor can still be type-checked.
Additional term typing rules: E `M : T
(Term Blind)
E `M : T E ` L : Blinder(T )
E ` blind(M,L) : Blinded(T )
(Term BVK)
E ` K : BSigKey(T, z. C)
E ` bvk(K) : BVerKey(T, z. C)
(Term BSign)
E ` N : {z : Blinded(T ) | C} E ` K : BSigKey(T, z. C)
E ` bsign(N,K) : Un
(Term SHash)
E `M : T
E ` shash(M) : SHash(T )
(Term USign)
E `M : {x : T | ∃y. C{blind(x, y)/z}} E ` K : BSigKey(T, z. C)
E ` usign(M,K) : USigned(T )
We introduce two new destructor typing rules. Rule (Dtor BCheck) is particularly
interesting, since it returns a very strong type. When successfully checking a blind
signature with a verification key of type BVerKey(T, z. C) we know not only that the
resulting termM has type T , but also that the formula C holds for the blinding ofM with
some unknown blinding factor y. We use existential quantification in the authorization
logic to reflect the fact that the blinding factor y is unknown to the principal signing M
blindly.
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Additional destructor typing rules: E ` D : T
(Dtor Unblind)
E `M : Un E ` L : Blinder(T ) E ` K : BVerKey(T, z. C)
E ` unblind(M,L,K) : USigned(T )
(Dtor BCheck)
E `M : USigned(T ) E ` K : BVerKey(T, z. C)
E ` bcheck(M,K) : {x : T | ∃y. C{blind(x, y)/z}}
We have extended the Coq proof of destructor consistency (Lemma 2.29) to cover blind
signatures.
Lemma A.1 (Unblind consistent). For all closed terms M , L and K such that E `
bsign(blind(M,L),K) : Un and E ` L : Blinder(T ) and E ` bvk(K) : BVerKey(T, z. C)
we have that E ` usign(M,K) : USigned(T ).
Lemma A.2 (BCheck consistent).
For all closed terms N and K such that E ` usign(N,K) : USigned(T ) and E ` bvk(K) :
BVerKey(T, z. C) we have that E ` N : {x : T | ∃y. C{blind(x, y)/z}}.
Finally, we extend the statement-based inference judgement with two additional rules.
The rule for secret hashes (Sinfer SHash) is the same as for regular hashes (Sinfer Hash),
while the rule for checking a blind signature (Sinfer BCheck) closely corresponds to
(Sinfer Check) in §2.4.9.
Additional statement-based inference rules: E ` [|B |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer BCheck)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vK : BVerKey(T, z. C) T ′ = {x : Blinded(T ) | C} E ` T ′ ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : {| fkind(E, T ′, tnt) |} ∨ T ′] Enew , Cnew
E ` [|bcheck(vM , vK) ; vN |]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
(Sinfer SHash)
E,Eold , {Cold} ` vM : SHash(T ) E ` T ok
E ` (Eold , Cold )[vN : {| fkind(E, T, tnt) |} ∨ T ] E′, C ′
E ` [|vM = shash(vM )|]Eold ,Cold ; Enew , Cnew
Appendix B
Formal-RCF∀∧∨ Calculus
B.1. Syntax
Formal-RCF∀∧∨ values, formulas and expressions
c ::= name
name b n bound name (de Bruijn)
name f a free name (named)
v, u ::= value
v var b n bound variable (de Bruijn)
v var f x free variable (named)
v unit unit
v lam e function
v pair v1 v2 pair
v inx h v constructor
v fold v recursive value
v tlam e polymorphic value
F ::= formula
f pred P v predicate symbol
f eq v1 v2 equality
f and F1 F2 conjunction
f or F1 F2 disjunction
f not F negation
f forall F universal quantification
f exists F existential quantification
e ::= expression
e val v value
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e app v1 v2 function application
e inst v instantiation
e let e1 e2 let
e first v split first
e second v e split second
e match v e1 e2 pattern matching
e unfold v use recursive value
e if v1 v2 e1 e2 equality with type cast
e new e name restriction
e fork e1 e2 fork off process
e send c v send v on channel c
e recv c receive on channel c
e assume F add formula F to log
e assert F formula F must hold
Formal-RCF∀∧∨ syntax of types
T,U, V ::= types
t unit unit type
t arrow T U dependent function type
t pair T U dependent pair type
t sum T U disjoint sum type
t rec T iso-recursive type
t var b n bound type variable (de Bruijn)
t var f α free type variable (named)
t refine T C refinement type
t and T U intersection type
t or T U union type
t top top type
t univ T polymorphic type
Formal-RCF∀∧∨ syntax of environment entries
µ ::= environment entry
ee tvar α type variable
ee kind α k kind-bounded type variable
ee var x T variable x of type T
ee chan a T name a of type T
ee ok F assumed formula
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Formal-RCF∀∧∨ syntax of variances
η ::= variance
vnc covar covariant
vnc contr contravariant
B.2. Erasure from RCF∀∧∨ to Formal-RCF
∀
∧∨
Erasure for valuesTxU = v var f xT()U = v unitTλx : T.AU = v lam (closex TAU)T(M,N)U = v pair TMU TNUTh MU = v inx h TMUTfoldµα. T MU = v fold TMUTΛα.AU = v tlam TAUTfor α˜ in T˜ ; U˜ . MU = TMU
Erasure for formulasTP (M)U = f pred P TMUTM = NU = f eq TMU TNUTC1 ∧ C2U = f and TC1U TC2UTC1 ∨ C2U = f or TC1U TC2UT¬CU = f not TCUT∀x.CU = f forall (closex TCU)T∃x.CU = f exists (closex TCU)
Erasure for expressionsTM NU = e app TMU TNUTM〈T 〉U = e inst TMUTlet x = A in BU = e let TAU (closex TBU)Tlet (x, y) = M in AU =
e let (e first TMU)
(e second TMU (closey (closex TAU)))Tmatch M with inl x⇒ A | inr y ⇒ BU =
e match TMU (closex TAU) (closey TBU)Tunfoldµα. T MU = e unfold TMUTcase x = M : T ∨ U in AU = e let TMU (closex TAU)
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Tif M = N as x then A else BU =
e if TMU TNU (closex TAU) TBUT(νa l T )AU = e new (closea TAU)TA  BU = e fork TAU TBUTa!NU = e send a TNUTa?U = e recv aTassume CU = e assume TCUTassert CU = e assert TCU
Erasure for typesTunitU = t unitTx : T → UU = t arrow TTU (closex TUU)Tx : T ∗ UU = t pair TTU (closex TUU)TT + UU = t sum TTU TUUTµα. TU = t rec (closex TTU)TαU = t var f αT{x : T | C}U = t refine T (closex TCU)TT ∧ UU = t and TTU TUUTT ∨ UU = t or TTU TUUT>U = t topT∀α. TU = t univ (closeα TTU)
Erasure for typing environmentsTαU = ee tvar αTα :: kU = ee kind α kTa l TU = ee chan a TTUTx : TU = ee var x TTUT{C}U = ee ok TCUTµ1, . . . , µnU = Tµ1U, . . . ,TµnU
B.3. Local Closure
Locally closed values, formulas and expressions
lc (v var f x) lc (v unit)
∀x. lc (open(v var f x) e)
lc (v lam e)
lc e
lc (v tlam e)
lc v1 lc v2
lc (v pair v1 v2)
lc v
lc (v inx h v)
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lc v
lc (v fold v)
lc v
lc (f pred P v)
lc v1 lc v2
lc (f eq v1 v2)
lc F1 lc F2
lc (f and F1 F2)
lc F1 lc F2
lc (f or F1 F2)
lc F
lc (f not F )
∀x. lc (open(v var f x) F )
lc (f forall F )
∀x. lc (open(v var f x) F )
lc (f exists F )
lc v
lc (e val v)
lc v1 lc v2
lc (e app v1 v2)
lc v
lc (e inst v)
lc e1 ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) e2)
lc (e let e1 e2)
lc v
lc (e first v)
lc v ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) e)
lc (e second v e)
lc v ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) e1) ∀y. lc (open(v var f y) e2)
lc (e match v e1 e2)
lc v
lc (e unfold v)
lc F
lc (e assert F )
lc F
lc (e assume F )
lc v1 lc v2 ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) e1) lc e2
lc (e if v1 v2 e1 e2)
∀a. lc (open(name f a) e)
lc (e new e)
lc e1 lc e2
lc (e fork e1 e2)
lc (name f a)
lc c lc v
lc (e send c v)
lc c
lc (e recv c)
Locally closed types
lc (t unit)
lc T ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) U)
lc (t arrow T U)
lc T ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) U)
lc (t pair T U)
lc T lc U
lc (t sum T U)
∀α. lc (open(t var f α) T )
lc (t rec T ) lc (t var f α)
lc T ∀x. lc (open(v var f x) F )
lc (t refine T F )
lc T lc U
lc (t and T U)
lc T lc U
lc (t or T U) lc (t top)
∀α. lc (opent var f α T )
lc (t univ T )
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Locally closed environment entries
lc (ee tvar α) lc (ee kind α k)
lc T
lc (ee var x T )
lc T
lc (ee chan a T )
lc F
lc (ee ok F )
B.4. Operational Semantics
Heating Relation: e1 V e2
(heat refl)
lc e
eV e
(heat trans)
e1 V e2 e2 V e3
e1 V e3
(heat let)
lc (e let e1 e2) e1 V e′1
e let e1 e2 V e let e′1 e2
(heat res)
∀a 6∈ L. open(name f a) e1 V open(name f a) e2
e new e1 V e new e2
(heat fork 1)
e1 V e′1 lc e2
e fork e1 e2 V e fork e′1 e2
(heat fork 2)
e2 V e′2 lc e1
e fork e1 e2 V e fork e1 e′2
(heat fork unit 1)
lc e
e fork (e val v unit) eV e
(heat fork unit 2)
lc e
eV e fork (e val v unit) e
(heat msg unit)
lc c lc v
e send c v V e fork (e send c v) (e val v unit)
(heat assume unit)
lc F
e assume F V e fork (e assume F ) (e val v unit)
(heat res fork 1)
lc e1 lc (e new e2)
e fork e1 (e new e2)V e new (e fork e1 e2)
(heat res fork 2)
lc (e new e1) lc e2
e fork (e new e1) e2 V e new (e fork e1 e2)
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(heat res let)
lc (e let (e new e1) e2)
e let (e new e1) e2 V e new (e let e1 e2)
(heat fork assoc 1)
lc e1 lc e2 lc e3
e fork (e fork e1 e2) e3 V e fork e1 (e fork e2 e3)
(heat fork assoc 2)
lc e1 lc e2 lc e3
e fork e1 (e fork e2 e3)V e fork (e fork e1 e2) e3
(heat fork comm)
lc e1 lc e2 lc e3
e fork (e fork e1 e2) e3 V e fork (e fork e2 e1) e3
(heat fork let 1)
lc (e let (e fork e1 e2) e3) lc e1 lc e2
e let (e fork e1 e2) e3 V e fork e1 (e let e2 e3)
(heat fork let 2)
lc (e let e2 e3) lc e1 lc e2
e fork e1 (e let e2 e3)V e let (e fork e1 e2) e3
Reduction Relation: e1 → e2
(red beta)
lc (v lam e) lc v
e app (v lam e) v → openv e
(red inst)
lc e
e inst (v tlam e)→ e
(red first)
lc v1 lc v2
e first (v pair v1 v2)→ e val v1
(red second)
lc (e second (v pair v1 v2) e)
e second (v pair v1 v2) e→ e val v2
(red match inl)
lc (e match (v inx inl v) e1 e2)
e match (v inx inl v) e1 e2 → openv e1
(red match inr)
lc (e match (v inx inr v) e1 e2)
e match (v inx inr v) e1 e2 → openv e2
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(red unfold)
lc v
e unfold (v fold v)→ e val v
(red if true)
v1 = v2 lc (e if v1 v2 e1 e2)
e if v1 v2 e1 e2 → openv e1
(red if false)
v1 6= v2 lc (e if v1 v2 e1 e2)
e if v1 v2 e1 e2 → e2
(red comm)
lc c lc v
e fork (e send c v) (e recv c)→ e val v
(red assert)
lc F
e assert F → e val v unit
(red let val)
lc (e let (e val v) e)
e let (e val v) e→ openv e
(red let)
e1 → e′1 lc (e let e1 e2)
e let e1 e2 → e let e′1 e2
(red res)
∀a 6∈ L. open(name f a) e→ open(name f a) e′
e new e→ e new e′
(red fork 1)
e1 → e′1 lc e2
e fork e1 e2 → e fork e′1 e2
(red fork 2)
e2 → e′2 lc e1
e fork e1 e2 → e fork e1 e′2
(red heat)
e1 V e2 e2 → e3 e3 V e4
e1 → e4
B.5. Properties of the Authorization Logic
Properties of Deducibility S |= F
(multiset)
(S1++S2) |= F
(S2++S1) |= F
(axiom)
lc F
(F :: nil) |= F
(mon)
lc F ′ S |= F
(F ′ :: S) |= F
(subst)
lc v
S |= F
S{v/x} |= F{v/x}
(cut)
S |= F
(F :: S) |= F ′
S |= F ′
(and intro)
S |= F1
S |= F2
S |= (f and F1 F2)
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(and elim l)
S |= (f and F1 F2)
S |= F1
(and elim r)
S |= (f and F1 F2)
S |= F2
(or intro l)
S |= F1 lc F2
S |= (f or F1 F2)
(or intro r)
lc F1 S |= F2
S |= (f or F1 F2)
(or elim*)
S |= (f or F1 F2) (F1 :: S) |= F (F2 :: S) |= F
S |= F
(eq)
lc v
nil |= (f eq v v)
(ineq)
lc v1 lc v2 v1 6= v2 fv(v1, v2) = ∅
nil |= (f not (f eq v1 v2))
(ineq inx)
lc v @v′. v inx h v′ = v fv(v) = ∅
nil |= (f forall (f not (f eq (v inx h (v var b 0)) v)))
(ineq fold)
lc v @v′. v fold v′ = v fv(v) = ∅
nil |= (f forall (f not (f eq (v fold (v var b 0)) v)))
(exists intro)
lc v S |= (openv F )
S |= (f exists F )
(exists elim)
S |= (f exists F )
∀x /∈ L∪fv(F ′)∪fv(S). ((open(v var f x) F ) :: S) |= F ′
S |= F ′
(false*)
lc F S |= f false
S |= F
(contra*)
S |= f not F S |= F
S |= f false
(ineq exists*)
lc (f exists (f eq v1 v2)) fv(v1, v2) = ∅
@v. openv v1 = openv v2
nil |= (f not (f exists (f eq v1 v2)))
B.6. Typing Judgements
Well-formed environments E  
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(wfe empty)
nil  
(wfe entry)
lc µ E   fv ee µ ⊆ dom v E
fn ee µ ⊆ dom n E ftv ee µ ⊆ dom tv E
(dom v ee µ) ∩ (dom v E) = ∅
(dom n ee µ) ∩ (dom n E) = ∅
(dom tv ee µ) ∩ (dom tv E) = ∅
µ :: E  
Well-formed types E  T
(wft type)
lc T E   fv type T ⊆ dom v E
fn type T ⊆ dom n E ftv type T ⊆ dom tv E
E  T
Entailed formula E  F
(entails derive)
E   fv form F ⊆ dom v E fn formF ⊆ dom n E
(forms env E) |= F
E  F
Kinding E  T :: k
(kind var)
E   (ee kind α k) ∈ E
E  (t var f α) :: k
(kind unit)
E  
E  t unit :: k
(kind arrow)
E  T :: k
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T ) :: E)  (open(v var f x) U) :: k
E  (t arrow T U) :: k
(kind pair)
E  T :: k
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T ) :: E)  (open(v var f x) U) :: k
E  (t pair T U) :: k
(kind sum)
E  T :: k E  U :: k
E  (t sum T U) :: k
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(kind rec)
∀α /∈ L. ((ee kind α k) :: E)  (open(t var f α) T ) :: k
E  (t rec T ) :: k
(kind refine pub)
E  (t refine T F ) E  T :: pub
E  (t refine T F ) :: pub
(kind refine tnt)
E  T :: tnt
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T ) :: E)  (open(v var f x) F )
E  (t refine T F ) :: tnt
(kind var false)
α ∈ dom tv E E  f false
E  (t var f α) :: k
(kind top tnt)
E  
E  t top :: tnt
(kind top pub)
E  f false
E  t top :: pub
(kind and pub 1)
E  T :: pub E  U
E  (t and T U) :: pub
(kind and pub 2)
E  T E  U :: pub
E  (t and T U) :: pub
(kind and tnt)
E  T :: tnt E  U :: tnt
E  (t and T U) :: tnt
(kind or pub)
E  T :: pub E  U :: pub
E  (t or T U) :: pub
(kind or tnt 1)
E  T :: tnt E  U
E  (t or T U) :: tnt
(kind or tnt 2)
E  T E  U :: tnt
E  (t or T U) :: tnt
(kind univ)
∀α /∈ L. ((ee tvar α) :: E)  (open(t var f α) T ) :: k
E  (t univ T ) :: k
Subtyping E  T <: U
(sub refl)
E  T
E  T <: T
(sub pub tnt)
E  T :: pub E  U :: tnt
E  T <: U
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(sub arrow)
E  T ′ <: T
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T ′) :: E)
 open(v var f x) U <: open(v var f x) U ′
E  (t arrow T U) <: (t arrow T ′ U ′)
(sub pair)
E  T <: T ′
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T ) :: E)
 open(v var f x) U <: open(v var f x) U ′
E  (t pair T U) <: (t pair T ′ U ′)
(sub sum)
E  T <: T ′ E  U <: U ′
E  (t sum T U) <: (t sum T ′ U ′)
(sub top)
E  T
E  T <: t top
(sub refine left)
E  (t refine T F ) E  T <: T ′
E  (t refine T F ) <: T ′
(sub refine right)
E  T <: T ′
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var e T ) :: E)  open(v var f x) F
E  T <: (t refine T ′ F )
(sub and lb 1)
E  T <: T ′ E  U
E  (t and T U) <: T ′
(sub and lb 2)
E  T E  U <: T ′
E  (t and T U) <: T ′
(sub and greatest)
E  T <: T1 E  T <: T2
E  T <: (t and T1 T2)
(sub or least)
E  T1 <: T E  T2 <: T
E  (t or T1 T2) <: T
(sub or ub 1)
E  T ′ <: T E  U
E  T ′ <: (t or T U)
(sub or ub 2)
E  T E  T ′ <: U
E  T ′ <: (t or T U)
(sub univ)
∀α /∈ L. ((ee tvar α) :: E)
 open(t var f α) T <: open(t var f α) U
E  t univ T <: t univ U
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(sub pos rec)
∀α /∈ L.
(ee tvar α) :: E  open(t var f α) T <: open(t var f α) U
has variance α vnc covar open(t var f α) T
has variance α vnc covar open(t var f α) U
E  t rec T <: t rec U
α has variance η in T (has variance α η T )
(hv var eq)
has variance α vnc covar (t var f α)
(hv var neq)
α 6= β
has variance α η (t var f β)
(hv unit)
has variance α η t unit
(hv arrow)
has variance α (neg vnc η) T
∀x /∈ L. has variance α η (open(v var f x) U)
has variance α η (t arrow T U)
(hv pair)
has variance α η T
∀x /∈ L. has variance α η (open(v var f x) U)
has variance α η (t pair T U)
(hv sum)
has variance α η T has variance α η U
has variance α η (t sum T U)
(hv rec)
∀β /∈ L. has variance α η (open(t var f β) T )
has variance α η (t rec T )
(hv refine)
lc (t refine T C) has variance α η T
has variance α η (t refine T C)
(hv and)
has variance α η T has variance α η U
has variance α η (t and T U)
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(hv or)
has variance α η T has variance α η U
has variance α η (t or T U)
(hv top)
has variance α η t top
(hv univ)
∀β /∈ L. has variance α η (open(t var f β) T )
has variance α η (t univ T )
Typing values E  v : T
(tval var)
E   (ee var x T ) ∈ E
E  (v var f x) : T
(tval unit)
E  
E  v unit : t unit
(tval lam)
∀x /∈ L.
((ee var x T ) :: E)  open(v var f x) e : open(v var f x) U
E  (v lam e) : t arrow T U
(tval tlam)
∀α /∈ L. ((ee tvar α) :: E)  e : open(t var f α) T
E  (v tlam e) : (t univ T )
(tval pair)
E  v1 : T1 E  v2 : (openv1 T2)
E  (v pair v1 v2) : (t pair T1 T2)
(tval inl)
E  v : T E  U
E  (v inx inl v) : (t sum T U)
(tval inr)
E  v : U E  T
E  (v inx inr v) : (t sum T U)
(tval fold)
E  v : (open(t rec T ) T ) E  (t rec T )
E  (v fold v) : (t rec T )
(tval refine)
E  v : T E  (openv F )
E  v : (t refine T F )
(tval subsum)
E  v : T E  T <: T ′
E  v : T ′
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(tval and)
E  v : T E  v : U
E  v : (t and T U)
Typing expressions E  e : T
(texp val)
E  v : T
E  (e val v) : T
(texp subsum)
E  e : T E  T <: T ′
E  e : T ′
(texp appl)
E  v1 : (t arrow T U) E  v2 : T
E  (e app v1 v2) : (openv2 U)
(texp inst)
E  v : (t univ U) E  T
E  e inst v : (openT U)
(texp first)
E  v : (t pair T U)
F = (f exists (f eq (v pair (v var b 1) (v var b 0)) v))
E  (e first v) : t refine T F
(texp second)
E  v : (t pair T U)
µ = (ee ok (f eq (v pair (v var f x) (v var f y)) v))
E′ = µ :: (ee var y (open(v var f x) U)) :: (ee var x T ) :: E
∀x 6= y /∈ L. E′  (open(v var f y) e) : V
E  (e second v e) : V
(texp match)
E  v : (t sum T U)
µ1 = (ee ok (f eq v inx inl (v var f x) v))
∀x /∈ L. µ1 :: (ee var x T ) :: E  (open(v var f x) e1) : V
µ2 = (ee ok (f eq v inx inr (v var f y) v))
∀y /∈ L. µ2 :: (ee var y T ) :: E  (open(v var f y) e2) : V
E  (e match v e1 e2) : V
(texp unfold)
E  v : (t rec T )
E  (e unfold v) : (open(t rec T ) T )
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(texp if)
E  v1 : T1 E  v2 : T2  NonDisj T1 T2 ; F
µ = (ee var x (t and T1 T2))
F ′ = (f and (f and (f eq (v var f x) v1) (f eq v1 v2)) F )
∀x /∈ L. (ee ok F ′) :: µ :: E  (open(v var f x) e1) : U
E  (e if v1 v2 e1 e2) : U
(texp assume)
E   lc F
fv form F ⊆ dom v E fn formF ⊆ dom n E
E  (e assume F ) : (t refine t unit F )
(texp assert)
E  F
E  (e assert F ) : t unit
(texp let)
E  e1 : T1
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T1) :: E)  (open(v var f x) e2) : T2
E  e let e1 e2 : T2
(texp case)
E  e1 : (t or T1 T2)
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T1) :: E)  (open(v var f x) e2) : U
∀x /∈ L. ((ee var x T2) :: E)  (open(v var f x) e2) : U
E  e let e1 e2 : U
(texp res)
∀a /∈ L ∪ (fn type U).
(ee chan a T ) :: E  open(name f a) e : U
E  (e new e) : U
(texp send)
(ee chan a T ) ∈ E E  v : T
E  (e send (name f a) v) : t unit
(texp recv)
(ee chan a T ) ∈ E E  
E  (e recv (name f a)) : T
(texp fork)
((ee ok (extr e2)) :: E)  e1 : T1
((ee ok (extr e1)) :: E)  e2 : T2
E  (e fork e1 e2) : T2
Non-disjointness of types  NonDisj T U ; F
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(nd private un)
lc F fv(F ) = ∅
 NonDisj TPrivateFU t unit ; F
(nd true)
lc T1 lc T2
 NonDisj T1 T2 ; f true
(nd sym)
 NonDisj T2 T1 ; F
 NonDisj T1 T2 ; F
(nd refine)
 NonDisj T1 T2 ; F ∀x /∈ L. lc open(v var f x) F1
 NonDisj (t refine T1 F1) T2 ; F
(nd pair)
 NonDisj T1 U1 ; F1  NonDisj T2 U2 ; F2
 NonDisj (t pair T1 T2) (t pair U1 U2) ; (f and F1 F2)
(nd sum)
 NonDisj T1 U1 ; F1  NonDisj T2 U2 ; F2
 NonDisj (t sum T1 T2) (t sum U1 U2) ; (f or F1 F2)
(nd rec)
 NonDisj (open(t rec T ) T ) (open(t rec U) U) ; F
 NonDisj (t rec T ) (t rec U) ; F
(nd and)
 NonDisj T1 U ; F1  NonDisj T2 U ; F2
 NonDisj (t and T1 T2) U ; (f and F1 F2)
(nd or)
 NonDisj T1 U ; F1  NonDisj T2 U ; F2
 NonDisj (t or T1 T2) U ; (f or F1 F2)
Appendix C
Technical Details of the Symbolic
Encoding of Zero-knowledge
Proofs in RCF∀∧∨
We implement a zero-knowledge oracle in RCF∀∧∨ as three public functions that share
a secret seal. In order to create a zero-knowledge proof the first function seals the
witnesses and public values provided by the caller all together and returns a sealed value
representing the non-interactive zero-knowledge proof, which can be sent to the verifier.
The verification function unseals the sealed values, and checks if they indeed satisfy
the statement by performing the corresponding cryptographic and logical operations. If
verification succeeds then the verification function returns the public values of the proof.
The public values can also be obtained with the third function, without checking the
validity of the proof.
C.1. High-level Specification
Our high-level specification of non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs is similar in spirit
to the symbolic representation of zero-knowledge proofs in a process calculus [BMU08,
BHM08c]. For a specification S the user needs to provide: (1) variables representing
the witnesses and public values of the proof, (2) a positive Boolean formula over these
variables representing the statement of the proof, (3) types for the variables, and, if
desired, (4) a promise, i.e., a logical formula that is conveyed by the proof only if the
prover is honest.
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Variables. We use variables to stand for the witnesses and public values of a zero-
knowledge proof. The witnesses are (usually secret) values that are never revealed by
the proof, and are represented by witness variables. On the other hand, the public values
are revealed by the proof. For the purpose of typing, we further make a distinction
between the public values that are checked for equality by the verifier – represented by
matched public variables, and the ones that are obtained as the result of the verification
– represented by returned public variables.
In the DAA example, the variables xf and xcert stand for witnesses (sortdaa(xf ) =
sortdaa(xcert) = witness). The value of yvki is matched against the signature verifica-
tion key of the issuer, which the verifier of the zero-knowledge proof already knows
(sortdaa(yvki) = matched). The payload message ym is returned to the verifier of the
proof, so sortdaa(ym) = returned.
In the following we assume a function sortS that for each variable x of specification S
assigns: matched if the value of x is revealed by the proof and the verifier checks the
value of x for equality with a known value, public if x has a public value obtained by the
verifier after checking the proof, witness if the value of x is not revealed by the proof.
Statement. We assume that the statement conveyed by a zero-knowledge proof for
specificationS is a positive Boolean formula SS . Statements are formed using equalities
between variables and RCF∀∧∨ functions applied to variables, as well as conjunctions and
disjunctions of such basic statements.
Syntax of zero-knowledge statements
S,R ::= statements
x = f〈T˜ 〉 x1 . . . xn function application
S1 ∧ S conjunction
S1 ∨ S2 disjunction
Intuitively, a statement is valid for a certain instantiation of the variables if after substi-
tuting all variables with the corresponding values and applying all RCF∀∧∨ functions to
their arguments we obtain a valid Boolean formula. We assume that the RCF∀∧∨ func-
tions occurring in the statement have deterministic behavior1, i.e., when called twice
with the same arguments they return the same value.
For example, the statement of the zero-knowledge proof in the DAA-signing protocol is
Sdaa = (xf = check〈Tvki〉 yvki xcert xf ). This statement is valid for a certain instantiation
if the check function returns the value of xf when the values of yvki , xcert , and xf are
passed as arguments. Note that although the payload message ym does not occur in
the statement, the proof guarantees non-malleability so an attacker cannot change ym
without redoing the proof.
1In order to model randomized functions one can take the random seed as an explicit argument.
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Types. The user also needs to provide a type for all specified variables. In the following
we assume a function tS that assigns a type to each variable in specification S . The
DAA-sign protocol does not preserve the secrecy of the signed message, so tdaa(ym) =
Un. On the other hand, the TPM identifier xf is given a secret and untainted type:
tdaa(xf ) = Tvki = {zf : Private | OkTPM(zf )}. This ensures that xf is not known to the
attacker and that it is certified by the issuer (i.e., the predicate OkTPM(xf ) holds). The
verification key of the issuer is used to check signed messages of type Tvki , so it is given
type VerKey〈Tvki〉. Finally the certificate xcert is a signature, so it has type Un. Even
though it has type Un, it would break the anonymity of the user to give the certificate
sort public, since the verifier could then always distinguish if two consecutive requests
come from the same user or not (as in the pseudonymous version of DAA). While we
assume that if sortS (x) = public or sortS (x) = matched then tS (x) has kind public, the
converse does not need to be true.
Promise. The user can additionally specify a promise: an arbitrary formula in the
authorization logic that holds in the typing environment of the prover. If the statement
is strong enough to identify the prover as a honest (type-checked) protocol participant2,
then the promise can be safely transmitted to the typing environment of the verifier.
For a specification S we denote the promise by PS . In the DAA example we have
that Pdaa = Send(xf , ym), since this predicate holds true in the typing environment of a
honest TPM.
C.2. Automatic Code Generation
We automatically generate both a typed interface and a symbolic implementation for
the oracle corresponding to a zero-knowledge specification.
C.3. Typed Interface
The interface generated for a specification S contains three functions3 that share hidden
state (a seal for values of type τS ):
createS : τS → Un
where τS = t or Un
∑
x∈varsS x : tS (x).{PS }
publicS : Un→ Un
verifyS : Un→ (Un ∧
∏
y∈matchedS
y : tS (y).∑
z∈returnedS
z : tS (y).{ ∃x˜.
x˜=witnessS
F (SS , E) ∧ PS } )
2Signature proofs of knowledge have this property [BCC04,LHH+07].
3We use
∑
x∈varsS x : tS (x).{PS } to denote the nested dependent pair type x1 : tS (x1) ∗ . . . ∗ xn :
tS (xn)∗{PS } where x˜ = varsS , and
∏
y∈matchedS y : tS (y). T to denote the dependent function type
y1 : tS (y1)→ . . .→ ym : tS (ym), where y˜ = matchedS .
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The function createS is used to create zero-knowledge proofs for specificationS . It takes
as argument a tuple containing values for all variables of the proof, or an argument
of type Un if it is called by the adversary. In case a protocol participant calls this
function, we check that the values have the types provided by the user. Additionally,
we check that the promise PS provided by the user holds in the typing environment
of the prover. The returned zero-knowledge proof is given type Un so that it can be
sent over the public network. For instance, in the DAA example we have that: τdaa =
Un∨ ((yvki :VerKey〈Tvki〉∗ym:Un∗xf :Tvki ∗xcert :Un)∗{Send(xf , ym)}), where Tvki = {zf :
Private | OkTPM(zf )}.
The function publicS is used to read the public values of a zero-knowledge proof for S ,
so it takes as input the sealed proof of type Un and returns the tuple of public values,
also at type Un.
The function verifyS is used for verifying zero-knowledge proofs. This function can be
called by the attacker in which case it returns a value of type Un. When called by a
protocol participant, however, it takes as argument a candidate zero-knowledge proof of
type Un and the values for the matched variables, which have the user-specified types.
On successful verification, this function returns a tuple containing the values of the
public variables, again with their respective types. The function guarantees that the
formula ∃x˜.F (SS , E) ∧ PS holds, where the public variables are free and the witnesses
are existentially quantified. The first conjunct, F (SS , E), guarantees that if verifica-
tion succeeds then the statement indeed holds, no matter what the origin of the proof
is. Since the statement itself is not a formula in the logic (as it was for instance the
case in [BHM08c]), we use a transformation function F that computes the formula con-
veyed by the statement. This transformation is straightforward: it extracts the formulas
guaranteed by the dependently-typed cryptographic functions (the post-conditions) and
combines them using the corresponding logical connectives of the authorization logic.
The formula conveyed by a statement F (S,E)
F (x = f〈U˜〉 x1 . . . xn, E) = ∧C∈forms(x:T )C{x˜/y˜}
if f : ∀α˜. U ∈ E and U{U˜/α˜} = (∏y˜ : T˜ . T ) ∧ Un
F (x = f〈U˜〉 x1 . . . xn, E) = true, otherwise
F (S1 ∧ S2, E) = F (S1, E) ∧ F (S2, E)
F (S1 ∨ S2, E) = F (S1, E) ∨ F (S2, E)
If the prover is a protocol participant then the second conjunct PS was already checked
when creating the proof, and can be easily justified. However, the attacker can, at least
in principle, also create valid zero-knowledge proofs for which the formula PS does not
hold. In order to justify its return type, the implementation of the verification function
has in many cases to make sure that this is actually not the case, and the proof can only
come from a protocol participant.
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For instance, in the DAA example, we have that
F (Sdaa , Estd ) = F (xf = check〈Tvki〉 yvki xcert xf , Estd )
As explained in §3.6, we have that Estd ` check〈Tvki〉 : xvk : VerKey〈Tvki〉 → z :
Un → x : (Tvki ∨ Un) → {y : Tvki | y = x}. So for the first conjunct after applying
the corresponding substitutions we obtain the formula: (xf = xf ) ∧ OkTPM(xf ). The
predicate OkTPM(xf ) was obtained from the nested refinement type Tvki , according to
the definition of forms from §3.4.1. Finally, after removing the trivial equality we obtain
that:
F (daa, Estd ) = OkTPM(xf )
C.4. Generated Implementation
The generated mkZKS function creates a fresh seal k of type τS = Un ∨
∑
x∈vars(S) x :
tS(x).{PS }. The union type is necessary since the values that are sealed can come from
the attacker as well as from honest participants. The sealing function of the seal k is
directly used to implement the creation of zero-knowledge proofs. The unsealing function
is instead passed to two auxiliary functions pubS and verS that return the function for
extracting the public values and the zero-knowledge verification function, respectively.
mkZKS = λx : unit.
let k = mkSeal〈τS 〉 () in
let ( , ksealing , kunsealing) = k in
(ksealing , verS kunsealing , pubS kunsealing)
pubS : (Un→ τS)→ Un→ Un
verS : (Un→ τS)→ VerifyS
The implementation of pubS is very simple: since the zero-knowledge proof is just a
sealed value, pubS unseals it using the sealing function received as argument and returns
all public and matched witnesses as a tuple (y˜z). The secret witnesses x˜ are simply
discarded, and the validity of the statement is not checked.
pubS = λkunsealing : Un→ τS . λz : Un.
let z′ = kunsealing z in
case z′′ = z′ : Un ∨∑x∈vars(S) x : tS(x).{PS} in
let (y˜z, x˜) = z′′ in (y˜z)
The case construct is necessary since τS is a union type. In case z
′ has type Un then the
declared return type Un is trivial to justify. In case z′ has type
∑
x∈vars(S) x : tS(x).{PS}
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we rely on the earlier assumption that all public and matched variables have a public
type, in order to give the returned tuple (y˜) type Un.
The type and the implementation of the verS function are more involved. The function
inputs the unsealing function kunsealing of type Un → τS , a candidate zero-knowledge
proof z of type Un, and values for the matched variables. Since the type VerifyS contains
an intersection type (Un is one of the branches and this makes the type VerifyS public)
we use a for construct to introduce this intersection type. If the proof is verified by the
attacker we can assume that for all y′ ∈ matched(S) we have y′ : Un and need to type the
return value to Un. On the other hand, if the proof is verified by a protocol participant
we can assume that for all y′ ∈ matched(S) we have y′ : tS(y′), and need to give the
returned value type
∑
y∈returned(S) y : tS(y).{∃x˜=witness(S)x˜. PS ∧ F (S,E)}. Intuitively,
the strong types of the matched values allow us to guarantee the strong types of the
returned public values, as well as the two formulas PS and F (S,E).
The generated verS function performs the following five steps (the first three ones are
the same as for the pubS function): (1) it unseals z using kunsealing and obtains z
′; (2)
since z′ has a union type, it does case analysis on it, and assigns its value to z′′; (3)
it splits the tuple z′′ into the matched witnesses y˜, the public ones z˜, and the secret
ones x˜; (4) it tests if the matched witnesses y˜ are equal to the values y˜′ received as
arguments, and in case of success assigns the equal values to the variables y˜′′ – since
y˜′′ have stronger types than y˜ and y˜′ we use these variables to stand for the matched
witnesses in the following; (5) it tests if the statement is true by applying the functions
in S and checking the results for equality with the corresponding witnesses. This last
step (denoted by “exp(prime(S), {y˜′′/y˜})”) is slightly complicated by the fact that the
statement can contain disjunctions and is discussed in more detail below.
verS = λkunsealing : Un→ τS . λz : Un.
for α˜ in U˜n; t˜S(y).
λy′1 : α1. . . . λy′n : αn.
(∗1∗) let z′ = kunsealing z in
(∗2∗) case z′′ = z′ : Un ∨∑x∈vars(S) x : tS(x).{PS} in
(∗3∗) let (y˜, z˜, x˜) = z′′ in
(∗4∗) if (y˜) = (y˜′) as (y˜′′) then
(∗5∗) “ exp(prime(S), {y˜′′/y˜})”
else failwith “variables do not match”
In order to convert a statement into the corresponding succession of tests, we first
break the statement S into the corresponding atomic statements of the form R =
(x = f〈T˜ 〉 x1 . . . xn). By slightly abusing notation, we denote this decomposition as
S [R1, . . . , Rn]. We then convert S [R1, . . . , Rn] into a decision tree. Decisions trees are
defined by the following grammar:
D ::= true | false | if x = f〈T˜ 〉 x1 . . . xn then D1 else D2
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We implement this as a function called prime, that given a decomposed statement
S [R1, . . . , Rn] produces its prime tree, i.e., an ordered and reduced decision tree; we
refer the interested reader to [Bry86,SB08a] for the details.
Finally, the decision tree prime(S [R1, . . . , Rn]) is converted into an RCF
∀∧∨ expression
using a function called exp.
Converting Decision Trees to Expressions
exp(true, σ) = (σ(z1), . . . , σ(zn)), where z˜ = returned(S)
exp(false, σ) = failwith “statement not valid”
exp(if x = f〈T˜ 〉 x1 . . . xn then D1 else D2, σ) =
if σ(x) = f〈T˜ 〉 σ(x1) . . . σ(xn) as y then
exp(D1, σ{y/x}) else exp(D2, σ)
Note: Variables y, y1, and y2 are always freshly chosen.
Other than the decision tree, this function takes as argument a substitution σ that
records which is the variable with the strongest type that corresponds to each witness.
Initially this substitution is {y˜′/y˜}, i.e., it maps the matched variables y˜ to the values
y˜′ taken as arguments (remember that since y˜ and y˜′ were tested for equality in the
previous step and y˜′ have the stronger types). After checking each atomic statement the
conversion introduces new variables that stand for some of the witnesses and updates the
substitution accordingly. The conversion works as follows. The leaves of the decision tree
marked with true are converted into expressions that return the tuple (σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn)),
i.e., a tuple containing the public witnesses with their strongest type. The leaves marked
with false are converted into an expression that indicates a verification error. The inner
nodes of the decision tree are converted into if statements. More precisely, a node
“if x = f〈T˜ 〉 x1 . . . xn then D1 else D2” in the tree is converted into an application on the
function f〈T˜ 〉 to the arguments σ(x1) . . . σ(xn). The result is then checked for equality
with σ(x), using an if statement with an “as y” clause, where y is a fresh variable. In
order to generate the tree corresponding to a successful check we recursively invoke exp
on D1 and the substitution updating σ to match x to y. The else branch is generated
by recursively calling exp(D2, σ).
In the DAA example the decision tree has a very simple structure:
if xf = check〈Tvki〉 yvki xcert xf then true else false.
C.5. Checking the Generated Implementation
Since the automatically generated implementation of zero-knowledge proofs relies on
types and formulas provided by the user, which may both be wrong, the generated
implementation is not guaranteed to fulfill its interface. We use our type-checker to
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check whether this is indeed the case. If type-checking the generated code against its
interface succeeds, then this code can be safely used in protocol implementations.
In general, there are two situations in which type-checking the generated implementation
fails. First, the types provided by the user for the the public witnesses are not public. In
this case the implementation of pubS cannot match its defined type Un → Un. Second,
the formula PS is not justified by the statement and the types of the witnesses. In this
case verS cannot match its defined type.
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